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COVER PHOTOGRAPHY
TWIN TOWERS 1 home of the Seed Technol ogy Laboratory and site of
the annual Seeds men ' s Short Course. Built in 1900 as a Textile Engineering
Building 1 it later housed the Agricultural Engineering Department At the
present time the University Plant Maintenance Department and the Seed
Technology Laboratory share the building.
0

This structure has become a landmark for seedsmen from all segments
of the trade o In addition to the 3000 seedsmen and other interested persons
who have attended Short Course Programs, over 60 students g ra duating from
the Seed Technology Laboratory curriculum have made this old buildi ng t heir
headquarters for study.
Someday, we hope , this campus landmark will have to give wa y to a
modern structure large enough to accomodate t he expanding Seed Technology
Laboratory. But for the present, inter esting things are happening within these
walls and inquisitive people are passing through her portals. It is hoped tha t
her 3 foot walls and 12" x 16" pine bea ms continue to s upport the equipme nt
and cosmopolitan traffic until she is fina lly retired.
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
MONDAY , MAY 3

8:00 - 12:00

REGISTRATION - SEED TECHNOLOGY lABORATORY
COFFEE, COKES , DOUGHNUTS - Furnished all
week , courtesy of equipment manufacturers and
their representatives .

10:00 - 12:00

TOURS OF UNIQUE FACILITIES
Boll Weevil Research Laboratory
Raspet Flight Research Laboratory

10:00 - 12:00

MOVIES

1:30 -
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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
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3:00

FUNDAMENTALS OF SEED PROCESSING
Bill Ray Gregg
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3:30

COFFEE, COKES, DOUGHNUTS
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Your Choice:
PROCESSING DEMONSTRATIONS
Continuous and simultaneous demonstrations of
different makes and models of air-screen cleaners
disc, and cylinder separators, gravity separators,
roll mills, magnetic separators, color sorters,
elevators, seed treater s , and other equipment used
in seed processing plants .
I

TESTING DEMONSTRATIONS
Germination - e valuation
Special tests - Fluorescence, phenol, vigor.
Discussion of your problems.
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Wayne Still
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George Dou ghert y
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C . E . Hutchinson
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0
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Dumont Souleyrette
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Your Choice
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All equipment in operation.
Individual practice in operating machines if you wish.
Special Attention will be given to your specific problems .
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Techniques and practice in making tetrazolium tests .
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SEED DETERIORATION

James D. Helmer
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Paul Mezynski
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Lloyd L . Smith
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Harold Watson
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Houston Sweatt
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I
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Discussions and conferences

DEMONSTRATIONS
The following industry repre-sentatives assisted in the various
demonstrations of equipment and techniques for seed processing conveying,
treating and storage, but did not appear on the program.
Carl Doyle ••••••••••• .• ~ •••• o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sortex Co. of North America
Vergil Frevert . o • • • • • • o • • • • •
o • o o Crippen Manufacturing Co.
Max Irelan ••••••••• • o • • • • • o • • o • • • • • o • • • o . o A To Ferrell & Company
R. J. Mieras ••••••••• o • • • • • • • o • • o • • • • o o o • o • Electric Sorting Machine Di v.
Vincent Palau ••••••••• o o o o o • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • Mercator Corporation
Fr ed Shu ck ••• o • • • • • • o • • ; ·• • • • • o o o o • • • • • • o o .Forsbergs, Inc.
Sid Stephens •• • o • • • • • o o o • • o • • • • • • • o • o o • • • Morton Chemical Co.
Willi am H. Wallace • o • • • • •
o o• oo
Wallace Equi pment Co.
Herb Williams ••••••••••• o .
o o ••••
Morton Chemical Co.
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SEED PROCESSING FUNDAMENTALS
Bill Gregg

1/

Processing is a vital stage between the producer and the user of
seed Most fieldrun seed have trash , inert material , weed seed or other
c r op seed in them that would make them illegal to sell, or at least difficult
to plant . They are in no condition to be planted, and are not desirable
from the buyer ' s standpoint. Seed processing is the step between the
seed producer and the distributor which takes seed as they come from the
field , removes undesirable material and puts them into condition for
marketing and planting.
In seed processing, we are interested not only in the quality or
condition of a lot or a bag of seed, but also in the condition and life of
each indivi dual seed The seed processor must consider both the quality
of the seed mass and the germinability of each individual seed o At the
same time he improves the quality and condition of the seed, the processor
mus t make a profit with his operations.
Four factors affect processing efficiency: (1) Complete separation
the processor must completely remove all undesirable or contaminating
material in the seeds
(2) He must do this at a high, efficient, and profitab l e capacity
(3 ) There must be minimum loss of the good crop seed.
In almost every processing operation some good seed will be lost , but
this loss must be kept to a minimum
(4) Labor cost must be kept to a
minimum . Labor i n processing is a direct operating cost , and can not
be recovered. An investment in machinery or conveying equipment to
replace labor should be considered as an investment in improved capacity,
efficiency , and better operations
An overall look at seed processing operations shows that we can
break down seed processing into several definite steps that follow in a
specific seque nce The first step is receiving , or bringing seed into
the processing plant either in bags, pallet boxes, or in bulk o From the
receivin g equipment t he seed could go into bulk storage to be held for
later pr ocessing , or c ould go directly into the processing line for cleaning.
0

0

0
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l/ Mr Gr e gg , Agr on o mist - Seed , Cooperative Ex tension Service,
Alaba ma C rop Impr ov e me nt As soc 0, Auburn, Ala bama
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The first processing step is conditioning and precleaning of seed . Conditioning and precleaning involves removing appendages from t he seed , removing
rough large pieces of trash , debearding to remove awns or hulling the seed .
The first actual cleaning and upgrading step is the basic cleaning operation. The air-screen machine is probably the most common basic cleaner . It
makes both size separations and aspirates the seed. Seed lots may come from
the field in good condition , with few contaminating seeds , and will require only
cleaning on the air-screen machine.
However , it is usually necessary to send the seed over one or more
special separating or upgrading machines to remove a specific contaminant
These special machines separate different crop seeds or crop seed and weed
seed according to their differences in a physical seed characteristic
To be
separated completely , the crop seed and the weed seed mu s t differ in this physical characteristic widely enough so that the machine can distinguish between
each crop and weed seed ,
When all possible inert material and weed or other crop seed have been
removed , the seed are ready for bagging
Sometimes a fungicide or insecticide
treatment is applied before they are bagged. The seed may then be shipped
directly to the market, or he l d in storage until they are needed .
Seed processing , or other process operations of t h is n atur e , depends on
differences in physical properties of seed If seed do not differ in some physical
cha'racteristic , they cannot be separated . If a differ ence exists , and a machine
is available which can distinguish between the seed at an efficient capacity,
then they can be separated. Seed processors are fortunate in having a wide
selection of machines that can differentiate between seeds differing in several
physical characteristics
Toda y' s seed processor has machines that ca n separate seed that differ in size , length , shape , weight, surface texture , color ,
affinity for liquids , and conductivity.
A single machine cannot separate seeds that differ in all these characteristics A different machine in most instances must be used to make separations
by each of these different physical characteristics
SIZE : Size is perhaps the most common difference between seeds and
undesirable material. Size separations are basic to seed processing o The
air-screen machine -- the basic machine in seed cleaning - - makes its basic
screening separation by differences in size of seeds
Sev eral dimensions
make the size of a seed or any other particle ; width and t hickness are size
dimensions , and these special dimensions are used in specific width and thickness
separations of seed in specia l cases.
With a series of perforated sheet metal or woven wire screens , th e air0
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0
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screen machine Sf?parates seed by size differences. One or more air blast
separations then remove light materials from the seed. There are many
models and sizes of air-screen machines available, but they all employ the
same principle: size separations by screens, and air separation to remove
light material. The heart of the air-screen machine is the series of sizing
screens inside the machine. In a typical air-screen machine, the seed
mixture drops through an air blast onto several screens, . and then into a
second or even a third air blast where remaining light material is removed.
The first screen has perforations large enough to allow the crop
seed to drop through the openings. Undesirable material larger than the
crop seed cannot drop through the openings, so it rides over the screen and
out a separate discharge spout. After the crop seed go through the large
openings in this scalping screen, they fall onto a second screen which has
openings smaller in size than the crop seed. As the seed mixture passes
over this screen, all weed seed, other crop seed, broken seed or inert
material smaller 'than the good crop seed will drop through the small screen
openings and into a separate discharge spout~ The good seed will ride over
this grading screen, and may pass onto one, two, three or more additional
screens for finer ' and closer size separations.
Two types of screen sizings are made: (1) scalping, in which good
seed are allowed to d~op through the screen openings, but larger material
is carried off the screen into a separate spout, and (2) grading, in which
good crop seed r~de over openings smaller than the seed, while smaller
,particles drop through the screen. A series of scalping and grading operations can remove all material larger or smaller than the desired crop seed.
While air separa~ions in an air-screen cleaner are very effective in removing
inert and light seed, the heart of the cleaner is the selection of the proper
screens. Over 200 different screens are available with different sizes and
shapes of perforations. The processor who knows . his seed, knows the
material that must be removed, andknows how to operate his machine, can
select a series of scalping and grading screens that will remove the majority
of the undesirable material in his crop seed .
Width and thickness as special size dimensions are used in several
specialized operations. A common use is to grade hybrid seed corn into
specific widths and thicknesses for space planting. Several seed separations
are also made using width and thickness sizings. Width or thickness
separations are made by turning the seed on edge or standing it on end to
present it's width or thickness dimension to a sized perforation . If the
seed is below a certain width or thickness, it will drop through the per-
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fora tion; if it is above a selected width or thic kness , it will not go thr ough the
perforation and will be routed out a different discharge spout. A thickness
separation is made by passing seed over a circular or flat surface in which
groves are pressed into the sheet metaL Slotted perforations are in the bottom
of these groves. The shoulders of the groves turn the seed on edge. When
seeds are presented edgewise to the slotted perforations , thin seed fall through ,
while thick seed are rejected and ride out a separate discharge spout.
Width separations are made by perforations at the bottom of indents or
cuplike depressions. The shoulders of the cuplike indent cause the seed to tilt
and stand on end , thus it must present its width dimension to the perforation .
If the seed is narrow , it drops through the perforation ; if it is wider than the
perforation , it is rejected. A series of width and thickness separations can be
combined in a single machine to produce several different width and thickness
grades in the same operation. For example , corn seed can be graded into
different flat and round sizes.
LENGTH : Length differences are common between different c r op seed and
between crop and weed seed . Many processors use length separations to upgrade
and improve their seed . The indented cylinder and disc separator are widely used
to make length separatiorrs . ~ The indented rcylinder separator consists of a
long round cylinder whose,, walls have thousands of small indents. In side this
indented cylinder are other parts that help the indented cylinder make a separation.
These will be an auger or other means of keeping the seed mass level; a liftings
trough to remove short lifted material; and an auger to remove lifted seed from the
lifting trough. An end view of the indented cylinder shows the mass of seed inside
the cylinder. As the cylinder turns , the seed mass turns so that each seed has an
opportunity to fit into one of the indents and be l ifted . The r elationship of the
length of the seed and location of its center of gravity to the depth or size of the
indent determines whether the seed will be lifted. Long seed will n ot fit complete'
ly into the indent. As the cylinder revolves , they fit into the indents , but do not
remain in the indents long enough to be lifted. Seeds inter mediate in length w i ll
be lifted slightly above the edge of the seed mass by the in dents . Shorter seed
'
will be lifted higher up the arc of the cylinder ' s r otation. In sh ort , the length of
the seed determines the degree to which they fit into the inden ts . Seed that fit
into the indents are lifted up as the cylinder revolves. Shorter seed a r e lifted
higher in the arc of the cylinder's rotation ; longer seed fall out soone r.
Mounted in the center of the revolving i ndented cylin de r is a t r ough with
an edge that can be moved up or down to allow seed lifted to a differ ent leve l to
be carried over and dropped into the trough. Seeds not lifted u p pas t the edge of
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this trough fall back into the seed mass in the cylinder and are discharged
out the end of the machine •
A seed's length determines how it fits into the indented pockets in
the wall of the cylinder. The location of the seed'scenteiQfgrav,ity .also
effects the seed's fit into an indented pocket. A round, short seed whose
center of gravity is near one end will not be lifted.
The disk separator also separates seeds by difference in length.
A disk is a cast iron wheel. Many small undercut pockets are cast into
each face of the disk. As the disk turns through a mass of seed, each seed
will have an opportunity to sit in one of these pockets. If the seed is
long enough, it will fall out of the pocket. If the seed is short, it will
sit inside this pocket and be lifted up out of the seed mass o Lifted seed
are carried up and deposited into a separate discharge spout.
There are square shaped pockets to make separations between
different crop seeds; pockets with rounded lifting edges to lift round seed
types, and pockets with flat liftings edges to lift flat-sided or rectangular
seed .
The heart of the disk separator is a revolving shaft on which many
different disks are mounted .. The seed mass enters the machine at one end,
and moves through the center of the disks and comes in contact with the
pockets on the side of each disk. These pockets reject or lift out seed
as the mass moves through the machine. By using several sections of
disks with different pocket sizes on the same shaft, several different
length grades can be made as seed pass through the machine .
SHAPE: Spape is a physical characteristic which varies between
many crop seed. The size separation made by the air-screen machine involves some differences in shape especially when triangular hole screens
are used o The indented cylinder and the disk separator also use shape to
some extent as a function of length . The spiral separator separates
specifically between round-shaped and flat-shaped seed . The spiral
separator is a vertical series of spiraled flights. A mixture of flat
and round seed enters the inner spiral at the top of the machine. As
they move down the spirals, gravity causes the round seed to roll faster.
Their velocity increases to the point where they can jump over the inclined
edge of the inner flight of spirals, into an outer flight
From this outer
flight they go out a separate discharge spout o Flatter seeds can not roll
fast enough to fall into the outer spiral, so they slide down the inter
spirals until they reach the discharge point . Flat and round seed can
be separated by the spiral separator by differences in seed readiness to
0
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roll down the inclined spirals

0

SURFACE TEXTURE: Surface texture -- relati v e roughn ess or smoothness
of the seed coat -- is a common difference between seeds
The roll or dodder
mill and the draper belt are the most common machines used to separate seeds
that differ in surface texture. However, the magnetic separator, the buckhorn
machine, and vibratior separator also use differences in surface texture to some
extent in separating seed. The basic unit of the roll or dodder mill consists of
two long cylinder-like rollers covered with a velvet or flann el material , mounted
side by side so that they touch down their entire length A t rough is formed
above and between the rollers where they touch
They are mounted at a slight
angle from one e n d to the other. The mixt ure of smooth and rough seed is fed
into this trough at the high end As the rollers revolve up and out from the
center, rough seeds are caught by the nap of the ve l vet or flannel fabric covering
the rollers
They are thrown up again s t the side of a curv ed shi eld set slightly
above the rollers
Rough seed thrown up against t h is shi eld will strike it at art
angle, bounce back down and hit the roller, still at an angle
They will hit the
roller at a higher position than they started from. The fabric on the revolving
roller will again catch the seed and throw it against the shie ld . This ric ocheting
action·,.Gontinues until the rough seed are carried u p ove r th e edge o f th e rollers
and fall into a separate discharge spout.
Smooth seed are not affected by the nap of the fabr ic on t he r oll s - so
they slide down the rollers unt il they reach the lower e n d and drop out a discharge spout. If we look at t he side of a roll mill , we see t ha t there a re several
discharge spouts. Near the upper end rou gh seed, such as dodder being removed
from alfalfa, are thrown over in the r olls
Toward the l ower e n d of t he r olls ,
rough seeds are still being thrown ov er, but an increasing pe rcentage of smo ot h
seed will be caught and thrown over At the lower end of th e roll s only smooth
seed, suc:::~h as alfalfa, remain and are sent out t h e smooth seed spout o At t he
upper end, the discharged is all rough seed At the lower e n d, only smooth
seed remains , but there are intermediate middling fa ction s o f va rying mixtures
of rough and smooth seed
The inclined draper belt is another ma c hin e w h ich se para t es between ,
flat and round or rough and smooth seed It i s a tilted flat~ sur fac ed d ra per
belt, and moves in an uphill d i rection A mixture of rou gh and smooth seed are
fed onto its center Smooth seed cannot get a solid footi ng on t he fnoving belt ,
so they slide downhill and fall off the low e n d ·. Rough er seeds ca n g et a footing ,
come to rest on the movi ng belt , are carried upward b y t he movement of the ~ be lt.
They are discharged from t he upper e n d of the be lt . Abs olut e differ e nc es i n surface textur e such as the roughness of d odder and smoothn ess of alfalfa a re not
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necessary for separation by the draper belt or the roll mill. Sharp angles,
sharp points , or projections on many seed are sufficient to allow the roll
mill to pitch them out of the smoother seed mass, or to allow them to come
to rest on the draper belt and be removed .
COLOR : Many seeds differ in color. Color I-s bejng used more and
more in processing , particularly the larger crop seeds, as a basis of separation. Electronic color sorters are used to make color separation.
These machines drop each seed separately before an electronic sensing
device which compares the seed with an electronic pattern or a given
color background. If the seed ' s color .is acceptable, it is allowed to
fall on to a discharge spout. However , if its color is not in the acceptable range , a compressed a ir nozzle is activated to blow the seed out
of its normal flight path. Lt falls out a separate discharge spout.
One electronic color separator feeds seed into an individual
row on a groved belt. This throws a single line of seed through a color
sensing chamber where photoelectric cells compare each seed with a
selected background color. If seed color matches the background, the
seed follows a normal flight path into a discharge spout. However, if
its color varies from the background color, the air nozzle blows the seed
out of its normal flight path , and it falls out a separate spout . A different color separator picks each seed up on a vacuum ferrule and passes
it through a color sensing chamber . Photoelectric cells rate its color
and either accept it and let it fall out the good product spout, or reject
it and blow it out of its flight path into a reject spout.
AFFINITY FOR LIQUIDS ~ Seeds also differ in affinity for liquids ,
or the rate at which their surface will absorb liquids
The magnetic
separator and the buckhorn machine will separate seeds by these differences o The magnetic separator feeds a mixture of seeds of varying
affinity for liqui ds into a mixing chamber A small amount of water or
other liquid is introduced into the seed here Some seeds absorb moisture and become dampened , while others do not.
After each seed has had an opportunity to absorb or reject moisture,
finely - ground iron powder is fed into the mixing chamber. This iron
powder is blended in to give eac0 seeda change to come in contact with
the iron powder. If the seed held moisture , then the iron powder will
stick to the moistened seed coat If the seed· did not absorb moisture,
no iron filings will stick to the moistened seed coat The mixture of seed
is then passed through a magnetic fie l d , over a drum revolving around a
magnet , or by some ot her me1hod o Seeds which absorb moisture and held
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iron filings are attracted by the magn et, stick to t he drum, a n d are carried
out to a separate discharge spout. Seeds which a bsorbed n o moi sture a nd
hold no iron powder do not react t o the magnet ic field , and :discharge from
the machine through a separate spout.
The buckhorn machine is ver y similar in operation. The feed mixture
is fed into a mix ing chamber where a small amount of moisture is i ntroduced
into the seed mass. After each seed has had an opportunity to accept or
reject moisture , finely ground hardwood sawdust or bark is i nt roduced into the
mixing chamber. This machine was designed specific ally to remove buckhorn
plantain from clover seed When moisture comes into contact with buckhorn
seed , a dried material on the seed surface becomes mucila gin ous and sticky.
When this sticky material contacts the finely - ground sawdust , it sticks to the
seed. After the moistened buckhorn seed were altered by placin g them in the
center of a ball of sawdust. The y can n ow be removed by a gravity separator
or sometimes by a screening machine
WEIGHT ~ Man y seeds differ in weight, specific gra v ity, or relative
density per given unit of volume Wei ght or specifi c gravity is the basis of
the air blast separation made in . an air- screen machin e. Th e gra v it y separat or ,
the stoner, the aspirator, and the pneumatic separator all make specific separations according to differences in weight or specifi c gravity of seeds.
Weight separations are made i n comparison with a s tandard medium of
given density, such as a moving s tream of air . To ma k e a sepa ra tion by
specific gravity, a mixture of seed of high a n d low specific gravity are placed
over a perforated surface through which an air stream pas s es. The a ir is adjusted so that its termi nal velocity is gr eater than t he ter minal ve l oc ity of light
seeds. Light seeds will thus be lifted and held by t he air b las t. Hea v ier seeds
whose terminal velocity is greater than t hat of t he air stream will settle down a n d
lie on t he perforated surface through w h i c h t he air is passing o The seed are n ow
stratified into vertical weight zones
The s t ratificat ion is t he fu n damental weight
or specific gravity separation.
The specific gravity separat or consists basic a lly of a perfora ted deck
through whose surface an adjus t able air s t ream is moving Seed a r e fed onto
this deck and into the air stream o The air strea m is ad ju s t ed t o lift light seed
while heavier seed lie on the deck surface o
Then the different layers of seed mus t be sepa ra ted so t ha t li g ht seed
can be sent to one discharge spout while the heavier seed go t o a differen t discharge spout o This is accomplished by a reciproc at ing motion t hrough the horiz ontal axis of the machine o The deck surface is tilted s lig htly as it rocks rapidly
back and forth. Li ght seeds held up by the air strea m fl ow downhill , followi n g the
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path of least resistance , and discharge from the low side of the gravity
deck. Heavier seeds lie in contact with the surface of the deck and , as
the machine reciprocates back and forth , this motion tosses the heavy
seeds in the uphill direction. Each time the deck moves, _the seed are
worked slightly uphill. This motion continues until heavy seeds are
carried out of the mixture and moved to the higher end of the deck where
they go to a separate discharge spout ,
The flow pattern of a gravity separator deck shows that, as the seed
moves from the feed spout through the stratifying area , the light seed flow
downhill toward the low corner of the deck , Heavier seed move uphill
until the motion of the deck finally moves them out the upper end. In
the center, between the heavy seed end and the light seed end , a
middling product consisting of seed of intermediate density and a mixture
of some heavy and some light seed is formed . The gravity separator
makes a graded separation , from the lightest seed at the lower end of
the deck,. to ·the heaviest · seed at the higher end of the deck
Between
these two points there is a gradual gradation of increased sp13cific
gravity Of individual seed towar'd the nigh end of the deck o
The stoner is a special separator making only a two part gravity
separation -- a heavy and a light fraction . The stoner is similar to the
gravity separator, since the seed mixture is fed onto a perforated deck
through which an air stream is moving . The air stratifies the seed and
causes light seed to flow to the downhill end . The recipr ocating motion
of the deck moves heavy seed toward the high end of the deck
The stoner
differs from the gravity in that the seed are discharged from either the high
end or the low end of the deck , with no i ntermediate fracti on o The stoner is
very useful in separating rocks from beans , sa n d fr om clover, or similar
separations. These separators are common l y used to salvage good seed
from waste products coming off the high end of the gravity separator .
The seed mixture is fed onto the center of the reciprocating stoner deck
The stratifying zone is in the center Heavy particles - - stones or sand ~ 
will move uphill from the stratifying zone , while the air column floats the
lighter crop seed downhill to the low end of the deck
Both the gravity separator and the stoner work by passing an air
column through a mass of seed The aspira t or makes a similar separation
on a seed by seed basis
It will lift seeds whose terminal velocity is
lower. Lifted seeds a r e carried up the air column and dropped into separate
discharge spouts . Heavier seeds with a terminal velocity higher than the
air column fall through the air blast and settle out a discharge spout.
The aspirator separates by pulling a negative pressure air stream
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through a separating column. The pneumatic separator makes a similar separation by forcing a positive pressure air blast through a separating column , where
light and heavy seeds are separated by the therminal velocity of the air stream.
Light seeds of low terminal velocity are lifted into a settling chamber and out a
separate discharge spout. Heavy seed of higher terminal velocity are not affected
by the separating air stream and fall out a low discharge spout
CONDUCTIVITY ~ Seeds also differ in their ability to hold or conduct an
electrical charge. Many conditions affect a seed ' s conducting properties , but
this can be used very successfully to make some difficult separations , and the
electrostatic separator is widely used to separate seeds of differing electrical
conductivity. A typical electrostatic separa tor moves a conveyor belt carrying
a single layer of seed beneath an electrode
This electrode sprays a high intens .ity electrical charge onto the seed
Poor -conducting seed hold this electrical
charge , but the good conductors lose their charge readily to the grounded conveyor Seed ·· that are good conductors and have lost their charge are thrown off
the end of the belt into a discharge spouta Poor-conducting seed hold their
electrical charge and stick to t he conveyor belt. They are carried around away
from the first discharge spout and dropped into a separate discharge spout o
Two types of electrostatic separations have been used with success on
seed. In the pinning effect , a high intensity e l ectrical charge is sprayed onto
the seed o . Seed which are poor conductors hold their charge and stick to the
grounded conveyor belt , while good conductors lose their charge readily and are
sent out a ·separate spout A separate type electrostatic separation is made by
passing the seed through a n electrical field created by a different type of electrodeo Here , charges in the seed are rearranged as a reaction to this electrical
field o Some seeds will be attracted and a r e lifted into a different flight path as
they fall from the belt or roller o Other seeds which react l ess to this electrical
9harg,e wilLfo1low-,a normal field pa:th ~to a · separa te dischanje spout
These , t hen , a r e s ome of the machines a vailable to the seeds man o These
machines separate seeds accor ding to their differences in many physical properties
including size , length , shape , weight , s urfac e textur e , affinity to liquids , and
electrical conductivity o The seed processor has a responsibility to the l ife in
the seed to keep it in good condition and mainta in the high germinability that
nature placed in the seed He has a responsibility to the users of h i s seed to
keep t he purity, pla nta bility , and quality of the seed high
He also has a respon sibility to himself to perform his services at an efficient:. level that will allow him
to make a profit o To do this, he must know his machines o He mus t know each
machine tl}oroughly , what it can do , the principle it uses to separate seed , how to
adjust if for maximum separation and capacity, and he must know the proper
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sequence in the cleaning operations in which it can be used .
He must also know the seeds he is processing: the crop seed,
the weed seed , and their physical differences -- not only the differences
that are easily seen, but the differences that can be used by a machine
to separate them. This does not require a high degree of mechanical
training or training in botany. He should be able to take a sample of seed
before processing and separate all material he wishes to remove from the
crop seed with forceps or a pencil. By looking at this sample , he can tell
how they differ and which machines could separate these seeds . Only
when he is thoroughly familiar with the crop and weed seed he will encounter, with the machines available and the machines in his plant can
the seed processor perform these services efficiently and profitably .

AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS
Virgil D. Frevert ..!/
Although there are many here who have a complete knowledge of
these machines, let's think together for a few minutes about (1) WHAT
THESE MACHINES ARE; (2) WHY THEX ARE USED and what can be accomplished with them; (3} WHEN AND WHERE THEY ARE USED, and (4} HOW TO
USE THEM.
If ydu 11 picture in your mind's eye 11 a flat perforated screen 3 or 4
feet wide and 4 or 5 feet long, with one end a little higher than the other,
you will have an idea of part of the basic design of these machines. If
seed is fed onto the high end of the screen while the screen is vibrated
or shaken back and forth, the seed will flow toward the lower end of the
screen. If the holes in the screen are just large enough to let the seed
fall through, any larger material mixed with the seed will pass over the
screen and fall off the low end.
We all know what wheat looks like, so suppose we put some wheat
on this screen, a1;1d we'll use a screen that has round holes about a quarter
of an inch in diameter -- just a little smaller than an ordinary lead pencil.
Let's shake this screen and see what we have coming through and going off
the end. Off the low end, we have pieces of straw, empty hulls, some
thistle heads, large swollen kernels and some kernels that were not completely threshed from their hull during harvest. Now we'll.look at the wheat
that went through the screen. Here we see with the wheat small round weed
seeds, some long thin weed seeds, some dirt, light chaff, pieces of empty
hull and wheat that was split and cross broken by the combine during harvest.
Now let's tqke another screen, one that has oblong or slotted holes
a little wider than one sixteenth of an inch and about a half inch long. We'll
put the wheat that went through the first screen on this screen and see what
happens . Over the low end of the screen goes the good wheat, empty hulls, .
cross-broken kernels, .and some round weed seeds. The material that went
through the screen consisted of long thin weed seeds, split wheat, some
dirt, chaff and hull particles.
· If we put the wheat ·on a screen having round holes about one eighth

..!/ Mr. Frevert is associs;lted with the Crippen Manufacturing
Company, Inc., manufacturers of grain, bean, and seed cleaners , separator s,
scalpers, graders, and polishers.
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of an inch in diameter we can drop out the cross-broken kernels and the round
weed seeds that would not go through the slotted screen o
We still have some empty hulls with our wheat and some lighter kernels
that are the same size as our good heavier wheat.
Now let's imagine a controlled stream of air passing upward through the
wheat just before it falls onto our first screen. This air will draw out the chaff
and other light material from the wheat before it gets to the screens, so the screens
will be free to do a better screening job.
We have now screened from our wheat the larger and smaller material that
was in the original mixture, and with air we have removed the lighter inert material
before it got to the screens, so we have a product that is quite uniform in size and
general appearance ; but -- we still have some kernels of wheat that are lighter in
weight than the others although they are the same size.
These lighter kernels are usually low in germination and also cut down on
the final test weight. So , to remove them from · our final product w.e will put another
controlled air separation AFTER the screening operations o This air will also remove
any remainipg light foreign material that was not removed by the screens, or was
a little too heavy for our first air separation .,
This is but one simple example of how screens and air can be used to clean
and grade the hundreds of different kinds of seeds that are grown throughout the world.
What we have been doing here is making separations by air-lifting out material lighter than our product -- and also making separations by the DIFFERENCE in
the shape of the seed compared to the material we wish to remove from the seed.
If nature had provided us with useful seeds that could be harvested with
only chaff and lar ger and smaller materials to be separated from this good seed, I
doubt very much if any of us would need to be here today at this short course on
Seed Processing. Our problems of cleaning and gradi ng would be quite simple: we
could harvest our seed crops and with a few screens and a little wind we could soon
have them ready for market or replanting o But such is not the case, today our
seed comes to the processor with large percentages of inert and foreign material
because of growing and harvesting methods o Our equipment mus t be more special- ·
ized now than a few y ears ago in order to meet the ever-tightening grade requirements and the demands for more pure seed and higher germination
The a ir and screen cleaners are the basic and primary machines of the seed
processing trade because they are not limited to one kind of separation
More
than 200 different sizes and shapes of screen openings are available to clean and
grade our seeds o Seeds can go either THROUGH or OVER t hese screens in order
to make separations by the DIFFERENCE in width , thickness , general ,s,hape, and
in some cases differences in length and s urface coatings. In general cleaning
operations these differences are between t he product we are after, and the impurities
that come in with the seed such as inert matter, dirt and weed seeds o In other
processing operations these differences are in the grades or classifications
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necessary for marketing or for further processing on other types of equipment such as disc and cylinder length separations, gravity tables or roll
machines o
Screens are available in perforated metal with holes that are round,
slotted, oval, triangle, and also some indented shapes, ranging in sizes
from 1/2 5 of an inch which is equal to only 40 thousands of an inch, up to
well over 1 inch in size. Round hole screens are usually desingated as
near as possible by numbers which are in 64ths of an inch and in halves of
64ths o Sizes that do not come in 64ths are such fractions of an inch as 1/15,
1/17, or 1/22nd. Slotted or oblong screens come in the 2 dimensions of
width and length such as 4 by 1/4, 1/18 by 1/2, or 10 by 3/4 o Triangle
perforations are designated in 2 systems, one being the length of the sides
of the triangle in 64ths such as 8/64 or 10/64. The other method is designated in V numbers such as 5V, 5 1/2V, 6V, etc.
These V numbers are the diameter of a round gauge, in 64ths of an inch,
that will fit inside of the· triangle and touch each of its 3 sides. In other
words, the diameter of a circle inscribed within the triangle is designated in
64ths of an inch o
Wire mesh screens are available with openings that are square or
oblong. They a re numbered in OPENINGS PER INCH such as 24 by 24, and
30 by 30 in the square meshes, and range from very coarse to as fine as 60
by 60. Oblong mesh openings come in consecutive sizes such as 2 by 10,
3 by 14 or 4 by 20 and even as fine as 6 by 60 openings per inch o
With so many screens available, one can easily imagine the great
many separations that can be made with this type of machine. And when
we add air separations to make divisions by weight and shape, it greatly
increases their usefulness
When the main flow of seed goes through a screen to remove larger
material, the screen in called a SCALPER or a TOP SCREEN, and sometimes a
"riddle". Most cleaners nowadays have a second or CLOSER SCALPER which
is sometimes called a MAIN SCREEN o The first scalper relieves the second
scalper of much of the coarser material, and a smaller screen openi11g or
· a different shape is used for the second scalper. An example of this would
be a first screen of 1/14" Round for Clover and a slotted screen of 3/64 by
5/16" for the second screen, each removing a different line of material.
When the main flow of seed goes OVER a screen, letting smaller
material fall through such as weed seeds , dirt, or smaller seeds, that
screen is usually called a BOTTOM SCREEN, A GRADING SCREEN OR THE
"SEED · SCREEN 11
Generally, although there are some exc eptions, round screens are
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used as a top screen for round seeds such as beans, peas, or clover. Slotted
top screens are used for longer seeds such as brome, fescue or oats. Bottom
screens used to remove long and thin seeds, and immature or split seeds, would
be of oblong or slotted shape. If the smaller material consists of sand or dirt,
and round seeded seeds, then a bottom screen with round holes would be used.
When cleaning small seeds such as the clovers or grasses 1 the bottom screens
would be of wire, either square or oblong mesh.
Lists of suggested screen sizes for cleaning and grading seeds are available
from the manufacturers of these machines and are also published in articles and
literature on seed cleaning and processing.
Various methods are used to keep the screen openings from becoming
plugged with material or seed that might lodge in the holes. Nearly all modern
machines have brushes under the screens which travel back and forth to keep the
holes open. Screen tappers are often used on top of screens to keep material
loose so the brushes can remove it easier and faster. Rollers or flat wipers are
sometimes used under screens instead of brushes.
A machine having top and bottom screen positions could be considered as
the basic design for larger cleaners which have multiple screen positions to eliminate
re-running the seed through a 2 screen machine, using screens with openings of
different size or shape. Machines with 4 screen positions are usually built so that
2 screens can be used for top or scalping operations 1 as explained previously, and
the other 2 screens for bottom work. The advantage of having 2 bottom screen
positions is so that 2 different shapes or sizes of screens can be used, one behind
the other for different purposes. The first bottom screen could be used to let
through sand and small weed seeds, and the second bottom screen of different shape
or size would drop out material that would not go through the first bottom screen,
such as immature seeds and different kinds of weed seeds.
Some screen and air machines are built with screen positions that can be
used for either top or bottom work. This versatile screen position can be used as
an extra top operation that is useful on many commodities like the grass seeds that
have a large percentage of trash to be scalped out. This same screen position when
used as a third bottom screen will often eliminate an extra re-run over another machine.
Another advantage of this type of machine is for grading purposes where different
classifications of the cleaned product are desired, such as first and second grades,
or for separations of seed corn shapes. The number of useful screen positions in
this type of machine should be determined by the number of separations desired and
the type of work to be accomplished. Machines with 5 and 7 screen positions are
in operation in many seed plants.
Some machines have screens that are adjustable for pitch so the commodity
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can be held longer on the screens or run off faster. Generally the top
screens are kept flatter because the product is going through, while the
bottom screens have more pitch because the main flow is going over them.
Variable speed of screen shake is important because the operator can
adjust the speed of screen vibration to make separations that are not possible
with a fixed speed. Seed flowing on a screen that vibrates too slowly will
not have enough mixing action to cause each seed to fit itself to holes in
the screen. EACH SEED must get to the holes in the screens to determine
if it should go through or stay on top, for after-all, that 1 s the main reason
screens are used! If the screen vibrates too fast or has too much pitch,
round seeds such as beans, peas, vetch, etc. will bounce on the screens
and accuracy of separation is lost. The best speed is one that causes the
seed to ripple and mix well as it flows evenly down the screens. Moisture
content, kinds and percentage of foreign material, ahd the general Cohditron of
the seed w<ill all affect the tlow., and a fixed rule for the speed of screen
vibration is difficult to es ta blish. With a little experience and close
observation of the separations, -the operator will soon be able to set his
machine for the most efficient screening speed. These controls are easy
to adjust while the machine is in operation o
To obtain maximum capacity and uniform separations, it is important
that a constant and even flow of seed be fed through the air separation
systems and to the screens.
Different types of feeding hoppers are available so the commodity
can be fed evenly through the machine.
If the mixtures of seed coming to the cleaner would always be uniform
in general condition, the operator might be able to adjust his air separations
and forget them. But the inc oming seed will vary from one bag to another in
the same bulk load, or from the same field o Seed that is combined in the
morning may contain more moisture and a different class of inert material,
than seed that is combined in the afternoon when the sun has been shining
on it all day. Therefore, the best operators w ill· frequently look at their
separations to see if more or less air should be us ed, and then adjust
their machines to take out as milch waste as possible without loss of good
seed.
Some machines are built with an air separation only at the feeding
hopper. They are built this way to remov e as much light trash and dust as
possible before the screening operations. This t ype o f mac hine sometimes
carries only one scalping screen, but more often they are built wit h top and
bottom screens. Usually called "SCALPERS" , they are u seful a s " pre~cleaners"
to relieve the other ma chines in the seed plant of much of t he dirt and trash
I
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that comes in with the seed.
Some cleaners are built with only one air separation following the screening
operation at the discharge end of the machine. Usually they are built with just a
blower type fan, and require comparatively low horsepower. This type of cleaner
is useful on many cleaning operations and is often used for specialized or "custom
cleaning 0"
With some exceptions, the most desirable screen and air machines will have
air at the feeding hopper to relieve the screens of as much trash as possible, and
then another air separation after the product has been brought to uniform size by the
screening system -- to increase test weight and purity. Some cleaners are built
with independent air separations at 3 different places in the machine -- to obtain
greater accuracy and more volume, or for making two grades of the finished product
in one run through the machine.
The location of screen and air machines in the plant is usually ahead of
other processing equipment, so a more uniform product can be fed to these other
machines such as the "pocketmachines, " gravity tables, etc. We should think
of our different kinds of machines as various tools and learn their uses and limitations -- just as a machinist must use drill presses, lathes, and milling machines
for different purposes. You may have heard the following statements before, but
I believe they are worth repeating: (1) Inspect the separations and the finished
product coming from your machines, frequently, and adjust the machines accordingly -because the seed coming to them does not always run uniform in the material that
must be removed. (2) Use as much air as possible without removing too much
good seed. (3) Keep your top screens as small as possible without carrying over
good seed o (4) Keep your bottom screens as large as possible without letting
good seed drop through.

GRAVITY SEPARATORS
William D. Munroe 1/
Having been associated with the Oliver Manufacturing Company for
the past several years, it has been my privilege to observe a number of
Specific Gravity Separator installations. Although most such installations
are operated with good efficiency, it is my sincere and growing belief that
fuller understanding of this type separator by the operators will increase
efficiency and flexibility of such installations considerably. It is the
purpose, then, of this paper to review the fundamentals of seed separations
as applied to gravity separators, the fundamentals of the gravity table itself and to touch briefly on the techniques and, mechanics of the gravity
separator o
We might well start the consideration of our problem with the
question, "Why clean seed? 11 It is obvious that we want clean seeds but
we also want seeds with high germination. These ends are accomplished
as follows:
1. Purity is increased by:
(a) The removal of inert matter
(b) The removal of unwanted seed varieties
2. We increase germination by:
(a) The removal of cracked, broken and insect damaged seeds
(b) Removing light seeds which contain the greater portion of
non-viable seeds.
Under the proper circumstances, a specific gravity separator will
effect all of the above desired separations.
Mechanically, a specific gravity separator is a fairly simple
machine. It consists of one or more fans discharging air into a plenum
chamber, commonly called the air chest. The purpose of the air chest
is to properly distribute the air up through the deck. The gravity deck is
made of a porous mater ial which allows the air to pass up through the
seed mass. The deck also has a reciprocating motion. In operation,
seeds are fed onto the reciprocating deck while air, at the proper rate,
is passed through the air chest, porous deck and up through the seed mass.

1/ Mr. Munroe is a representative of Oliver Ma nufa ctu ring Company,
Rocky Ford, Colorado, manufacturers of gravity separato rs and s toners o
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Properly regulated , the air will cause the seeds to stratify with heavy layers
close to the deck with each succeeding layer being lighter the higher the
layers are above the deck As the lighter materials on top are not in contact
with the deck and are "lubricated'' by the air , they will drift towards the low
side of the deck . Because the heavy material remains in contact with the
deck , the deck ' s motion will cause them to travel uphill to the high side of
the deck
On a gravity table , therefore , particles have two motions ,
vertical which is caused by the air separating the mater ial into layers of
decreasing weight materials and horizontal which is caused by deck motion
on the heavy particles and by air on the light pa rticles . Without vertical ,
non-turbulent movement of the materials , no separations would be possible.
About two years ago, I prepared a chart which attempts to present
all pertinent information concerning various seed cleaner s and the separations
they are capable of making , If you will follow the reproduction of the chart
presented here , it will be noted that the function of a Gravity Table is
normally to make the final cleaning of a seed mixture
Implicit in this statement is that it is normal for a gravity table to accept mater ial which has been
previously cleaned and/or sized by preceeding machines , The next column
shows that separations are by air flotation which has been previous explained.
Under the group of columns titled "Determining Characteristics For
Seed Separations" you will see that a gravity table will affect separations by
overall s.i.ze difference , specific gravity , coat characteristic and character
change. When a gravity table is presented with particles of the same specific
gravity but varying size , the unit will separate the mix by size
The normal
application of this type separation is to upgrade germination by removing the
smaller seeds which contain the majority of the non-viable seeds in a mix
When a gravity table is pr esented with a seed mix of u niform size ,
it will separate the particles by specific gravit y. This separation will either
upgrade germination by removing cracked, broken and insect damaged grains
or it will upgrade purity by removing inert material and unwanted seed
varieties of the same size as the wanted materials bu t with a differing
weight.
Separation by character change is usually c losely associated with
i
seed coat character and the coat character of the contaminant . A character
change separation is effected when the contaminated mix is treated to change
the character of either the wanted or the unwanted materials in such a manner
that the gravity table can the n make a n effective separation. The separation
following character change may be by either overall size differ ence or by
specific gravity , depending on the nature of the cha racter change made
The
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prin,cipal character change separation used is the removal of buckhorn
from legume seeds. The seed coat of the buckhorn is mucilaginous in
nature so that, when the mix is treated with water, the buckhorn becomes
sticky and allows fine s.awdust to adhere to it. This changes the size of
the buckhorn and allows a screen/air machine to remove the larger buckhorn seeds while a gravity separator will remove the smaller buckhorn
seeds.
The rules for specific gravity separations may, therefore, be
summarized as follows:
1. A gravity table will separate uniformly sized particles by
specific gravity.
2. A gravity table will separate seeds of the same specific
gravity by size.
3. A gravity table will not effectively separate a seed mixture
consisting of particles of varying sizes and specific gravities.
From the foregoing it should be emphasized that a gravity table, to
be effective, should be presented with either a uniformly sized seed mix
or seeds which have a uniform specific gravity, i.e. a seed mix that is
as pure as possible. The better the precleaning and sizing job done by
the machines ahead of a gravity table, the more precise and effective
will be the separations made by the gravity table.
It is somewhat redundant to go into the mechanical adjustments of
a gravity table as these matters are so well covered both by manufacturer's
instructions and previous short course publications. However, for
completeness, these matters will be briefly summarized here. All gravity
separators have five mechanical adjustments which are:
1. Feed rate
2. Eccentric feed
3 . Air control
4. Lateral inclination of the deck
5. Longitudinal inclination of the deck
To start up, the lateral and longitudinal inclinations of the deck
are set at a compromise setting suggested by the factory . . The feed is
opened to a medium setting with the deck in motion but no air moving.
Wait until the seeds come against the banking rail and adjust the eccentric
so that the seeds move smoothly uphill with no "hopping". The air is
gradually opened until the mass fluidizes with no "boiling" of the seeds.
After the seeds cover the deck, adjustments are first made to make the
separation needed with the greatest possible efficiency and then adjustments
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are made to obtain capacity. · Make only one adjustment at a time with a
reasonable time in between adjustments . This wait is necessary as it takes
time for a particle to go from inlet to discharge and the deck load must completely change before the effects of a new adjustment will be completely
evident.
There are several types of gravity separators offered to the public
and my own , somewhat arbitrary , classification of these units is as follows:
l.

Classification by pressure difference systems.
(a) Positive gravity tables wherein the air is blown up through
the deck. These are the most common type of table and
us ually cost less and require less horespower for a given
job.
(b) Negative gravity tables wherein air is pulled up through the
dec k by an overhead air system. Usually these units are
more expensive , require more hor sepower and have less production than equivalent positive units. They are normally
used where dust is a problem.
(c) Positive/Negative gravity tables which are similar to
scr een / air separators in that the air is both sucked from
ab o ve and blown from beneath the deck. It is not clear
what applications or advantages, if any, these units might
have .

2.

Classification by deck shape .
(a) Triangula r decks used for efficiently removing a small amount
of heavies from a large amount of lights.
(b) Rectangular decks used for efficiently removing a small amount
of lights fro m a large amount of heavies. This is the type deck
we normally recommend for seed applications as a survey indicated that over 80% of seed separations are removing lights
fr om a large amount of heavies.

3.

Classification b y fan systems.
(a) Single fan units .
(b) Multi - fan units . We recommend multi-fan units because
pro per design allows a great reduction in required horsepower
and gr eater finesse in air adjustments .

4.

Classification by use.
(a) Gr:avity tables are for precise separations of particles whose
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characteristics are very similar.

Units always give three

fractions: (l) Heavy particles; (2) Light particles and;
(3) Middlings product.
(b) Stoners which are simplified gravity tables for working on
separations of particles with gross differences and which
yield only two fractions: (1) Wanted and; (2) Unwanted.
Some reasonable caution should be observed in the installation and
use of gravity tables because the separations are so precise. It is a must
that the foundation be firm to preclude false vibrations of the deck. False
vibrations will cause turbulence of the seed mix and destroy the efficiency
of separations. The proper deck for the size seeds being processed should
be provided. The deck mesh should be large for large seeds and small for
smaller. seeds. Fans should be checked for proper rotation. Air filters
should be used at all times as dirty air will plug the deck openings and
"blind 11 the mesh. Deck clamps should be tight when operating as loose
clamps cause false vibrations.
The final topic will be the consideration of the middlings product
and recommended procedures for handling them. There are five methods in
general use for handling the middlings product to reclaim the wanted
materials from them. Whereever possible, we recommend that the middlings
be returned to the head of the processing line as we find that the middlings
fraction is usually composed of materials which have been improperly sized
and cleaned by the preceeding machinery . We recommend direct return of
the middlings to the gravity feed only as a last resort as this tends to build
up a large recirculating load and thereby seriously reduces the capacity of
the machine. Other methods of handling this problem whose application
depends a lot on the size operation are:
1. Accumulating the middlings for rerun at a later date with
a different setting.
2. Feeding the middlings product of several gravities into a
following gravity which is set to separate materials with only
minor differences.
3.

Using a series of gravities with a large gravity discharging
its middlings to a smaller gravity whose middlings are, in turn,
discharged to a still smaller gravity.

Gentlemen , this has been a brief s umma r i.zation of the gravity
separator, its fundamentals , application and operation. I will conclude by
stating that I, personally, feel that we have barely scratched the potentials
of specific gravity separations and that fulle r understanding of these units
will v:astly increase the efficiency and flexibility for all operations.

TRIANGULAR DECK GRAVITIES VS RECTANGULAR DECK GRAVITIES
VS STONERS -WHICH SHOULD THE SEEDSMAN USE?
Oliver W. Steele ....!/
Not too many years ago the seedsman had a choice of only two or
three models of Gravity Separators made by several manufacturers. All of
these models were similar in shape, and similar in capacity and efficiency.
There was little choice on the part of the seedsman as to which make of
Gravity to buy. The capacity of these Gravities was in proportion to the
deck area; the larger the deck area, the greater the capacity. The practice
among manufacturers was to produce a small, a middle size, and a large
machine. These three models were about all any manufacturer had to offer.
Several decks of different covers were offered, and if a seedsman had about
three decks, he was able to clean all seed stocks ranging in size and weight
from the grass seeds up to the size and weight of beans, seed corn, and
similar stocks. A processor who specialized only in the cleaning of beans
was offered a Gravity which could almost instantly be changed to a machine
for cleaning grass seed and other light seeds. Likewise a seedsman who
specialized in the cleaning of alfalfa was offered a machine having a builtin blower and powered with a motor large enough to clean beans. Many
Gravities are still being used which are powered with 15 and 20 h. p. motors
and these machines are of rather limited capacity and efficiency as compared
with present day Gravities. I always have to smile when I see a seedsman
driving a later model car and know that his cleaning plant has machinery
dating back 30 or 40 years. But we still have seedsmen doing the job the
way their grandpappy did it. I question though whether their bank balance
is as sound as their grandpappy' s . Grandpappy had the latest in processing
machinery at the time of his purchase .
The trend today in seed processing machinery is toward machines of
higher efficiency and higher capacity. We have reached the age of "Specialized" machinery which is fast replacing the "universal" machines of
yesterday. This trend is being hastened by wide-awake seedsmen who are
demanding faster and better machines. Increases in labor costs, high taxes,
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(and a hundred and one other fixed costs) have put an additional squeeze on
already narr owing pr ofits . Of course the answer to the narrowing profit problem
is, larger volume , quicker turnover , and extended trade territory. In order to
attain this objective , the seedsman must have the machinery to quickly clean
his seed stocks between the harvest and the spring planting .
The seedsman today must convert into cash the last trace of saleable
seed flowing through his cleaning plant. He must therefore make a study of all
types of seed pr ocessing machinery . He must know which type of machine will
do his job more efficiently on a given seed mixture. He must know the limitations
of each machine. He must know his costs to a fraction of a penny. He must
be willing to retire his old "pets 11 and he must invest in new and better equipment in order to keep on the right side of his ledger. In short, he must pattern
after the meat packer who utilizes the last squeal of the pig.
I mentioned a moment ago of the tr end toward specialized machines,
that is , machines designed to do a specific job . As an example, I mentioned
that the bean processor is not particularly interested in a Gravity which can
be instantly changed to a Gravity for alfalfa . Likewise the processor of small
seeds is not inter ested in a Gravity capable of being converted into a bean
machine on short notice , Therefore the "universal" Gravity is becoming a
machine of the past , but there will always be a few made until a better process
is discovered. For that matter, horse collars and curling ir ons are still being
made.
Not too man y years ago from five to eight Gravities were needed to keep
abreast of one Cleaner . Today we have many installations with one Cleaner
followed by one Gravit y. And we do not as yet see the stopping point. As new
and better Cleaners a re developed , Gravity manufacturers must do likewise . I
might insert the thought here that we have always recommended that a Cleaner
be used ahead of the Gravity . A Gravity performs at its highest efficiency
when processing seeds which have previously been closely sized.
The sale of a specialized Gravity is sometimes a little difficult to put
across. Should we question the prospective customer too closely as to the
intended use of the machine , he generally becomes suspicious that we are
trying to learn too much about his business, or his trade secrets , if any. In
the case of the alfalfa processor , we have developed a Gravity having a capacity of 2 000-2 500 lbs / hr and only requires a 1 h . p. motor. Compare this
machine with the Gravity of y esterday having a capacity of 500-600 lbs/hr and
uses a 5-7 1/ 2 h . p . mot or.
Pioneering a new idea is expensive and we do not make too much of an
effort to talk our custome r into a specialized machine . If he wants the old

orthodox Gravity with the large motor, and if he wishes to continue paying
a high connected load rate, and if he wishes to process his alfalfa with the
air controls ba'rely cracked, we give him exactly the machine he wants even
though he could have a better machine at less initial cost. This leads me
up to my subject, "Gravity Separators", and "which type of Gravity Separator
is best for a given job?"
Gravity Separators may be divided into three general types: (l)
Triangular Deck Gravities, (2) Rectangular Deck Gravities, and (3) Stoners.
There are also variations of these three types . There are installations
using one type in conjunction with another type, for example , Stoners
recleaning the sand and rock product from Gravities. We make all three
types and for nearly 25 years we made only the Triangular Deck type
Some six or seven years ago we made a rather extensive survey of
the use of Gravities. We found that over 80% of Gravity work consisted of
the separation of a small fraction of light seed from a large fraction of
heavier seed. We then began the development of a special machine to reduce the volume of the middling product and the more efficient separation
of the lighter product t o reclean We knew the answer to our problem before
hand, which was a deck having extremely long travel of the higher seed.
These experiments led to the development of the Rectangular Deck, and also
to the development of the multiple fan system which reduced the power
consumption over 60%. Patents were granted in August of 1956 on the
multiple fan s ys tern o
Figure l illustrates the several areas formed on the Triangular Deck
Gravity
The most important area is the Stratifying Area. Without thorough
stratification of the particles composing the mixture , there can be no
efficient separation. This stratifying area depends on the difference in the
specific gravities existing between the particles , and the rate of feed .
Excessive feeding will cause a corresponding increased area, in fact, it is
possible to overfeed a Gravity Deck to the extent that the entir e deck area
is covered by the stratifying zone. In this case , no separations can be
expected.
On the other hand the failur e of many a Gravity is caused by under
feeding
There must be a thickness of particles in order to stratify. A thin
depth of seed cannot be formed into zones of d iffer i ng w eights. There must
be a depth of sufficient thickness that the lighter s eeds will b e lift ed to the
top by the air jets coming through the deck c over wh ile the heavier seeds
will form a zone on the deck surface
o
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It may be seen by the above brief discussion that the rate of feed is

most important. Again , the rate of feed depends upol"l the difference in specific
gravities existing between the particles in the mixture . A mixture composed
of particles differing greatly in specific gravity, may be fed faster than a
mixture composed of particles differing only sl.ightly•in specific gravity.
The above remarks will apply to any ·Gravity Separator Deck regardless
of shape or size. Once this line of tho1,1ght is understood , the operator should
experience no difficulty in g·etting the ~ighest efficiency from his machine.
Figure 2 represents the Oliver No. 16 Triangular Deck Gravity 48 11 x
96" and the Oliver No. 160 Hi-Cap 42 11 x 90 11 Rectangular Deck . · Both Decks
have approximately the same area.
Each of these Decks have been gi~en the same amount offeed .which
will form equal str~tifying areas .
Notice that the Middling Product becomes progressively smaller in
volume as it trave ls the full 90 11 length of the Rectangular Deck. The net result
is that more tailings are made; likewise more of the heavier seed product; with
corresponding less Middling product . On an average seed separation approxi-.
mately 2/3 less Middling Product is made on the Rectangular Dec.k which is
roughly the same results as re-running the Middling Product over the Triangular
Deck three times .
The Triangular Deck is a good Deck for separating a small fraction of
heavy particles from a large fracLon of lighter . This is because of the long
travel of the heavier particles. Triangular Dec ks are especially efficient for
cleaning grass seeds containing a small fraction of heavier weed seeds , sand,
etc. A small amount of chaff is removed from the tailing side .
The Middling Product
No general discussion of Gravity Separators can be complete without a
few remarks on the "Middling Product" . This has a lways been a problem in the
past and will likely remain with us so long as Gravit ie s are used . It is yet
to be completely solved and a full discus s .i. on of the problem will require much
more time than is allowed on this program , but I might pass the following brief
remarks .
The Middling Product is a partially separated mixture lying between the
heavier and lighter zones reporting at the d i scha rge apron of the Gravity Deck .
It is usually a mixture containing too many good seeds to be discarded as waste
and too many saleable seeds permit being classified as a finished product .
There is always a Middling Product between the number of grades being
cut from a Gravity. If two grades are being made, a light and a heavy, a
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Middling Product will occur between

o

If thre e grades are being made, there

will be two Middling Products , and so on
Various methods are being employed to reduce the Middling Product.
The following methods are the ones mo st commonly being used:
l. Returning the Middling Product to the feed of the Gravity through
a small elevator
2 . Accumulating the Middling Product to be re-run over the Gravity at
a later period o
3 . Returning the Middling Product to the head of the cleaning system.
4 The Middling Product from several primary Gravities is fed to a
secondary Gravity which has been carefully adjusted to separate particles of
very slight difference in specific gravity This method is used in extremely
o

0

0

o

large operations
5 0 Using Gravities in series. The Middling Product from a large
Gravity is sent to a small size Gravity and the Middling Product in turn is
sent to a still smaller size Gravity ,
There a re other methods in minor .use. Of the five general methods
listed above , we recommend No , 3
Here the Middling Product is passed
over the cleaner again and becomes thoroughly mixed with the original commodity
being cleaned It becomes a more homogeneous mixture for the Gravity. A
uniform mixture is the ideal feed to a Gravity . Uneven mixtures to a Gravity
will cause "surging" , or irregular flow on the Deck and necessitates frequent
changing of the dividing finge rs. Careless operation of the Cleaner will
cause an i ncrease of the Mi ddling Product.
The lVliddling Product should be frequently examined. In many cases
a close examination will reveal large reject seed reporting with smaller
saleable seed , Merely pas sing such a mixtur e over a small screen having
the proper openings will help solve this problem
0
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o
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Common Installation Mistakes
l,
2
3
4,
5.
6.
7.
0

0

Gravity Installed on a Weak Foundation
Blowers Run ning Backwards
Protector Over Air - Filter Not Removed
Air Not Clean
Machine Running With Loose Clamps
Using W r ong Deck
Trying to Obtain . Capacity Before Getting Efficienc y

8 . Attempting to Separate Commodities Not Suitable for Gravity
., Sepa ration
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9.

Using Insufficient Air

10, Using Excess Air
11 . Belts Slipping
Try these simple steps to start a new Gravity:
1. While the machine is not in operation make the following adjust. ments ·by means of the jack screws at the high end of the machine. Loosen
the clamps, make the adjustments, tighten the clamps.
80
160
Deck Adjustments
Machine No. 50
Difference in Short-Side Elevation
1 1/2" 1 3/4" 2"
Difference in Long-Side Elevation
2 1/2" 2 1/2" 5"
2. After being sure the BLOWERS ARE NOT TURNING BACKWARDS,
close tight all the air gates. Directional arrow on end of machine.
3. Open the feeder to flow a small amount of seed approximately 4" 6" wide. Without air, the seed will flow directly across the deck surface
and 11 bank 11 against the cut-out gates along the upper side of the deck. Wait
until this flow reaches the discharge at the end of the deck.
4. Adjust the eccentric speed to force the seed up-hill in a smooth
travel. Too much speed will cause the seed to "jump" up-hill.
5. Gradually open the air-gates (two) on the Blower nearest the
feeder. It will be noticed the seed will begin to slightly 11 boil" and the
lighter elements will begin to separate and flow backwards.
6. Gradually open the air gates of the remaining Blowers until the
lighter elements will begin to separate and flow backwards. Be careful of
using excess air, otherwise all seed will flow backwards.
7. Continue making feed , and air adjustments, until the lighter
elements are caused to flow along the "banking rail" along the lower edge of
the long side of the deck. The deck surface should now be fully covered with
an even bed of seed.
8. Beginning at the lower cut-out gate, gradually open these gates to
allow the escape of clean seed over the upper long side of the deck . As the
clean seeds escape through the cut-out gates, open the feeder to replace the
same amount as the escaping seed.
9. Should the lighter elements commence to travel away from the
banking rail , adjust by closing cut-out gates , or by increasing air , or by decreasing speed, or by increasing feed .
A short discussion of the common in stallation mistakes fo ll ows:
1. Gravity Installed on a Wea k Foundation
A weak foundation is the cause of many Gravity failures. A slight
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vibration at the base of the machine is multiplied many times on the deck. The
Gravity is a reciprocating machine , and like all reciprocating machines, the
Gravity must be secured to a solid foundation.
Weak foundations cause false vibrations which react adversely to the
flow of the seed across the deck. False vibrations counteract the mechanical
force of the eccentr ics . Often the seed bed will surge, or flow in waves across
the deck, when false vibrations become synchronized with the eccentric force.
In other words , when the seed bed starts flowing in waves at regular intervals
look for false vibrations o A good solid foundation pays big dividends.
2 . Blowers Running Backwards
Blowers running backwards is one of the common mistakes in new installations . The function of the Blowers is to build a static pressure in the air-chest
to insure an even air flow through the deck cover. The degree of this static
pressure depends on the size of the seeds being cleaned, and the openings in
the deck cover .
Notice the directional arrow on the feed end of the Gravity. The direction
of rotation may be checked by removing the cover of the variable speed change
pulley which is found near the directional arrow : The speed change pulley runs
in the same direction as the Blowers .
Another m~thod to determine correct Blower rotation is to remove the deck
and start the machine . The
fan wheels should be turning toward the
fan opening.
By opening one of the airgates the blower will deliver a strong air blast.
If a three phase motor is being used, simply change any two connections
and the motor will run in the reverse direction.
3. Protector Over Air Filter Not Removed
The Gravity is shipped with a· protection over the air filter. This is done
to protect the filter during shipment and installation . The protector should be
carefully removed so as to not damage the filter screen underneath.
4. Clean Air
The importance o f clean air cannot be stressed too strongly as the success
of the Gravity depends on a source of clean air. Dust laden air will soon close
the meshes , or openings in the deck cover . Under such a condition the deck soon
becomes inoperative , or 11 blinded u o Blinded decks can easily be noticed by the
seed bed appearing to be dead .
All Oliver Gravity Separators provide two means of introducing clean air
into the machine . The built - in air filter is for use in locations having a limited
amount of floating dust and chaff. If this filter requires cleaning too frequently,
the air must then be ta k en fr om a more remote location.
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A "nipple-panel" is shipped with each machine which fits any of the
filter openings . Should outside air be necessary, the operator may Ui:?fe any
convenient filter opening , however the diameter of the lead-in pipe should
not be reduced otherwise the machine will starve for air.
Never attempt to clean an air filter while the Gravity is in operation.
There is a strong suction against the filter screen and any attempt to brush,
or remove the accumulation of dust particles adhering to the filter surface
merely forces the smaller particles through the filter and quickly blinds the
deck cover .
Even under favorable operating conditions it is necessary to frequently
clean Gravity Decks. Some operators purchase an extra deck which can be
quickly installed . The extra Deck insures continued operation with very
little delay in cleaning Decks.
5. Loose Clamps
The operator will find two tie-rods running through each side of the
air chest. The purpose of these rods is to rigidly clamp two plates which
fix the air chest to the base of the Gravity, The clamps should be loosened
before attempting to adjust either the side-raise, or the end-raise, and
should be quickly tightened again, Loose clamps induce false vibrations.
6. Using Wrong Decks
The general rule for deck covers is: the smaller the seed, the
smaller the opening in the deck cover. Conversely, the larger the seed,
the larger the opening in the deck cover.
The above rule simply means that alfalfa, clover, and similar seeds
cannot be efficiently cleaned on decks having large openings designed for
cleaning beans, peanuts , peas, and like stocks . Use the right deck for a
given size seed.
7. Trying to Obtain Capacity before Getting Efficiency
New operators often have a tendency to try for high capacities before
taking the time to adjust their machine properly for efficiency . Efficiency
should come first and increased capacity will naturally follow with experience.
Once a Gravity is adjusted to function properly the matter of increasing its
capacity becomes a simple matter.
8. Attempting to Sepa rate Commodities Not Suitable for Gravity Separation
The Gravity is a "specialized" machine designed to separate two,
or more , commodities of the same size but differing in specific gravities.
Unless the commodity comes under this general rule , the Gravity becomes
an inefficient machine.
9 . Insufficient Air
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The deck surface of the Gravity Separator is divided into two zones , a
"STRATIFYING ZONE 11 , and a "SEPARATING ZONE" .
The stratifying z one lies in the deck a rea near the feed . Here the air
jets stratify the seed according to their relative weights . The light weight
seeds a r e forced to the s urface of the seed bed while the heavier layer of seeds
seek a location on the deck s urface .
The separating zone is the remaining area of the deck surface after the
seeds become stratified The eccentr ic motion causes the heavier layers of
seed to move u p-hill o The lighter laye r s of seed not having contact with the
deck surface a r e caused t o flow downhill.
'
INSUFFICIENT AIR causes all seeds to flow up - hill similar to a deck
surface badly blinded with du s t pa rticles
10 . Excess Air
The most c ommon fa ult t o be found with new operators is their tendency
to use excess air. Excess air serves to lift the heavier seeds off the deck surface and to "blow" the heavier seeds through the stratum of lighter seeds o Excess air causes the heavier seeds to flow down-hill and report with the tailings.
It is impossibl e t o stratify the seed into r elative we ight zones and without
stratification the r e ca n be n o sepa ration . The new operator who takes the time
to adjust the air will fin d his time well spent.
11 . Belts Slipping
Belt slippage is freq u e n tly another source of trouble , especially when
starting the Gravity on a c o ld morning . "V" belts should not be rigidly tight
which will cause excessiv e wear on bear ings . Slipping belts cause an irregular flow of the seeds ac r os s the deck .
And while we a r e on the s u b ject of cold mornings , at the start of the
0

0

winter season it is good practice to tighten the bear ing races on the shaft .
Cold weather ca u ses the gr ease in t h e bearings to thicken and the shafts to
become slightly smaller . Shaft s c oring is caused by the bearings sticking and
the shaft r evo lving in the i nner race of the bear ing. A good inspection of the
set screws fixing the bear ing t o the shaft might eliminate the trouble of replacing a scor ed shaft la t e r.
New Operator s
New o perator s oft en e x per ien ce s ome difficulty in starting a Gravity .
They have likely seen Gra v ities in operation with a full bed of seeds on the
deck . They seem t o get the impr e s sion that they can immediately duplicate
the work b y simply t urn in g o n the power a nd opening the feeder. · Such is not
the case as a Gravity Sepa ra t or mu st be adjusted to each va riety of seeds
being cleaned .
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MAKE ALL ADJUSTMENTS GRADUALLY. All gravities have the following
adjustments:
1 . Feed
2. Eccentric Speed
3. Air Control
4. Lateral Inclination of the Dec k
5. Longitudinal Inclination of the Deck
The reason for making all adjustments gradually is because the Gravity
does not respond quickly to a ny adjustment . A short time must be allowed
before the effect of an adjustment can be noticed . After making the adjustment
wait a few minutes to see what effect the ad ju stment made on the flow of seeds
across the deck . Then continue with another adjustment until a satisfactory
product is obtained.
Never make two or more adjustments at the same time , otherwise, the
operator will not know which adjustment benefitted the operation .
Remember to first adj ust for efficienc y . Once the Gravity is adjusted to
give the desired separations the matter of increased capacit y will follow.
Like every machine found in the Seed Cleaning Plant , the Gravity depends
on the skill of the operator .
1

Gravity Opera tors Should Keep A Log Book
Most gravities are used to clean several varieties of seed during a season and each variety will require differ ent settings of the various adjustments
Deck, Feed , Air, Eccentric Speed. For example , assume an operator is cleaning alfalfa seed this week. Next week h e might be cleaning some other variety,
say beans or grass seed . The Deck will require a slightly different setting
for each different variety. After he has adjusted his Gravity to give him the
best results, the operator shou ld note th e settings in a small note book for
future reference , in this case under the heading "alfalfa seed''
Suppose a
month from now , or even next ye ar , the operator is given another lot of alfalfa
seed to clean. How handy it will be if he had a little note book which will
give him the setting he previously used . On l y a few minutes a r e required to
make these notes and much time can be saved
Hi s notes should give him the
following information:
Dec k Used _ _ _ __
End-raise Difference _________ 11
I

0

0

Side-raise Difference

,
11

Feeder Opening - - - - - - - - - - Air Gate Opening _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11
RPM of Eccentrics

-----------------

II
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The difference in end-raise , and side raise, may be taken from any
convenient fixed point. The base of the machine may be used, or the distance from the floor to the high and low points of the Deck. The difference
between these measurements will give him the difference in the Deck elevations.
The difference in eccentric speeds is not too important as an operator
can instantly tell whether his Gravity is reciproca ting too fast, or too slow ,
from the movement of the seed across the Deck.
The Stoner
The Stoner (Figure 3) is a Gravity because its operation depends first
upon stratification of the particles in a mixture according to differences in
their specific gravities . The upward flowing jets of air through the deck
cover lift the lighter particles to the top of the mixture while the heavier
particles sink through the mixture and come to rest on the Deck surface. The
particles therefore quickly form "zones 11 , or layers, according to differences
in their relative weights.
The heavier particles, being in contact with the Deck surface , are
caused to move uphill by the eccentric force. The lighter particles,
floating on a film of air , flow backwards and are discharged along the wide
edge of the Deck.
It can be seen from the above statements that the air adjustment is
most important Excess air will cause all particles to flow downhill.
Insufficient air will cause all particles to flow uphill by reason of being in
contact with the deck surface and being acted upon by the eccentric force.
The area of the Stratifying Zone depends on the difference in the
specific gravities between the particles being separated . A mixture having
a wide difference in specific gravity , for example stones from wheat , the
Stratifying Zone is relatively small The Stratifying Zone increases in area
as the feed is increased , however , the Stratifying Zone should never exceed
more than one-thir d the total area of the Deck. Otherwise , the smaller bits
of the heavier elements will not have sufficient time to contact the Deck surface and will tail over with the lighter elements .
The pattern in Figure 4 illustrates an operating condition which fr equently occurs . A heavy area forms slightly short of the throat and only the
larger of heavier particles travel upward . The smaller heavy particles tail
over with the lighter . This condition may be caused by the following :
EXCESS AIR. This is the most common cause. Only the largest of
the heavy particles will accumulate along th e fringe edge of the lighter
particles . This condition is corrected by reducing the air pressur e.
0

0
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DECK TILTED TOO HIGH. The heavier particles are only pushed upward
by the mass behind them.
SLOW ECCENTRIC SPEED. Increasing the eccentric speed will cause
the he'a vy particles to travel upward, providi.n g the tilt, and the air adjustment,
has first been properly made.
The illustration in Figure 5 is also one frequently seen among Stoner
operators. Here the operator is allowing the lighter particles to travel too close
to the discharge of the heavier particles. The lighter particles become entrapped
in the heavier and are discharged with the heavier. The result is a mixture being
discharged from the Deck. A more careful adjustment of the machine will produce cleaner products of each .
The sketch shown in Figure 6 is an ideal pattern. Notice the Throat of
the Deck is entirely covered with the heavier particles. The gate across the
discharge is kept closed until a sufficient amount of the heavier particles accumulate to cover an area 8" - 10" from the discharge edge. The gate is then
opened , or adjusted, to allow an equal amount of the heavier particles to escape
as are being fed to the Deck .
l'viAKE ALL ADJUSTMENTS GRADUALLY AND WAIT A FEW MINUTES TO
NOTICE THE EFFECT OF THE CHANGE.
Figure 7 is a sectional diagram of what occurs on a Stoner Deck. Compressed air forced through the meshes of the Deck cover lift the lighter particles
upward while the heavier particles sink against the air currents and come to
rest on the Deck surface , providing the air is properly adjusted. The heavier
particles are forced to travel forward, by mechanical action, while the lighter
particles float backward on a film of air .
We have often heard operators of Stoners argue as to the proper location
of the Feed. Many different theories are advanced.
The proper location of the Feed depends on the mixture being separated.
Here again the Stratifying Area is the important factor. If the Feed is too far
down the Deck, the particles are discharged before having an opportunity to
become thoroughly separated into zones . If the Feed is too fa r forward , the
lighter particles become trapped in the heavier particles and a "ragged" heavy
product is made .
While Stoners have greater capacities than Gravities, based on squa re
feet of relative Deck area , there is a limit as to the amount of Feed flowing to
the Deck . As the Feed is increasec;:l , the Stratifying Area is also increased.
The Stratifying Area shou ld oc<;;upy not more than one-third of the entir e Deck
area.
Samples should often be taken of the two pr oducts and clo s ely examined .
If small heavy particles a r e being discharged with the light, the Feed should be
moved slightly forwa r d , or the amount of the Feed r educed.
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THE ROLL (DODDER) MILL
T. Wayne Still

11

No seed processing machinery manufacturer has yet claimed to
have developed a machine that will remove all objectionable weed seeds
and foreign material from a lot of seed . The application of the principles
of seed cleaning in which components of a mixture differing in dimensional
characteristics may be separated by screens, indented cylinders or discs
and those differing in weight and specific gravity by aspirators or gravity
tables, are well known through the trade . Unfortunately, not all lots of
seed may be cleaned satisfactorily on the basis of size, shape, and weight.
Additional or special purpose machines must be added to the processing
line to take care of such lots.
The roll mill uses a difference in surface texture of the seed to make
a separation. In some instances seeds of different shapes can also be
separated on the roll mill .
The roll mill is always , and I emphasize always, used after the
basic cleaning machines in the processing line. It is used to finish lots
of seed with smooth seed coats that contain seeds with rough seed coats
such as dodder, seeds irregular in shape or with sharp angles, a~ well as
flat or immature seed and inert matter that passed the previous machines.
A roll (dodder) mill consists of two units, the feeding unit and the
separating unit .
THE FEEDING UNIT
As the name implies, the feeding unit feeds the seed to be cleaned
into the separating units. The feed unit consists of a hopper, a vertical
shaft, and individual feed spouts. The hopper receives the seed yet to be
cleaned from the elevator or some other means. From the hopper the seed
flows into the vertical shaft, From the shaft the seeds flow into the individ,....
ual feed spouts that lead directly to each pair of rolls. On most machines,
the hopper and related feeding components are cleaned easily and rapidly
by means of fast clean-out pull slides .
THE SEPARATING UNIT
The separating unit consists of two rolls covered with a velvetlike material. The rolls are always used in pairs and each pair is a
separate cleaning unit. A baffle (roll shield) is placed directly over each

11 Mr. Still is Assistant Agronomist , State Seed Testing Laboratory,
State College , Mississippi.
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pair of rolls. A roll (dodder) mill may contain as few as one pair of rolls and
baffles or a large machine may contain as many as ten pairs , depending upon
the capacity desired .
The length of rolls may vary with different machines, as a certain length
is not absolutely necessary for maximum cleaning
The number of rolls may also
vary from machine to machine. An increase in the number of rolls does not increase the efficiency but merely increases the capacity.
0

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
The rough seed are separated from the smooth seed by the action of the
rolls. A pair of rolls covered with a velvet-like material are placed side by
side close enough to touch lightly The rolls are mounted in an inclined position
and turn in opposite directions , outwardly when viewed from the top
By the
action of the rolls , the rough seed are lifted out of the smooth seed and discharged
separately.
The seed mixture is fed onto the rolls from the feed hopper at the high end
of the machine . As the seed travel downhill between the revolving , inclined rolls
the rough seed are caught by the '.helvet-like material on the rolls and thrown
against the baffles (roll shields )
The rough seed continue to ricochet between
the rolls and the ·baffles until they are thrown out The smooth seed continue
rolling and spinning downhill between the rolls and are discharged at the lower
end of the machine. The seeds thrown over the sides are caught in graduated
grade hoppers underneath the machine
The grades . of seed from these hoppers
vary from a high percentage of rough seed from the hopper nearest the feed (high)
end of the machine , to a very low percentage of rough seed from the hopper
nearest the discharge (low) end of the machine. The intermediate grades may be
re-run to recover smooth seed that were thrown out with the rough seed .
0

o
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ADJUSTMENTS
A few years ago I heard a man make .a statement to the effect that a
machine is 2 5 percent of seed cleaning and the operator the other 7 5 percent.
There is a lot of truth in this statement . Regardless of how good the machine
is it must be properly adjusted if it is to make the separations of which it is
capable All adjustments are important and none should be overlooked .
Once a roll (dodder) mill is properly adjusted it requires little attention
on the par:t of the operator . There are however, a number of adjustments to make
and these should be made very carefully.
Rate of Feed - The rate of feed is rather critical on the roll (dodder) mill.
It is adjusted and controlled for two reasons . First , the effectiveness of the
separation may be controlled by the rate of feed. If the rate of feed is too great,
0
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many of the seed will not come in contact with the rolls and a separation
will not be effected. Second, the capacity may be increased or decreased
by adjusting the rate of feed. We all want to clean seed as fast and as
effectively as possible.
The rate of feed adjustment is made by opening o~ closing the feed
slide in the verLcal shaft underneath the feed hopper. This increases or
decreases the size of the opening in the shaft, through which the seeds
flow into the individual feed spouts.
Speed of the Rolls - The most important adjustment is the speed of
the rolls which is controlled by the hand wheel at the end of the motor
base. In general, the faster the rolls revolve, the cleaner the seed. However, too fast a speed is not recommended, as it results in unnecessary
throwover of good seed . The recommended procedure for adjusting the
speed is to start with a minimum speed and the desired rate of feed , then
increase the speed of the rolls until the seed is clean. If rough-coated
seed are found in the smooth-coated seed discharge , the speed is too slow
or the rate of feed is too fast . If there are too many smooth-coated seed
thrown out with the rough seed, the rolls are running too fast .
Variable Tilt Mechanism - The tilt mechanism is located at the
bottom of the feed end of the machine. On some machines it is a large
hand wheel screw; whereas on other machines it is a combination leverscrew device. This variable tilt mechanism permits quick , easy adjustment of pitch for various types of seeds. A continuous incline range from
7 to 13 degrees rna y be obtained . It is generally agreed that an incline
of 13 degrees gives best results for most kinds of seed . Slight adjustments in angle affect the capacity and efficiency of the machine. Increasing the tilt has the effect of shortening the rolls and also reduces the
amount of throwover. This adjustment is used less by most operators
once a desirable tilt has been established .
Height of Baffles - The baffles are roll shields that conform fairly
close to the shape of the rolls as viewed from the top and are positioned
directly over each pair of rolls . The baffle adjustment is used primarily
to widen the range of separations poss i ble. The clearance between the
rolls and the baffles should be adjusted so that seed can turn freely and
cannot touch both roll and baffle at the same time , but close enough so
tha trough-coated seed will be repeatedly thrown against the baffle as the
seed comes in contact with the rolls with the result that the rough -coated
seed are removed rapidly from the smooth-coated seed which are not lifted.
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The baffles are independently adjustable at either end of the machine. All the
baffles are adjusted at one end at the same time and have the same spacing. For
most cleaning problems, a 1/4 inch spacing between the rolls and baffles seems
to be best. It may be to your advantage, however, to check the clearance.
In adjusting a roll (dodder) fnill, as well as other machines, make only
one adjustment at a time. Run the machine several minutes, then observe the
results. If changes in adjustment are warranted, make them, and once again
observe the results. Changes in adjustment should be gradual, unless of course,
the results indicate that a drastic change is needed.
The roll (dodder) mill is a very economical machine because the cost of
operation and maintenance is extremely low . The minimum attention needed to
operate the roll mill, once it is adjusted, is also a point to remember when
considering this machine. Most manufacturers of roll mills offer an exchange
service on rolls that need resurfacing.
Below are listed a few rough-coated seeds and objects which are removed
by the roll (dodder) mill.
Dodder
Mustard
Foxtail

Catchfly
Cockle
Timothy

Wild Winter Peas
Wild Carrot
Pieces of Clay or Stones

These rough-coated seeds or objects may be removed from clovers,
alfalfa, hulled lespedeza, hairy vetch and other smooth-coated seeds. Because
of its triangular shape and sharp comers, dock is commonly and easily removed
from the clovers.
The removal of buckhorn can be accomplished· with this machine if prior
treatment has been given the seed lot containing buckhorn . This prior treatment involves adding a foreign material such as wood dust to the buckhorn
which creates a rough surface. Separation is then an easy matter.

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS
T. Wayne Still

l/

Magnetic separators are not a new principle of seed separation,
but only in recent years have they received much attention. Industry has
used the magnetic separator for many years. Industrial applications
range from removing tramp iron from coal to the purification of pharmaceuticals. The most common use is the separation of ores and in the
removal of tramp iron from non-ferrous materials.
It has been said that the first application of the magnetic process
to the separation of seed was made in England some 30 to 40 years ago.
In the English method, iron oxide was mixed with red clover containing
dodder, after which the mixture was pas sed through a magnetic field.
The English were not too happy with the results as the red clover was
badly discolored and removal of the dodder was incomplete. Results such
as this are not too uncommon today, especially with maladjusted machines
and inexperienced operators.
The magnetic separator is not a complex piece of machinery. In
fact , its operation is quite simple as there are fewer adjustments to make on
the magnetic separator than on most other seed cleaners. It is by no
means the answer to all the seedsmen's unsolved problems, as like conventional cleaners, it has certain limitations. However, the magnetic
cleaning process has proven to be effective in making some seed separations which are difficult , if not impossible , on other types of cleaners.
An increasing number of seedsmen in the clover and alfalfa producing areas
are installing magnetic cleaners in their plants and are finding the performance to be quite satisfactory . A few have found their way into the
Southeastern States.
As stated previously, the most common use of the magnetic
separator is the separation of ores and the removal of tramp iron from nonferrous materials. As seeds contain no free iron and are not attracted to
a magnet, how then can the method be applied to seed separation? The
answer is that seeds must be pretreated with a magnetic material such as
finely groun d iron powder. If the iron powder can be made to stick on the

l/ Mr . Still is Assistant Agronomist, State Seed Testing Laboratory,
State College , Miss i ssippi .
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weed seed, -inert material , and other undesirable components in the
seed lot , then these materials will respond to a magnetic field while the uncoated
crop seed remains non-magnetic . This can be accomplished only if the materials
to be separated differ in seed coat characteristics. Generally, the desirable or
crop seed must have a smooth seed coat such as that found in legumes, while
the seed to be removed will have a rough, gelatinous, or granular surface which
will retain a fine iron powder when pretreated with water or a combination of oil
and water. The degree of successful cleaning depends largely upon the magnitude
of the seed coat differences and the thoroughness of the mixing operation.
Several different makes of magnetic separators are used in the seed industry
today, representating American , German, and English developments .
Many of the magnetic separators used by the seed industry were developed
for other purposes , as is true for other types of seed cleaners. However, several
machines currently on the market were specifically designed for seed cleaning.
Several types of magnetic separators are available such as the drum, induced
roll , and the crossbelt types
The induced roll and crossbelt separators were
designed as industrial machines and have been adapted to seed separation. A
revolving cylinder or drum is the most common type of separating devices used.
Regardless of the make or type, all utilize the same principle of operation.
A magnetic cleaning system , regardless of the type or make, consists of
a mixing unit and a separating unit .
0

THE MIXING UNIT
The mixer distributes a specific amount of water and/or, oil and iron
powder throughout the seed lot
The amount of each varies with the kinds of
seed being separated and other factors.
A magnetic separator utilizes one of two general types of mixers. One
is the batch type in which measured amounts of dosage materials are added to
a given quantity of seed and mixed for a specific length of time
The seed is
then transferred to the separating or cleaning unit. The second type of mixer
is the continuous flow t y pe in which the seed is passed through a series of
auger-type mixing chambers . At different points in the system the dosage
materials (iron powder , water and/or oil) are metered into the stream of seed
where they are thoroughl y mixed together in the course of being transferred to
the separating unit
Both types of mixers require careful attention. It must
be emphasized that the ke y to the success of magnetic cleaning lies in the
mixing operation. If the dosage materials are not applied to the seed thoroughly,
uniformly, and in the correct proportions some of the undesirable seed will not
be coated with the iron powder and will pass over the cleaning unit with the
desirable (crop) seed
0
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THE SEPARATING UNIT
The most common type of cleaning or separating unit used by the
seed industry is the revolving cylinder or drum. The drum may be an
electro-magnet with the amount of magnetism or "pulling power" easily
controlled, it may contain permanent magnets with constant magnetism,
or the magnetism may be introduced into the drum by stationary electric
poles. The laboratory model separator utilizes an electro-magnetic drum, .
while the commercial model utilizes permanent magnets mounted inside
the drums. Both offer adva ntages and limitations. A more precise separ'""
ation can be made with the electro - magnet as the intensity of the magnetism
can usually be varied by u se of a variable transformer to suit the particular
lot of seed being cleaned . You c an expect to pay more for machines equipped with the electro-magnet as the drum is more expensive and a rectifier
is required for converting alternating current to the direct current necessary to magnetize the surface of the drum.
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
Regardless of the type of separator used, or whether or not the drums
are magnetized with permanent or electro-magnets, the general principles
of seed separation are the same for all magnetic cleaners . The iron powder
is introduced onto the seed that have been slightly moistened, after which
the mass is agitated in the mixing apparatus. The rough or gelatinous
coated seed retain the iron powder whereas the seed with smooth seed
coats do not. With some separations , such as Johnsongrass, it may be
necessary to apply oil before the iron powder is applied . After the application of the iron powder, the seed are then passed over the magnetized
rolls . Those seed which have iron powder adhereing to them are retained
on the surface of the drum by magnetic force and those to which no powder
adheres pass over the drum without their trajectory being affected. The
seed clinging to the rolls either fall off due to gravity or are brushed off
the back into containers provided for the waste material. There is no rerun of the rejected material.
There is some question as t o wheth er the iron powder may be
salvaged or re - used in future cleaning operations
It is generally believed that enough properties of the powder ma y have been changed or
altered to render the powder ineffective for use a second time o I believe
the iron powder should not be used a second time , and I base this observation on past experience. The iron powder is relatively inexpensive
Enough to treat 100 pounds of seed costs in the neighborhood of 30 cents.
0
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FACTORS AFFECTING MAGNETIC CLEANING OF SEED
There are a number of factors tha t affect ma gn e t ic c l ean ing of seed
Some of these factors are as follows ~

o

The Condition of the Seed Coat
High crop seed losses sometime acc ompan y magnetic c l ea ni ng
These
high losses can usually be attributed t o the treatment t he seed received durin g
harvesting and processing operations prior to clean i n g on the magnetic separator o
Crop seed that have received careful treatment during harvestin g a n d subsequent
handling operations are like ly to ha v e less brok e n a n d damaged seed tha n those
which are roughly handled
Clean ing l osses are higher with sca rifi e d a n d badly
broken seed because the roughened seed c oa ts c o llec t more iron powder than the
unscarified seed
Seed to be cleaned on the magn etic s·epa ra tor s h ould be t h oro ughly c l ean ed
with other machines , especially seed high i n inert materiaL A good screening and
aspirating job will result in a better separation with a tremendous sa v in gs on
patience
o
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Inert Materials
The presence of dirt, sticks, straw , leaves , and other c ontaminating de bris in a seed mixture results in a higher dosag e requireme nt for effective clean ing ,
The inert material competes with the weed seed for t h e ava ilable d o sage materials
and enough d o sage must be applied to coat b oth t he weed seed and inert matter
Thi s may also increase the loss of desirable seed, a s t h e in c r ea s ed d o sage ma y
res u lt in . more of the crop seed being c oated wit h t he iron powder a n d consequently
lost in the clea n ing o peration o
0

The Kind of Crop Seed
N ot all crop seeds which ca n be clea n ed w it h t he magne t i c se parator respond e qually t o similar dosage applic ation s
Seeds with extremely hard a n d
slick seed c oats , such as sericea l es pedeza , ta k e u p l ess iron powder than seeds
with slight ly r o ughened or irreg ula r seed c oa t s s u ch as a lfalfa and red c lover
Sweet c l o ver will take up even mor e iron powder than a lfalfa a n d red c lover as a
result of ha v ing a still rougher seed coat Gen erally speaking , the crop seed
whi ch have the smoother coats w ill requi re smalle r dosages , ha v e a lower c l eaning loss, and will result in a more effectiv e sepa ration,
0

0
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The Kind a n d Concentration of Weeds
An ideal mixture is one in which the two species to be separated differ
in physical characteristics to such c;in extent that a separation can be made on
basic cleaning machinery
Unfortunately , the weed seed of many species cann ot
0
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be satisfactorily removed by the magnetic method because of the similarities in physical properties of the seed coat of tre weed and crop seed in
which it is mixed . In mixtures that can be separated some considerations
relative to the amount of water, oil, and iron powder should receive attention. A seed lot containing a high weed seed concentration requires a
higher dosage for effective cleaning than a lot with a lower concentration.
Since the gelatinous seed coat of buckhorn absorbs water quite readily
the water requirements of a mixture containing this weed seed is higher
than lots of the same crop seed contaminated with a similar amount of
dodder.
I

Kind of Magnetic Powder
Even though the iron powders available for use with the magnetic
separator are similar in that each contains a high percentage of iron, they
differ in other important respects such as particle size , shape, apparent
density and to some extent color. The better performing powders are
effective on most seed lots that may be magnetically cleaned but in some
instances certain powders seem to be somewhat specific, That is 1 one
material or powder adheres to a particular species of weed seed better
than to another.
I

Adjustments
The magnetic separator is a relatively simple machine to operate
as there are few adjustments to be made once the correct proportions of
dosage material has been ascertained. However 1 these few are extremely
important if satisfactory results are to be obtained.
One adjustment is the dosage material. Getting the right proportion
of iron powder and liquids mixed with the seed lot is the real problem in
magnetic seed cleaning and the problem differs with each seed lot Too
little liquid results in inadequate coverage by the iron powder and consequently poor cleaning results. Excessive amounts of liquid and powder
results in discoloration of the seed and excessive cleaning loss.
A second adjustment is the mixing time. This particular adjustment
is all important. An incorrect mixing time for any lot of seed will result in
ineffective separation. Too long a mixing time will allow the water to evaporate and the iron powder to be rubbed from the seeds. Too short a mixing
time will not permit thorough coverage of the weed seed with the iron
powder.
A third adjustment is the rate of feed. For effective and economical
cleaning the rate of feed must be properly adjusted and controlled. An incorrect feed adjustment will result in either a loss of capacity of ineffectI

0
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ive cleaning depending upon whether the rate is too slow or too fast. For
efficient cleaning the feed should not be more than one seed thick when fed
onto the magnetized drums . This enables every seed to contact the drum o
A fourth adjustment is the intensity of magnetis m The strength of
magnetism can be adjusted on separat ors equipped with electro-magnets and
a rectifier with a variable transformer Such an adjustment is advantageous
since over or under dosage with wa t er , oil and iron powder can be partially
compensated for by varying the in tensity of the magnetism o
0
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UNIFORM SEED QUALITY
By
ELECTRONIC COLOR SORTING
James M. Beck

1/

All of you appreciate the value of quality seed and are familiar
with the many factors that determine the quality of a seed lot: the percentage of pure seeds, other crop seeds, weed seeds, and inert matter;
percentage of germination; the rate of occurence of noxious weeds; and
freedom from disease and disease organisms. You also know that testing
procedures for checking a seed lot for quality have been standardized to
the extent that results obtained on a sample in one laboratory can be repeated within accepted tolerances by another laboratory. It is visual
inspect ion of a representative sample that determines the percentage of
pure seeds, other crop seeds, weed seeds, inert matter, and in many
cases, if there is deterioration of a fraction of the seed due to adverse
conditions during the growing, harvesting, processing, or storage period,
this also is evident in the appearance of the seed. Certainly extensive
insect and mechQ.nical damage changes the appearance of the seed, and
there is a difference in seed color when there is deterioration due to
other factors .
Since so many quality factors are reflected in the appearance of
seeds , uniform appearance can mean uniform quality. If it were possible
for you to visually inspect and sort the millions of seeds that make up a
lot of seed on the basis of the difference in their appearance, you could
be sure of uniform quality -- electronic color sorting machines do this!
Models now available have capacities that make this kind of separation
economically feasible. The E.S.M., Type B-350, which we have here in
the laboratory , is able to inspect and sort individual seeds, in single file
at the rate of more than a million per hour. Newer models have capacities
of more than 3 million seeds per hour , viewing the seeds from both sides
while in single file. These machines utilize the miracles of electronics to
rapidly and accura t ely process, automatically, free flowing objects to obtain
an acceptable product of uniform color .

1/ Mr , Beck is Eng ineer Technician , Seed Technology Laboratory ,
Mi ssis s ippi Agri cultural Experiment Station, State College , Mississippi.
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Some separations that can be made on the basis of a difference in color
or appearance to improve quality are obvious, others need investigation to determine the correlation. The problems that remain are more in the area of <!etermin ing the relationship of seed color and seed quality than with making a machine that
will sort accurately and continually. Regardless of how automatic and consistent
a machine is made to do a job, human decisions have to be made in programing
the machine.
Two manufacturers of color sorting machines have units here in the laboratory. We have been working with the Sortex Model G414 and the EoS.M . Type
B-350. In both machines the objects are classified by comparing the quantity of
light reflected from their surface with that reflected from a selected standard. An
electro-air device rejects those objects from the product stream that are classified
by the machine as different in color from the standard chosen for an acceptable
product.
Illustration No. 1 shows the B-3 50 machine
Illustration No. 2 shows
the arrangement and identification of some of the features incorporated into the
machine. This design makes it possible to classify and sort the product in single
file, one particle at the time, viewing it from both sides, and making a bichromatic sort by utilizing four separate optic circuits.
0

Description of the Operating Cycle
The objects to be sorted are fed by gravity from the hopper into the feed
chute. A sidewise, shaking motion of the chute drops the product into a disk
shaped, rotating, conveying device called the bowl.
The quantity of product in the bowl is kept within the limit necessary for
the most efficient operation by being continously controlled at the point of entry
into the bowl by the quantity of product already present in the bowl o This is
accomplished by a latch control circuit that controls the feed chute shaking mechanism. A light is directed on a circular path of holes in the bowl near its periphery. When the quantity of product in the bowl is insufficient to prevent the
light from passing through these holes, the light falls on a photocell causing the
latch control circuit to activate the feed chute shaking mechanism until sufficient
product has been shaken into the bowl to block the light from shining through the
bowl ' s perforated control path.
The bowl is used to form a single row of product moving at a speed at
which it can be transferred to a nearly tangent rotating disc - shaped conveyor
called the drum.
The drum is a hollow disc fitted with projecting openings equally spaced
in a single row around its circumference. Vacuum suction from inside the drum on
these openings, called ferrules, is used to lift the objects from the bowl and hold
them in a single row, a fixed distance apart, for their passage through the viewing
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SORTING PATTERN
CATHODE RAY TUBE

Figure 3.
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chamber.
The viewing chamber consists of a hollow lighted sphere through
which each object in turn passes for viewing by four phototubes each of
which is optically connected by a lens system to the viewing station in
the sphere. Each object is viewed from both sides as it passes through
the sphere. The light reflected from each side of the product is divided
by a 50% mirror so that one-half the light is passed through the mirror
to one filter while the remaining half of the light is reflected through a
second filter. The first view inspects one side of the product ; the second
view inspects the other side. The filters are selected to pass only the
desired critical wavelengths which are projected on the phototubes. The
difference in reflectivity between the object being viewed and a selected
standard called a background is translated into a signal by each of the
phototube circuits. These signals are amplified and used to deflect a
cathode ray tube electron beam one signal deflecting the beam parallel
to a horizontal co-ordinate axis charted on the tube face , the other signal
deflecting the beam parallel to the vertical co-ordinate axis charted on
the tube face. Each time an object is viewed the beam i s deflected from
a co-ordinate position representing the reflectivity of the background to
a co-ordinate position which is- a resultant of the two measure reflectivity signals applied to the deflecting plates of the cathode ray tube.
An opaque paper mask (see illustration No. 3) is fitted ove r the
tube face covering that area of the co-ordinate chart into which the accep ted color objects deflect the beam, as well as that point where the beam
is set by the background color. A photo multiplier tube acts as a sentinel
to watch the cathode ray tube face by means of a mirror for tell tale traces
of the beam appearance of an off color object in view . When a trace app ears the sentinel phototube detects its presence and a s i gnal is sent
through the sentinel amplifier. This output dignal calling for ejection of
the object in view is then recorded on a time delay devic e called a timer.
This time delay is necessary in order to physically separate the viewing
position from the ejection area .
At a fixed point after an object-bearing ferrule leaves the vi ewing
chamber the vacuum suction on the ferrule i s removed thus allowi ng the
object to fall free of the ferrule. Its tangenti al downward course carri es
it into the ejection area.
As each object enters the ejection area the related timer section
. is connected to the ejection circuit . If a signal fo r e j ection was recorded ,
(either the right or left amplifier signal can cause the ejector to fire) it
is now picked up and used to activate the ejector which strikes the object
1

1

1
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with a blast of compressed air, deflecting it into the rear outlet chute for rejects.
Objects not rejected fall without deflection into the front outlet chute for accepted
product.
Product Analysis
In order to cut the proper sorting pattern for a given separation, it is
usually necessary to produce a field chart (Illustration No. 4). A number of
pieces of the product , both bad and good, are viewed individually with the cutoff shoe removed, and their co-ordinates as shown on the grid of theC .R.T. are
plotted on the field chart. By gluing the particles on the field chart at these
points, we may make a more intelligent evaluation of what is taking place as we
are cutting our chart blanks. After the pattern is cut to make the desired separation, the machine is programed to make the millions of visual inspections that
will result in a product of uniform color. What color would you prefer?

Editors Note: Shown below is another color separator located in the
Seed Technology Laboratory. This machine, Sortex G414,
was manufactured by the Sortex Company of North America.

USES OF ELECTRONIC COLOR SORTERS
Virgil Harris

1/

The use of color sorting equipment is world wide. Products
range from "pearls to peanuts."
Over the years oux: company has been called upon to sort many
varied objects. Some exotic, including Chinese Mung beans, Japanese
pearls, and Hawaiian Macadamia nuts.
On the other hand, we are continuously and successfully sorting
the many products recognized as standard in the sorting industry.
A brief run-down on sorting machines we produce include those
for classifying lemons down to sesame seeds.
This includes the model G machine (Figure 1) used for sorting
lemons, tomatoes ,and other large products. The design configuration is
necessarily different for classifying this larger product, as compared to
other seed sorting machines we have .
REFLECTIVITY SORTING MACHINE
This machine is utilized for making a simple reflectivity separation of products such as peanuts, pecans, walnuts, beans and various
dehydrated products.
THREE-WAY SORTING MACHINE
Some products lend themselves to the necessity of being separated into three classifications. The sorted product is classified into a
bright-medium, and dark product. Pecans, walnuts, and raisins fall into
the category of being processed on the three-way sorting machine .
COLOR SORTING MACHINE
Our Bichromatic Sorting Machine (Figure 2) makes a., separation
according to the actual color of the objects . Products color processed
include green coffee , peas, beans , or any product with a differential of
color.
This color differential doesn't need to be too grea:t in order for a
successful color separation to be made, and in some cases the color diff-

1/ Mr . Harris is Training Engineer , Electric Sorting Machine
Division , Mandrel Industries , Inc. , Houston, Texas.

FIGURE 1.

Large Products Sorting Machine, Model G
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ere.n.ce cannot be detected by the human eye

0

This machine is also used in the pean ut indus t ry to help solve their problems centered around product color variati ons o
FRESH OR WET PRODUCT SORTING MACHINE
Useage of this machine (Figure 3 ) i s made by the largest food canners in
the world.
Processed products include diced vegetables of various types , soaked
beans, cherries (both red and brined) , olives, cocktail onions , and asparagus .
We have also installed various types of ultraviolet light source , and
product density sorters in the food indu stry
With this impressive line of sortin g equipment developed over the past 3 5
years, we feel our company has become experts with regard to color sorting .
Now , Mr. Seedsman , wh~t.ca n we do for y ou? To find out , our representatives came to you to become aware of your problems and needs .
At Electric Sorting Machine Company we are acutely aware of the need in
the seed industry for reliable color sorting equipment that will not only upgrade
your seed product by color sorting , but equally important - save you money . With
this in mind , it is our goal to mor e fully develop color sorting equipment in order
to make it profitable for you to pro c ess y ou r seed product whether the large or
small variety.
We feel our success is our met hod of product conveying o
In this manner , our machine in s pects each i ndi vi dual product object on its
own merit and , if necessary , remov es it s ingularly from the stream of objects
being processed . This is accomplished w ithout disturbing the object either in
front or behind it and without sacrificing production rate
This concept of individual conveying and rejection w ithin itself has pr oven very successful over the
years in color sorting .
I will first discuss a machin e which has been deve l oped for the processing
of seed sweet corn . This machine - our TP-1 00 - has been in the field , in a proc essing line for one full season Thi s machine has been supplied to the Asgrow
Seed Company at Filer, Idaho for exhaus tive tests o This patented sorting device
operated on a unique light viewing method a n d is designed to remove all field
corn from the seed sweet corn .
Through-put production with this machine , of course , will vary depending
on the count per pound of the product , but normally 250 to 300 pounds per hour
production can be expected
Quality of separation y ie l ded from this machine ha$ proved to be excellent o
It is realized that standards from company-to - compan y will vary , but the standards
0
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on seed sweet corn at Asgrow is that there wi ll be no more tha n 200 gra ins
of field corn in a 100 pound bag or 1 grain of fie l d c orn in 20 , 000 grains of
processed sweet corn Our machine makes this g rade with no difficulty ,
and without final hand in spection o With the amo unt o f production and
quality of separat ion derived from t he TP- 10 0 mach in e , Asgrow has indicated that this significantly red:uces t heir hand laboro As grow jurther ' ,
indicated their approval: by purchasin g this first machin e
It is believed
t hat this sorter has a fixed place in t h e seed com industry
If any of you woul d like to see ju s t exactly what the TP-100
sorting machine can do with your seed sweet corn, we o ffer a service for
this purpose o At our Hou ston plant we ha v e a special Sort Testing Depart ment. Products a re acc ept ed w h ich are shipped to u s by our cu stomers,
or potential customer s o The y are t hen color s orted t o the bes t of the
machine "s efficiency o Th e sorted product, a long w ith t hrough - put pro~
duction figures in pounds per hour is r e turne d to t he customer for his
inspection and evalu a t ion o This i s a c us tomer servic e we ren der for you
In another area in which we ha ve spent considera ble time and
r esearch has been with c ott o n seed produ ct o For se paration of t his type
product, along w ith vegetable seeds of the larger va r iety, the Selexso
Ten high speed color sorter is utiliz e d o Durin g the stu d y of proc essing
cotton seed we found that t he Selexso Te n color s orter y ielded on fla med
cotton seed samples with a c ount per poun d of approximat e ly 4 , 3 30 seed ,
a through-put production of 4 20 pounds per hour Th i s w a s accomplished
while also delivering a n exc e lle nt c olor s e paration o
With tinted cotton seed samples with an approxima te count per
pound of 3 , 225 seed per pound , the machin e yielded approximate ly 530
po un ds per hour o The s orting effic iency while proc essin g cott on seed
product proved to be n early 99% 0 Aga i n, this v e ry hig h s ort ing effic ienc y
is due to the unique method with w hich o ur sorting e qu i pmen t ope rates
That is , it picks up , carr ies , v iews, and e je cts, if n e ce ssa ry , each seed
in dividually a n d separa e l y from e v e ry othe r s eed i n the l ot We believe
t ha t t his concept of seed conve y ing and sorting i s th e only efficient way
in which seeds ma y be profitably proc es sed. Al s o , for tho se of you in th e
cotton seed industry we a gain offer the servic e s of our Sort Tes t ing Depart ment. We would be more t han happy to rec eive your sa mpl e and have the
opportunity to sh ow you w ha t t he Se l exs o Te n c oul d do for your produc t i on.
The Selexs o Ten col or s orting mac hi ne i s al so utili zed for the
proc essing of v a r i ous v e g e table s eed of t he larg e r va rie ty . Included i n
this ca t e gory a r e bu s h be ans (s trin g bea ns) , lima b ean s, and seed peas .
o
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Through-put production on the above three mentioned vegetable seed was found
to be from 400 to 500 pounds per hour. Again, of course, this depends on the
count per pound of the product to begin with. At this high rate of production,
the color separation was extremely good, while damage to the germination
qualities of the seed were kept to an absolute minimum.
The initial test in seed color sorting was centered around the bush bean
This is a strain of lima bean developed especially for mechanical harvesting o
The bush bean was selected for the first tests because of its fragility. We found
after exhaustive tests that damage to the germination quality of this product
was very insignificant
Tests were then conducted on seed peas, which are less fragile than the
bush bean, and on lima beans which are even less fragile than seed peas. Germination damage, due to mechanical handling in the color sorter, to the seeds
was practically zero
The last device that I will describe is a new sorting machine that has not
been announced to the industry prior to this time As an answer to a need and
demand for increased production of small seed variety processing we have
engineered and developed an extremely high speed sorting machine for use with
products the size of rice or smaller. This newest addition to our color sorting
machine line is Model Selexso 2000.
A few of the small variety seed products would include beet, pepper, mustard and sesame seed. I know that there are many others which would fall into
this catagory - both vegetable and flower seed.
With the Selexso 2000 sorting machine it is possible to process up to
1, 7 50 seed per second. Now it is economical to process ultra small seeds. As_
an example, sesame seed with a very high count of 155, 000 seed per pound, the
Selexso 2000 will process from 3 5 to 45 pounds per hour. This is with an ex 7
cellent quality of color separation. Also there is no impairment to germination
qualities whateveJ;", to any of the ultra fine seed products.
This will briefly give you some idea of what we are doing in Houston in
the way of developing and producing color sorting equipment for the seed industry
We realize that just producing and marketing color sorting equipment is not
nearly enough , but must continue to develop equipment to deliver higher capacities that will make it economically profitable for you to mechanically process
your seed products .
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FIGURE 2. Selexso Ten Color Sorting Machine

FIGURE 3. Wet Products Sorting Machine, Model WZ-3

ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATOR
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION AND APPLICATION
Paul R. Mezynski

1/

The principle of electrosta,tic separation is based on the law that
like charges repel and unlike charges attract. There are two ways that
this principle can be applied . The first is accomplished by the use of a
low intensity field (large electrode) to take advantage of the natural
electrical charge which particles have. A positive or negative pole can
be set up and particles will either be attracted or repelled depending on
the charge. This is a true electrostatic separation and it is not too effective
for seed separations.
The second method is to induce a charge (30 , 000 - 50, 000 volts)
by what is known as high intensity field. Some particles are better conductors than others, thereby losing the induced charge more readily than
poor conductors . The good conductors maintain a more normal trajectory
while poor conductors tend to be "pinned" to the ground rotor . A splitter
is used to partition the deflected seeds into "accepts" and "rejects"
categortes , A schematic representation of an electrostatic machine is
presented in Figure 1. Particles to be separated are placed in (A) a
vibrating feeder and are uniformly fed to (B) ground rotor which in turn
passes the seed through a high intensity field delivered by an electrode
(C). Seeds are then pinned to the rotor or attracted to the electrode
depending on conductivity and the delfection pattern is separated by
splitters (D) ,
Some of the factors that affect the efficiency of seed separation in
an electrostatic sorter are :
1 , Seed
a. Seed itself and in mixture
b , Moisture content of seed
c . Temperature of seed ·
2 , Atmosphere
a , Temperature
b , Relative humidity

1/ Paul R. Mezynski is a Graduate Research Assistant , Seed
Technology Laboratory, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station,
State College, Mississippi.
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3.

Machi nes
a . Ra t e of feed
b . Speed of rotor
c . Electrode
(1) Number of electrodes
{2) Posit i on
(3) Voltage - D oC ., A . C., or combination
(4) Polarity (+or -)
d
Deflectors
(l ) Posit ion
Some of t he separations which have been reported on the electrostatic
machine are :
Pigweed - White Clover
Curly doc k - Red C l over
Johnson grass - Sesame
Wild Onions -Wheat
Water cress - Rice
Ergot - Bent grass
Witch grass - Corn
Cockleburs - Cottonseed
0

Cocklebur-Cottonseed Separation
Precon ditioning cottonseed-cocklebur mixtures to bring about a moisture
d ifferentia l can e asily be demonstrated Eighteen lots of cottonseed and four
lots of cocklebur s were conditioned in a near · 100 % relative humidity chamber
for one hour with the result that c ockleburs absorbed from 2_ to 5 times as much
moisture as cotton seed .
From the 1964 Mi ssissippi cotton seed survey, 26 lots of seed were
selected for expe r iment a t ion w ith the electrostatic separator. The rate of contamination var ie d from 3 - 143 cockleburs per pound. One run and five runs
through the mach i ne were compared . Runs four and five were an attempt to recover
some of the c ot ton seed loss by re-running the rejected portions from the first
three runs . The follow ing c onclusions were drawn :
1. After the fi r st run , 50 % or more of the burs were removed in almost
all cases with appr oximately 5 - 10 % l oss of cottonseed .
"
2 . After the 3rd run 15 out of 24 samples had 100% of th.e burs removed
with seed losses rangi n g from 10 to . 44 percent .
•
3. Ei ghty perc e nt or more of the burs were removed from approximately
three-fourths of a ll s a mpl es after the fifth run .
0
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4. Final cotton seed losses after 5th run were less than 6 . 3
percent in all cases.
Several twenty-two pound lots of cottonseed with contamination
ranging from 1 - 8. 3 burs per pound were run through the electrostatic
machine under controlled conditions. On the average, the results indicated approximately 75, 88, and 92% of burs are removed after 1, 2, and 3
runs. Cottonseed loss ranged from l l - 18%. Some lots responded very
well with nearly 100% bur removal. Lots with the highest rate of contamination were reduced to less than 0. 5 bur/lb. -- acceptable for general
certification standards.
Electrostatic seed separation holds a very exciting potential for
difficult seed sorts. Differential moisture rates of absorption may be the
clue for high separating efficiency.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the Carpco Laboratory High Tension Separator.

EFFICIENCY OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
REMOVAL OF COCKLEBURS FROM COTTONSEED
Paul R. Mezynski

1/

The problem of the removal of cockleburs from cottonseed is not a
new one, however, it has been accentuated in recent years with the increased use of mechanical pickers. The reason for this problem now corning to
the forefront is that only recently several Squthern states -have placed
cockleburs on the noxious weed list. Some states have specified that
no cottonseed can be sold within the state if a lot contains even one bur.
The Mississippi Seed Act of 1964 established five burs per pound (with no
tolerance) as the maximum amount for seed sold in the state of Mississippi.
The lvlississippi Seed Improvement Association has always been more restrictive and permits only one bur per two pounds of cottonseed.
The research effort reported in this paper is directed towards a
reduction of an initially high cocklebur contamination to the Mississippi
Certified Seed Standard of one bur per two pounds of cottonseed.
Statistical and mechanical limitations make absolute removal of cockleburs a more idealistic than realistic objective .
Seed measurements . Length and thickness measurements were
made from fifteen different lots of cottonseed representing twelve varieties contaminated with indigenous cockleburs. Samples were collected
over a two year period from the states of Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee,
and Arkansas. Models of the maximum and minimum dimensions of cottonseed and cockleburs were constructed. The data from the measurements
of 15, 000 cottonseeds and 4 , 000 burs clearly showed that if a dimensional
separation is the objective , the difference in length of these two seeds
offers the greatest potential for nearly complete separation .
Seed coating. Fuzzy seeds of cotton were treated with various
sticking agents including methyl cellulose and bentonite clay . In all
cases flowability was improved , germination not appreciably depressed
and field stands from treated seeds were as good as _the non-treated seeds.
Air and screen machine~ Six 300 pound lots of cottonseed naturally

1/
Paul R. Mezynski is a Graduate Research Assistant, Seed
Technology Laboratory, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station ,
State College, Mississippi.
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contaminated with cockleburs were put through an air and screen machine . Three
of these lots were treated to mat down the fuzz o Coating the seed improved its
separatin g efficiency by removing 85 percent of the burs , especially by air , and
reducing the amount of cottonseed lost to 13 2 percent Closely de lin ted seeds
were easier to handle 0 processed more rapidly , and could also be more precisely
sized with the result of greater separating -efficiency, than fuzzy seeds.
Precision separator Using the same lots of seed as in the air and screen
machine, the cylinder screens reduced the amount of seed loss , increased capacity
and removed approximately the same number of burs as a flat screen of the same
size
Indent belt o An experimental apparatus was constructed in an attempt to
take advantage of differences in length of cottonseed and cocklebur for separation
purposes o This device consisted of a movable belt with numerous indents 28/64
inches in diameter and l / 8 i nch deep
The belt was mounted on a draper belt
apparatus which in turn was positioned on a gravity table deck to utilize its
vibration and tilt adjustme nts
The vibrator imparted sufficient motion to 11 settle"
the cottonseeds in the indents and as the filled indents moved to the top of the
endless belt they wer e discharged
Longer seeds did not become completely
11
settled" in the in dents and were therefore "vibrated" off the l ower side of the
belt .
Eight differe nt l ots were treated with a coating material o The initial
burs per pound ranged fr om l to 10 with an average of 4 o3 o Final burs per
pound were . 3 6 with a cotton seed loss of 41 percenL One of the better
responding lots (closely delinted) resulted in 100 percent bur removal with 40
percent loss in c ottonseed The capacity of the nineteen inch belt was approximately one poun d per minute
Moisture absorption Eighteen different lots of cotton seed and four lots
of cockleburs were pre condition ed in a controlled temperature (43°C o) and humidity
cabinet (95- 10 0 % r oh o) All l ots of cottonseed absorbed less moisture than the
cockleburs
C ock l eburs took up two to five times more moisture than cottonseed o
El ectrostatic separator Numerous tests indicated that n atural preconditioning for six to twe lve hours with 7 5 percent relative humidity resulted in
87 to 100 percent removal of cockleburs with an average loss of ten percent
cottonseed Natural preconditioni ng increased separating efficienc y over artifical
precondition ing o Closely delinted cottonseed resulted i n greater separating
efficiency . Generally speaking approximately 7 5 , 88 and 92 percent of burs
were removed after the first , sec ond , and third runs with 6 , 10 and 15 percent
losses in cottonseed
Color s orter o Three different lot s con taining 3 o7 burs per po un d were
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compared. On the average, bur concentration was reduced to • 152 per
pound with a loss of ll percent cottonseed . Capacity ranged from 120240 pounds per hour depending on the machine.
Summary. Table I is a comparison of all methods tested for separating cockleburs from cottonseed . Under proper preconditioning treatments, the electrostati'c method offers a greater possibility in cocklebur
removal. Almost complete separation of cockleburs from cottonseed was
effected with the electronic color sorters . However, the low capacity
and high price of these machines limit their practical application at the
present time. The conventional air and screen machines and precision
separator when used as scalpers do a commendable job in reducing the
concentration of burs in contaminated seed lots.
Table I.

Comparison of all methods for separation cockleburs from cottonseed.

Method

No. of
Lots

Initial
Burs/lb.

% Bur
Removed

A& S
Machine

6

3.9

A & S
Coated Seed

3

5. 6

85

Precision

6

3. 9

Precision
(Coated)

3

Indent
Cylinder

Final
Burs/lb.

%Cotton
Seed Loss

Capacity
Lbs ./Hr.

L28

28.8

900

. 84

13 2

1000

74 .8

l. 02

13 . 3

900

5.6

86 o2

o77

12.2

1000

5

1.6

85

48

59 o4

300

Gravity
Table

5

1.6

3"5

1.04

22.5

300

Indent Belt

8

4.3

91.6

36

41.2

60

Electrostatic

5

3.5

93 4

. 30

11.0

600

Color Sorters

3

2.7

96A

. 15

11..3

120-240

67

0
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Figure 1 - Six-cylinder Simon - Carter Precision Grader

DIMENSIONAL SIZING
T . E o Hartman 1.1
The processes of seed separating, cleaning and sizing have been
improved to a point where special machines have been developed to solve
specific processing problems. Each of these processes is accomplished
by utilizing differences in physical characteristics of the seeds to be
separated. One principal method employed is separation by size, that
is, differences in width, thickness , or length.
VviDTH & THICKNESS SIZING
The Simon-Carter Precision Grader is a u:::1ique, rugged, extremely
precise, yet simple width and thickness separator. It is available in seven
different styles or models, all of which employ either s l otted or round
perforated cylindrical screens and hold 1, 2, 4 , or 6 screens per machine o
Figure 1 illustrates a 6-cylinder machine.
Construction:
The primary component of the Precision Grader is the cylindrical
shell which is approximately 12 inches in diameter and 60 inches l ong. These
shells or screens are produced from cold rolled aluminum kilned steel and
are cyanide hardened by immersion in a molten cyanide bath of 1300 to 13 50
degrees Fahrenheit for approximately 12 minutes before being cold water
quenched.
There are three types of perforations used in the production of these
screens. The slotted perforations are available in widths of 3/64 " to 24/64 11
and are located at the base of the "corrugat ed" groove having steeply slanted
sides (Figure 2). Each slot in one entire screen is punched by the same die
and maintains a tolerance of plus or minus 13/10, 000 of an inch The shape
of the screen is that of a many-sided polygon with each row of slots contained in its own flat surface plane.
Round hole perforations are available in two styles o The hole sizes
from 13/64" to 26/64" are perforated at the bottom of a deep recess or
indentation (Figure 3). For those in the size range of 4/64 11 to 12/64" a
different screen construction is used In the smaller perforation sizes,
periodic deep ribs running the length of the cylinder and spaced about 3/4 11
apart give rigidity to the shell o
0

0

l/ Mr. Hartman is associated with the Carter-Day Company ,
Minneapolis Minnesota; engineers and manufacturers of machinery for
separating 1 sizing I and cleaning grains 1 seed and- other free-flowing
granular material .
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For s or"e se parati ons , an incline d baffle plate or agit.::1tor blade s are
fastened in side the c ylir:de r s he ll s for adde d co:n· ·eying and position in g of the
pr oduct.
The varim.:. s perforations are kept fr ee of wedged grain by a soft, rotating,
five-bladed ru bber c l eaner mechanism positioned at the top and running the full
len gth of the cylinder shell.
Operation ~

The cyliP. drical screen revolves at approximately 60 RPM while the material
to be separated is fed into one e n d and rolls or t u mbles gently, covering more
than a third of the screen s urface at a ll times. A combi nati on of gravity, centrifugal
force, and product pressure gently forces each particle into a perfora ti on to accomplish a mild "press-fit" for acc urc.t e un iform siz ing •
. In the slott ed shell used for t hickness sizing, wafer-shaped seeds or
particles wider than t heir thickness are tipped on edge by the humps or ridges
between the slots, allowing them to be sized by their narrowest dimensions o
These ridges also tend to positior:. long particles parallel to the slot for easy
entry o The polygon shape of the cylinder increa ses product agitation and
opportunity to contact the slot in t he proper position. A continuous spiral
channel and slight incline keep the "overs" moving through the shell.
The deep indented, round hole shell is used for width sizing ahd having
the !-!ole at the bottom of the indent forces seeds or particles to upend. If the
width of the upended pa rticle is less than the hole diameter, it will then be in
the proper posit ion for passing through the hole o
The full length ribs in the r ound ribbed screen perform the function of
agitating and upending the product, not only positioning t h e particles for entry
but also preventing strat ification.
Char:.gin g of the cylinder s h ells fr om one s i ze or t ype to another can be
accomplished in on ly thr ee to four minut e s du e t o r e movable stub shaft construction.
In some machin e sty les an internal baffle plate ins i de the cylinder is u sed
with slots les s tha n 8/ 64" in width t o a ssist in conv eying slick elongated seeds
like oats and barle y . Agitator blades a r e als o u sed OL occasion in the larger
round r ecessed perforated shells t o aid in t umb ling la r ge slick three-dimensional
grains like com
Both of these acce s s ories pr e v ent "sliding" of the material
on th e rising side of the cyli'1der wall.
The soft rubber~bladed cleaner mechani sm mentioned earlier gently taps
the cylinder, setting up a sharp but gentle vibration. Those wedged particles
not automatica lly freed by t hi s v ibrati on are pu shed back into the cylinder
when co!1tacted by a rubber blade
The product passing through each shell depending on the style of machine
will either discharge beneath and t he fu ll length of the machine or be collected
0
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Figure 2 - Cylindrical Screen with slotted perforations.

Figure 3 - Cylindrical Screen with round perforations.
OJ
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in a vibrating conveyor for discharge at the intake e nd of the machine o The
"overs" of each shell ar~ discharged at the opposite or dr iv e e nd of the machin e.
Various flow cfrra,m }ements are available which prov ide fl exibility and
the possibility of making from one to three separations in a s ing le mac hi ne o
Capacities:
Capacity per cylinder will vary greatly depen din g on the product bein g
separated and the percent of total stream passing throu gh the pe r fora t i on.
Generally, the higher percentage of ,..throughs " , the greater t he ca pacityo Th e
rang~ of seed separation capacities is from 2 5 to 80 bu she ls per c ylin der o
LENGTH SIZING
There are two methods by which material may be se parate d by l ength o
The first method to be reviewed today is the so called dis c method o
Disc Sepa rator
Construction:
A disc pocket consisting of an undercut r ece s s in t he side face o f a
special hardened cast iron disc is utilized in thi s metho d for s e pa rating short
from long particles. This slide illustrates how the se paration is a ccomplish e d"
As you can see some seeds are small enough to fit in th e poc ket w hile othe r s
a r e too long and will not. We will return to this illu strati on later for a more
complete explanation of how the separation is accomplishedo
Our third slide is a side view of a complete disc These di sc s a r e
produced in four diameters , 15 ", 18", 21" and 2 5
Ther e a r e thre e differ ent
basic pocket designs and over 7 5 different sizes. The next two slide s illustrat e
two of the types of pockets. The first being a standar d squ a r e pocke to t he
sec ond being what is called a V" type pocket. The s qua re pocke ts w ere the
first type produced and are used generally for rapid rem oval of a small fracti on
of long un desirable material or as an initial rough split. Furth e rmore, precis e
separations in the small size range are most often accomplished wit h t h e "V"
or "R type pockets.
The "VII pocket derives its name from Vetch o and is so de s ig n ed as t o
pick up, and hold for discharge round shaped materia ls o Thi ~ pocke t ha s a
round "lifting edge" and a squared horizontal "leading edg e " o,: Tubular o
cylindrical or elongated particles have no flat surfa c e at the b ottom of the
pocket to "sit" on, and tip out of the pocket as t he disc re volves a round the
shaft.
The "R" pocket derives its name from Rice o a nd w a s designed to r emov e
cross broken grains from whole grains. This pocket looks like a "V" pocketu
except that it is up-side-down. The lifting edge is flat a n d h oriz ontal u while
0
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the leading

~dge

is round. This pocket will lift out cross broken, short

tubular, or elongated particles since they have a flat surface to "sit" on.
Generally speaking, the pockets are consistent in their proportionate dimensions. The pocket size is referred to by its width, measured
radially from the center of the disc and range from 2 1/2 mm to approximately
3/4". The length or height of the pocket is essentially the same dimensions
as the width while the depth is approximately one-half dimensions of the width.
In the complete .machine a series of discs called the rotor are used.
The disc pocket sizes used in any one rotor layout may be all identical or may
vary in type and size. In most cases when different sizes are used, the
pockets become progressively larger from the intake to the discharge end of
the machine .
Conveyor blades fastened to the spokes in each disc are used to move
the body of material through the disc machine.
A series of paddle like blades are placed between the discs and are
used for retarding and adjusting the grain level in the body of the machine.
The tailings gate placed in the rectang1,1lar discharge opening of the
machine is adjustable and is used for adjusting the level of the mass of
material near the discharge end.
A small conveyor running across the front of the machine is used when
necessary to return some of the liftings of the discs to the feed end and body
of material in the unit.
Splitter valves in some cases are supplied in the liftings discharge
hopper.
Operation:
The disc rotor placed in the body of the machine is set iri rotation
and material to be separated is fed into the machine at one end and on the
upward stroke side of the rotor.
Returning to our undercut pocket illustration, short s·eeds which fit
into these pockets are lifted, held in the pocket by centrifugal force and
discharged on the opposite side of the rotor much as material is discharged
from a bucket elevator. Those particles too long to fit in the pocket w i ll
fall but and be conveyed through the eye of the disc by the series of conveyor blades.
The speed of rotation is important as should it be too fast centrifugal force could prevent the material from falling out of the pocket and
too slow a speed would allow the material to fall out of the pocket before
it reaches its proper discharge point.
A series of small troughs between the discs on the liftings di scharge
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side catch material as it is discharged from the po cket and a llows it to fa ll in t o
the liftings discharge hopper.
i
As mentioned in the construction sect i on of thi s pr es e n tat'ion, the liftin gs
discharge hopper may be equipped with one or two splitting valves which allow
separate discharge of various sections of discs in the rotor. The smallest partic l es
lift out of the mass on the first few discs and it may be desirable t o draw off these
smaller liftings separately from the longer liftings d i s c harged at the c e nter or tail
end of the disc shaft, or it may be desirable t o draw off the longer tail e n d liftings
separately from the shorter material discharging from the center and intake e n d of
the machine. As you can see by use of tw o valves , it is po ssible t o divide t h e
liftings into three different streams
The speed of the flow through the mac hine ma y be adj u s ted by adding or
removing conveyor blades on the spokes of the disc s . Th e speed o f t hi s flow
through the machine is determined b y the type and effic iency of separa tion requ ir ed.
The portion of the mass which is not picke d u p and discha rg ed as lift ing s ,
will pass throug the eyes of the dis c s to the dis charg e d end of t he ma chine o At
this point, it passes over the adjustable tailings gate w hich may be u s ed t o vary
the depth of the mass in the machine.
The grain level control blades a r e also u sed f or adju sting the depth of
material in the body of the machine as well as t o r e ta r d t he fl ow o f c e rtain point s
along the rotor. By incr easing the depth of mate r ial in t h e ma c hin e, a gr eater
percentage of the mass will be lifted du e to the fact tha t .i t ha s a sh orter distanc e
to travel, conversely less material in the machine w ill produce a sma lle r perc e n t =
age of liftings.
The return conveyor mentioned earlier is an importa nt facet of t he
machine, as it allows some flexibility in the split. Th i s con v e y or is plac ed
so that when open it will catch the dis c l iftin gs a n d r e t u rn t h e m t o t he b o dy o f
t he material at the intake end of the machine o Trap d oor s c l os e o ver t his conv eyor to prevent entry of the lifting s du ring normal operation . In mos t ca ses
this conveyor is used to return on ly the l iftings of a few ta il e n d discs which
may be little longer than the material you wi shed r e mov ed. There for e by
returning it to the main mass of material, it will e v e n tua lly be discharged with
the tailings of longer particles
0
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Combinat i on Di sc Separator
All the subject material so fa r has dea lt with the sin gle rotor disc machine.
One combination unit consisting of two disc rotors and designed to pr oduc e a four
way split of the intake feed is available.
This machine is called a il54 7 a s it employs 47 di sc s o f 15" diame t er.
There are two rotors, the top rotor c onsi sts of di s c s w ith larg e pockets which
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will lift the moin moss of moteriol ond toil longer undesiroble seeds of
foreign moter ial. The lifting of the top rotor drop into a conveyor which
discharges to the lower rotor. This lower rotor normally will employ two
or three different size poc kets . The liftings of the lower rot or are split
by means of a valve into two stream s o The very small foreign moterial
is discharged by the first half of this rotor and medium length product by .
the second half of this rotor . Clean seed is toiled from this lower rotor. ·
Various arrangemen ts of single rotor units are employed in both
series and paralled fashin g.
The other method of length separation is by utilizing an indent
cylinder machine.
Indent Cylinder Separator
Construction:
The primary component part of the ind ent c ylinder machine is a
cylindrical indented cylinder s h ell which has been heot treated and
cyanide hardened to res ist wear. Like th e disc machine, pockets or
indentations vary in size and particles which are short enough to fit into
the indent will be separated from those particles too long to fit in the indent.
The cylinder shells are generally 17 " in diameter and are available
· in two different lengths depending on capacity requirements. There are
about 15 indent sizes available. Sizes are indicated in 64ths of an inch
measured diametrically.
A trough to catch liftings is placed inside and runs the length of
the cylinder shell. Ins i de this trough is a conveyor used to carry lifted
material to one end of the machine for discharge.
A retarder or dam is placed at the end of the cylinder and may be
adjusted to control the level of mater ial i n the cylinder o
A variable speed drive i s supplied with single g ylinder units to vary
speed of cylinder rotation.
A mechanism for ad ju sting the intake height of the single cylinder
machine allows a variance of cylinder i ncline.
A large hinged door on the top of the discharge end allows visual
inspection of the separating area , as shown in this slide.
Operation:
Seed is fed into one end of the indent cylinder which is set into
rotation. Material is loaded into the indentions by a combination of
centrifugal force and gravity. Those particles or seeds which have their
center of gravity within the lip of the indentation will remain in this
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indentation until the force of gravity pu lls thell! -out which at the proper speed of
rotation will be within 30° of top center . Th 0$e particles which are long e n ough
to have a center of gravity outside the li p of t he inde nt will fall out and pass to
the discharge end of the cylinder.
The speed of the cylinder is variable and can be increased from a p proximately 45 rpm to 60 rpm. The most efficient o perating s peed depends on the resis t ance
caused by friction. This r esistanc e varies w ith the texture 1 weight per b u shel and
moisture of the product. Such fa c tor s do not a ffect the operation of a dis c length
separator. Visual inspection of the separation during performance will in dicate
the proper operating rpm . Too fas t a speed wi ll c arry liftings over the troug h and
- ·foo slow a speed will allow liftings t o dis c harge before t h e y reach the lev e l of
the trough. The trough which catc he s liftings of t he c ylinders may be set at
various positions. In this n ex t sli de you 'ba n se e l iftings being discha r ged properly
into the trough. If the lip of t h e t roug h clo s est to the grain carrying side of the
cylinder is lowered more of the pr odu ct within t he cylinder will fa ll into it. If
this lip is raised less product within t he cylinder will fall into the trough. Thus
the trough allows a certain ra ng e of flexi bility of se paration within one indent
size. In other words when the trou g h i s lowere d the average len gth of pa rtic les
dropped into it will be longer than whe n t he trough i s raised.
Between lots of seeds to be cleaned this trough ma y be rotated for c lean out purposes. This opera t i on can be pe r forme d w ithout dis rupting the ori ginal
trough setting.
As mentioned, the ret a r der on the dis c harge end of the cylinder operates
as a dam to prevent the bank of material, in the c ylinder 1 from tapering down
to a low point at the discharge e n d. Should t hi s happen the cylinder at that
point would be "starved" and w o uld te n d to lift ma ter ial l onger than it wa s
designed to lift
This retarder is adjusta b le s o that the depth of material in
the cylinder can be varied.
Flow through the c y lin der i s either by gravity or in older style ma c hines
by an open conveyor running in t he ma ss of mate rial in the cylinder The
adjustable intake height is a vailabl e in order to vary t h e speed of travel t hrou gh
the cylinder.
0
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Combination C ylinde r Separat ors
The single cylinder length se pa rat or s may be stacked up to four high and
may be fed in parallel or in series. A typic a l s eries flow would be to spout the
liftings of the top machine in a thre e high a rra nge me nt to the bottom machine and
the tailings to the center machin e. This t ype of a n arrangement utilizes the top
machine as a "splitter", the center machin e for r emoving l on ger tha n des ired
length and the bottom machine for r emoving s h orter t han desired length. Many
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times in an arrangement s u ch as this the liftin gs of the center cylin der
and the tailings of the bottom cyHnder are c o mbin ed as cleaned desirable
product.
Other large mu lti ple cylin der ma chines a r e available which incorporate in one unit a nu mber of c ylin der s which may be a rranged either
in parallel or series o Ma ny of the s e larger machin es also incorporate
scalping and aspirating.
In addition to all disc machi nes and a ll cylinder machines there
a r e .a lso those which combine b oth methods of length separat ing in orie
u nit.
Combinatio n Di sc and Indent Cylinder Separators
The combination ma chines may or may not incorporate scalping
and aspirating, if they d o t h i s portion of the operation procedes the length ·
separating components.
Material is fed to a section of discs whic h perform an initial split
of the product. The liftings of this first disc section are conveyed to a
second or "grader" section of discs o The ta ilings of the splitter section
are spouted to an indent cylinder with a large size indent.
At this point, long undesirable mat erial is tailed from the cylinder
and large desirable product is lifted o
The tailings of the sec ond disc section i s clean desirable, medium
length product. In some mode l s , the liftings of this second sect ion are
discharged as short undesira bl e ma t e r ia l. In other models, these liftings
are conveyed to another in dent c ylin der with a sma ll indentati on wher e a
reclaiming operation on t h e shorter ma t e r ia l is performed
Basically, the dis c method of s eparation has the advantage where
certain specific shapes suc h a s s moot h, r oun d seeds are prevalent and
where it is desirable to ha ve a relative l y u natt e n ded operation. The indent
cylinder method allows a littl e greater flexibilit y and has less attritional
effect on fragile pr oducts o Bot h methods when properly controlled can
produce accurate efficient r esults o
0
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Figure 1. Crippen PM2-54 72 Scalper

Figure 2. Crippen Series K Scalper

SOME USEFUL AND SPECIAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
George Dougherty

l/

The machines to be considered in this session more or less
complement the basic machines employed in the processing of most crop
seeds o They can be classified as being either precleaning or preconditioning machines -- those which improve the condition of the seed before it
reaches the basic cleaning machines, or auxiliary machines -- those which
perform a specific type of seed separation.
Let us first consider scalpers. Scalping or rough-cleaning is a
precleaning operation. More specifically, scalping is a process in which
material that is larger than the crop seed is removed from the seed-lot.
Rough-cleaning, on the other hand, is a process in which material both
large and smaller than the crop seed is removed from the seed-lot l~ --.Once
considered optional, scalp'ing or rough-cleaning is now regarded as a
basic op~ration by many seedsmen. This is because seed harvested with
modern combines are, more often than not, heavily contaminated with
foreign material consisting of sticks, stems, leaves, trash and weed
seeds. This type of material, which may represent as much as 60% to
70% of the volume of the combine-run seed-lot, needs to be removed
before a seed-lot can be safely stored, efficiently dried or effectively
cleaned.
Processors preferences differ. Consequently, there are many
different sizes and types of scalpers available from which he can select
a unit to best satisfy his specific needs . (Figures 1, 2, 3, 4) . Sizes will
range from high capacity receiving type scalpers down to the small diameter reel scalpers found, as standard equipment, on disk cylinder separators. Types will range from the single reel that will remove long
stems and straw, or the single flat perforated screens that will remove
long straw and green material, to the more complete units consisting
of seve'ral flat screens or reels with one or more controlled ·air current
separations o A more complete removal of foreign material is possible
with the units that incorporate both screening and aspiration Therefore,
..
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LEFT SIDE

Figure 3. A. T. Ferrell Super 228-D Receiving Separator

Figure 4. Carter-Day No. 4 Reel Type Scalper
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the y wi ll usually be most effective in preparing the ,c ombine-run seed for . further
process ing on the basic clean ers.
To capitalize on the benefit's to be derived from s ca l ping :or rough~""cleaning
the sca lper should , with few exc e pti ons, be the first piece oJ ·equ i pment ·used
when the seed comes in from the fie l d. For exam ple , many experienced ·drying .
and storage facility operators insta ll one or more receiving scalpers ·to rough- .
clean all seed-lots that are to be dr i ed or s tored pri or to being c l eaned~ These
operators know that by removing most of the tras h a n d green ·mater ia l as the · ··
fir s t s t ep in their operati on they will experience fewe r handling problems, reduce ·
t heir drying costs and save on s torage space.
Likewise, a processing line scalper should a l s o always be· the first piece ·
of equipment used in the processing plant In my opinion it should be ·i.nstalled
ahead of the main receiving elevator A s econd choice would.· be just ahead of
the air -screen cleaner . Installed ahead of t he ma in elevator ' it will allow for easier
and mor e rapid elevating of the combine-run seed-lots , and increase the capac-ity
of t he holding bins. However , even if insta lled ju st ahead of· the ba ? ic cleaner
a scalper still has its advantages. For example, scalping will 'increase the capacity of the basic cleaner by mini mi zing feed ho pper -flow stoppages. As a result,
feeding will be more uniform which means tha t an operator can,'make rnore accurate
and sensitive machine adjus tment s. Sca l ping w ith a ·scalper-as.pirator unit .before
the seed-lot enters the pr ocess ing area of t he seed plant ha s stiU another advantage.
It will help relieve the dust problem, and t h i s is a health a s well as a plant safety
featur e.
Removal of most fore ign ma t e rial will not a lwa ys complete the pr ecleaning
needed for precision cleaning. In man y cases the combine -'run seed-lot ctmtaihs
unthreshed pods, seed heads, seed cluster s or double seed o If good seed loss ··
is to be minimized the processor must brea k up these unthreshed seed units before
cleaning the seed- lot on the air-s creen clea ner. A prerequisite 'for go6d cleaning
results is that all seeds must a ct a s individua l pa rtic l es. Consequently, ~ many
seedsmen will install a debea rder to complete the thres hing oper-atiOn.
Although primarily design ed for the debearding of barley to improve its
appearance and planting qualitie s, debea rders are n ow u sed w ith many other crops.
Its principle use today is probably the clipping of seed oats to' improve their .
appearance and to raise their tes t weight. However, some other · uses include
the partial decortication of sugar beet se ed , the hulling of "whiteCaps'' in wheat ,
defringing of carr ot seed, polishing and r e mo ving mold from pepper balls, and ·
the breaking up of flax ba lls, le gume pods and seed hea d s. Another use is the .
deawning of weed seeds to permit the ir separation fr om. crop. seeds. For example ,
by removing the awn and outer glume fr om ·wate rgrass . se~d harvestE:)d with sudan0
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grass seed, the size of the watergrass seed is reduced to th.e extent
that it can be separated from the sudangrass seed on an air.,.,.s.creen cleaner.
Other similar separations are also possible.
Debearders are available in many sizes and in at least two types.
Both types are similar in operation but one uses rectangular shaped beater
arms whereas the other uses cylindrical (pipe-like) beater arms. The units
here at the laboratory are all equipped with the rectangular beater arms.
In these units the beater arms- are mounted at a slight angle on a central
beater shaft which rotates. c>tationary a rms positioned along the inside
of the housing cylinder prevent the seed mass from swirling or r~tating
with the beaters when the machine is operating.
In operation, the seed is fed in at one end of the cylinder, conveyed through the unit by the pitch of the beater arms, and discharged
through a weighted door at the opposite end of the machine. Removal of
beards, points of attachment, hulls, etc. is effective both directly and
indirectly by the action of the beater arms. Much of the debearding,
however, occurs when the seeds rub against each other.
For satisfactory results a debearder must be adjusted for the kind
of seed being handled. Experienced pr ocessors know that operating speeds
and capacities of debearders are never constant, exact settings must be
determined for each run of seed.
Another very .useful piece of processing equipment is the huller or
huller-scarifier. Following scalping, and possibly <;lebearding I most
kinds of seed go directly to the basic air- screen cl~~·ner. Others, principally_ legumes and some grasses, may require h ulling and/or scarification.
However, because some seeds lose viability rather rapidly in storage
after being hulled or scarified , these processes ma y be deferred until just
before planting time.
The objective of hulling and scarifying is generally to hasten
germination by rernoval of a growth i nhibiting substance or by increasing
the seed's permeability to water or oxyge n . The terms "hulling" and
"scarifying", however, refer to tw o differe nt processes. In hulling, only
the hull or husk surrounding the seed is r e moved, the seed itself remains
unscathed. It is generally done to ·improve t he seed "s planting qualities
but it may also be done to improve the seed ' s cleaning characteristics.
In scarification, on the other hand, t he seedc oat itself is scratched or
ruptured to facilitate the absorption of water thereby hastening germination.
Some examples of seeds that may require hulling and/ or scarification are:
A. Seeds that may require hulling :
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Bermudagrass, Buffalograss, Bahiagrass, Korean Lespedeza,
Kobe Lespedeza, Common Lespedeza , Bicolor Lespedeza
B. Seeds that may require scarification :
Alfalfa, White Clover, Subclover, Hairy Indigo , Crotalaria,
Wild Winter Peas
C. Seeds that may require hulling and scarification:
Sweet Clover, Crown Vetch, Sericea Lespedeza, Sourclover,
Black Medic
Hulling and scarification may be performed either separately or jointly.
A huller-scarifier (Figures 5 & 6) will hull, scarify, or hull and scarify. When
using this machine, and hulling alone is desired, the seed are usually either
rubbed between two rubber-lined surfaces or impelled against stationary hardened
rubber discs. If instead, scarification or hulling and scarification is required,
the rubber surfaces are removed and replaced with an abrasive surfaced material
such as carborundum stone. A scarifier machine (Figure 7) will usually have
permantly embedded abrasive surfaced segments. Therefore, it should be used
only when scarification or hulling and scarification is required.
It should always be remembered that scarification is a delicate operation.
The severity of the abrasion or the force of the impact must be accurately controlled to prevent seed damage. Correct machine settings should be determined
for each individual seed-lot, keeping in mind that seeds with a high moisture
content are harder to hull and scarify than seeds of low moisture content.
Scarification should never be attempted until after the seed-lot has been
over an air-screen cleaner. Clean seed scarifies much more uniformly, with
less seed damage, than "dirty" seed. Therefore , the scarifier should be installed
either behind the air-screen cleaner or further along the processing line. Hullers,
on the other hand, may be installed either between the scalper and air-screen
cleaner or further down the processing line. This will depend on whether all, or
only a portion, of the seed is to be hulled. The huller should be located behind
the machine that separates hulled from unhulled if only a portion of the seed is
to be hulled.
Precleaning and preconditioning machines such as scalpers, debearders,
and huller-scarifiers are usually employed to condition seed for easier cleaning
or handling. Auxiliary machines such as the spiral, draper, vibrator and aspirator
separate seed by classifying them according to physical characteristics.
Spiral separators will separate, divide or classify seed according to
shape, density and degree of ability to roll. For example, it is used to separate
split beans and corn from whole soybeans , moon flower (Calonyction muricatum)
from soybeans, dogfennel and vetch from wheat , peas and vetch from oats ,
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Figure 5. A. T. Ferrell Eddy-Giant Huller and Scarifier

Figure 6 • Forsberg Huller and Scarifier
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Figure 7. Crippen Model S Scarifier
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br oken vetch from whole< vetch, and, rape and mustard from crimson
c lover.
A spira l separator (Figure 8), which in appearance rese mbles a
v ertically po sitioned o pen screw conveyor, is extremely simple to operate.
It has re latively few parts , all of which are stationary, and onl y one
sign ificant adjustment , namely, rate of feed. Gravity and centrifugal
force provides a ll t he motive power required to make it work.
Basically, this separator consists of a feed hopper, a cone
divider (one f or each spiral), and one or two spirals. Usually one feed
h o pper is provi ded for all spirals gr ouped into a s ing le un it
The cone
divider whi ch is located at the t op of t he spiral, directly under the opening o f the feed hopper, disperses the feed evenly over all the flights of
the inn e r spiral sect ion. The spiral, which is the main separating part
of the machine , is made up of an outer housing flight and a ser ies of
smaller inner flights onto which the seed are fed.
In o pera t ion, the seed mixture is fed onto the uppermost inn er
spiral flight from the feed hopper. Rate of feed !ls ·regulate'd by· the · '
size o f the o pening ih~ the disc fastened under the · feed h,opper 'o· ··' Moving
down th e in clined inner flights, ·the spherical seed tra v e l at a mu ch
faster rate of speed than non-spherical seed. The momen.tum of the
rollin g spherical seed increases to the point that these seed roll o v er
the edge of the inner flight s, drop into the outer housing flight a n d
discharge t hrough a spout in t he bottom of the machine. In c ontrast ,
t he less rounded seed c ontinue sliding down the inner flights to the
bottom of the machine and are discharg ed through a separate spout.
Some spirals will have multiple inn er flights arranged i n order of in creasing s i z e o These unit s w i ll produc e gradations of a s eed mixture ra ng ing
fr om flat s eed on the in side flight to high-density round seed on t he larger
outer fl ight o Therefor e , on these machines ea ch flight leads to a separate
discharg e spout.
The n eed for spirals is diminishing however , because of machines
such as the disk and cylin der se parator s , tha t will perform many of the
s ame separations more efficiently o Although very e conomical, that is a
simple t o operate and req u ir e s no s ourc e of power to make a separa t ion ,
spi ra ls ha v e two ma jor di sadvantag es, lack of flexibility in adjustment
a n d v e ry low capacities o For exa mple, a s pira l d~signed for use with
s mall see d cannot be u sed effectively with large seed beca u se the angle
of bank and the size of the flights are fixed by the ma nu facturer . Also,
capacities run in the range of 2 00 to 700 poun ds an h our , depending on
9
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the seed being separated and the petcentage of round seed in the mixture.
Spirals do, however, offer certain advantages to a seedsman. In
addition to being economical to install and operate they are light-weight.
Conseque ntly, easy to move. This can be a distinct advantage in that when
it is not being used it can be stored out of the way. Also, it can be shifted
fro m one location to another within the plant easily and quickly. Furthermore,
it is sometimes more convenient to move a machine than it is to move several
hundred bushels of seed.
The inclined draper, like the spiral, separates seed on the basis of a
differenc e in ability t o roll. Howeve r, it offers more flexability and is more
sensitive to differences in seed-coat texture than the spiral. It is veryuseful
when there is a need to separate smooth or round seed from rough, flat or elongated seed. For example, t h e removal of vetch from oats, or crimson clover from
fescue or ryegrass seed.
A draper machin e (Figure 9) has four component parts, a feed hopper, one
or more inclin ed draper belts, a tilt mechanism and a variable speed control
mechanism. As in the case with all cleaning machines, a single feed hopper is
provided for all draper belts in a single machine. From the feed hopper, seeds
are fed into metering devices that distribute them uniformly to each belt for
cleaning.
The draper belts are the separating parts of the machine. They are
mounted in an inclined position and move, or travel, in an up-hill direction.
Each draper is a specially made endless belt usually of plastic or canvas, but
available in materia ls with varying degrees of s u rface roughness o Numbers and
size of belts can be expected to vary from machine to machine o In a commercial
operation usua lly more than one belt is used in a single machine. However, each
belt is a separate cleaning unit. An increase in draper belts will not increase
efficiency, it merely incr eases capacity. The tilt , and variable speed, mechanisms
provide a means by which the pitch, or slope , and speed of the drapers can be
adjusted to match the characteristics of the seed being cleaned. All drapers in
a single machine will have the same pitch and will travel at the same rate of
speed.
In operation, the seed mixture is fed from the feed hopper to the metering
device that distributes it in a narrow band in the middle, and across the width of,
the moving inclined draper belt. The non-rolling or non-sliding seeds (upper fraction) are carriedto the top of the slope and discharged from the belt into a spout.
In contrast, the round or sliding seed (lower fraction) roll or slide down the face
of the inclined plane and are discharged from the belt into a separate spout at the
opposite end of the machine (Fig ure 9) .
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Figure 8:

Krussow Double Spiral Separator
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Figure 9. Inclined Draper, Section View
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The draper is a finishing machine. It should always be used after the
seed mixture has been over the basic cleaning machines in the processing line.
Preferably, after the mixture has been reduced to a single contaminant. Some
helpful pointers on adjusting a draper follow:
1. Feeding:
Uniform feeding is essential for best cleaning results. The rate
of feed should be such that each seed on the belt is allowed to
act: individually. That is, round and smooth surface textured
seed should not be restricted from rolling or sliding down the
inclined plane by the immobile rough textured seed o Likewise,
the rough textured seed should not be forced to move down the
inclined plane by the rolling or sliding seed.
2.

Draper Belts:
Belts with varying degrees of surface roughness are available.
The correct belt for any particular separation will depend on the
characteristics of the seed mixture. Smooth plastic belts will
usually permit a more precise separation and should be used if
a sliding action is desired for the lower fraction. Use a rough
surfaced belt, such as canvas, when rolling tendencies pre dominate in the lower fraction.

3. Angle of Inclination :
The angle of inclination , or slope, . of the draper belt can be
varied and it should be adjusted to match the characteristics of
the seed in the mixture. When properly adjusted none of the
rolling or sliding seed in the mixture (lower fraction) should be
carried to the top of the slope
0

4o

Speed :
The speed of the draper belt can be varied. When properly
adjusted , none of the flat or elongated seed (upper fra ction)
should be diSCharged off the lower end of the belt
0

A. more recently developed machine , oRe that makes a separation roughly
similar to that of the draper , is the vibrator seed separator. Like the draper it is
also a finishing machine. Some examples of separations that have been made
with the vibrator cleaner are : Johnsongrass from alfalfa, curley dock fro m crimson
clover, dogfennel from timot hy , sweet vernal grass from ryegrass and lambs quarter
from carrot seed
In its simplest form , the vibrator separator consists of a sin gle in clin ed
0
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rectangular deck mounted crosswise on top of an electromagnetic vibrator.
The deck, which may have a smooth or a rough textured surface, can be
tilted both sideways and endwise. · The intensity with which the deck
vibrates is regulated by a rheostat controller in the electrical circuit.
In operation, the seed mixture is fed onto the center of the upper
end of the deck. As the mixture moves across the vibrating deck toward
the discharge end, the rough surfaced and flat seed "crawl" up toward the
high side of the deck. In contrast, the more spherical or smooth seed,
lacking the traction of the rougher and flatter particles, slip, slide and
roll down toward the lower side of the deck. Adjustable dividers positioned along the discharge end of the deck keep the various fractions separated
as they are discharged.
The vibrator separator has been used experimentally to make some
very difficult separations. However , its high cost and low capacity severly
limits its use in the seed industry at the present time.
The three auxiliary machines discussed so far in this session have
separated seeds on the basis of difference in shape, or shape and surface
texture. Seeds·,- however, d_iffer from one another in several other ways.
For instance, ·s eeds will differ in--t.ermlrial Velocity if they differ in size,
shape, surface texture or specific gravity. Air separators, such as
aspirators and pneumatic separators use the movement of controlled air
currents to classify seed according to their terminal velocity.
Terminal velocity is the air velocity that will suspend a seed in
a confined rising column of air. When seed fall through a column of rising
air they encounter a restraining force. The strength of this force, which is
an air resistance for ce 0 will be influenced by such seed characteristics as
shape, sizeu surface texture and specific gravity. As the air v elocity is
increased the air resistance force increases unti l an air velocity i s reached
that. 1ust s u spen ds the seed in the air column. This speed is known as the ·terminal velocit y.
The t erms "aspira tor" and "pneumatic separator" are not synonymou s.
Both aspirators and pneumatic separators ut ilize the same principle to .
separate seed but there is one primary difference in t hese two machines,
namely, the l ocation of the air source. Aspirator s will always have a
fan at the discha r ge or exhaust end of the air column , wher eas pneumatic
separators have a fan a t the intake end of the air column.
Air separators can be classified into three general types, scalping
aspirators, frac tionating aspirators a nd duo- aspirators, and pneumatic
separators.
,
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Scalping aspirators a r e pr ecleaning machines. They are used to separate
stic k s , straw , weed seeds 8 dus t, et c. fr om t h e seed- l ot. In operation, the seeds
a re fed from the h opper through a rotating cylinder - like scalping screen. This re moves the sticks, straw and large coars e ma t erial. Seeds s maller than the openings
in t he rotatin g screen fa ll into the aspirating c hamber thro ugh which air is drawn .
As the seeds fa ll into this a it str ea m, th e light trash , shriveled ..crop and weed seeds
are separated from the heavy plump seed . The light seed and t rash have a terminal
velocity less than t he velocity of the a ir strea m. This e na bles them t o be separated .
The air v eloc ity through the aspira ting cha mber is controlle d with an adjustable gate.
The fractionating aspirator (fi gure 10) and t he duo-a spira tor are fin ~ shing
machines. They have man y us e s. For exam pl e , the y are us ed to separate low-:test-weight seed fro m high germinating seed , after t he seed has been uniforrq.ly
sized . Used in this manner the a s pira tor i s g e n e rally the last machine used in
t he processing linE:O . Aspira t ors wi ll also be found installed ahead of spirals and
color sorters to remove dus t and light trash. Th e fractiona t ing aspirator is so
named because d iffe re nt frac tion s o f a seed lot correspon ding to seeds with different
terminal velocities ma y be obtain ed . In operation, the seed are fed from the
hopper into an air c olu mn o The heavy seed fa ll a ga inst the air flow a n d out the
air in l et. The lighter seed , chaff , weed seed, etc . are lifted by the air column.
The air c o lumn is cons truc ted at a n ever widening angle. Therefore the v e l ocity
of the air is consta n tly decreasin g . W hen a point i s r ea che d wher e the terminal
veloc ity o f the seed is grea t er than the v e l ocity of the air o the seed fall into
different outlets . Th e duo- aspirator opera te s e ssentia lly the sa me as the fraction ating aspirat or e xcept tha t o n ly two produ cts can be obta ined 0 a light fraction and
a hea vy fra c tion .
The pn e umatic separator (figure 1 1) o like the duo-aspirator gives only two
fraction s o a lig ht product and a heavy product. In o pera tion, the .seed a r e fed
int o t he machine t hrough a feed chute i nto a ver tica column of air. The air stream
is c r eated in a differ ent ma n ner t han on the pr evi ously ment ioned aspirator s.
W ith the pneumatic separat or a fan a t the bottom o f t he air c olumn c r eates an air
bla st which forces air u p through th e column As the seed to be cleaned fall fr o m
the feed chut e into the a ir stream t he light material, pos sessing a lower terminal
ve l oc ity than the h eavy mater ia lo is forced to t he top of t he air colu mn. Th e heavy
ma ter ia l fa ll s agains t t he air strea m until it is de fl e cte d b y an i nclin ed wire
mesh scre e n into the h e avy seed di sc harge spout.
Seed e qu ipme nt ma nufac ture r s have d one an outstanding j ob of providing
the seed industry with the e quipme nt n eeded to con dit i on an d clean seed- lots
to a very high l eve l of quality. Dur ing thi s session we have con sidered only a
few of t hem.
0
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Figure 10. Fractionating Aspirator 1 Cross-Section View

Figure 11.

Pneumatic Separator 1 Cross-Section View

ECONOMICS OF SEED PROCESSING
Dumont Souleyrette

l/

During the last twenty years many changes have taken place in
the production , harvesting, drying , storage, processing, and distribution
of field seeds.
Throughout the United States, areas of production for many field
seeds have become established and are recognized as seed producing areas.
The self-propelled combine harvester for small seeded legumes, grasses ,
grains and hybrid seed corn has made many of our processing plants
obsolete due to their inability to handle seeds in bulk and has added greatly to our need for increased drying facilities. The need for incoming bulk
storage has grown tremendously. The quick harvesting methods and bulk
storage with the mixing of lots of seed has increased the need for larger
and more specialized types of seed cleaning equipment. With specialized
seed growing areas, sometimes it is necessary to harvest the seed , clean
and transport more than a thousand miles all in time for a fall seeding by
farmers in another area.
With the technological advances in harvesting and seed production,
many of our seed plants have fallen behind in their ability to meet today's
standards of seed quality efficiently. The costs of additional bulk facilities , new and/or additional cleaning equipment and today ' s high cost of
labor a r e just some of the items to be considered in building or r emodeling
a seed plant. People are becoming more and more conscious of the cost
of doing business, even down to the family farm level. Far m magazines
are full of articles on new businesses that have been started in t h e past
few years advising farmers which part of their operation is making them
money and which part produces the least return. The companies analyzing
these opera tions are making money and for the most part the farmers who
are following this advice are making money where management is availabl e o We will come back to management later o
If you should make a surve y of seed cleaners in a given locality,
as t o what it cost them to clean a bushel of small grain, y ou will probably
get a spread of ten cents from the lowest to the highest cos t and a lot of.

l/ Mr. Soule yrette is Ass i stant Agronomist , Seed Techn ology
Laboratory , Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station , State College,
Missi ssippi.
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"I Don 't Knows". The man who says, "I Don't Know", may be closer to
the answer than one who gives a low cost figure.
In determining the cost of cleaning seed, many operators only consider
the costs such as labor and electricity, with little thought given to other expenses.
Other expenses involve the money invested in the cost of installation of equipment, , warehouse space, elevators ,and surge tanks to serve the seed cleaning
equipment and depreciation of these items. Some may not even figure labor as
they will conclude that they have to pay them anyway, so it is not charged to
cleaning costs.
Then there are differences in seed from one year to the next as well as
from field to field or farm to farm. For example 1 many processors will tell you
that you cannot make any money on orchardgrass in which a late frost came, as
the seed will be light and cleaning losses will run high.
In the book Grassland Seeds, there are several chapters dealing with
seed processing, records and costs of ·s eed Cleaning. There are many way:s to
keep records 'and ways of determining operating costs. The procedure given here
is not the best way to determine operating costs , but may be used as a guide as
to what should be included in figuring cost .•
This seed processing c:;"ost system is based ' on the pre-determined cost of
cleaning a hundred pounds of seed. First , let's divide the seed into Group A, B,q
and C according to the number o.f pounds of ciean seed that is cleaned per hour.
Size of the equipment must be considered and these figures will vary from plant
to plant.
0

Group A
Lespedeza
Red Glover
White Clover
Sweet Clover
Alfalfa
Black Medic
Group B
Fescue
Orchqrd Grass
Rye grass

Group C
Small Grains
rsoybeans
~sorghum

MiUet
Vetch
Sudan Gtass
Cow peas
Wild Winter Peas

The quantity of Clean Seed that will be processed in each of the groups
during the course of a year must be estimated.
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Estimated Pounds of Seed To Be Cleaned
Group A - Clovers, alfalfa, lespedeza
Group B- Fescue, orchardgtass, ryegrass
Group C - small grains, soybeans, sorghum
. Total estimated annual cleaning

550,000
925,000
3,250,000
4,725,000

This can be done fiarly accurate from past history if a record of cleaning
seed has been kept during the past year or years. The kind and pounds of
cleaned seed should be put into one of the above groups and a total of the
clean seed obtained in each group.
Once the quantity of cleaned seed has been determined, it i~ necessary then to convert this quantity to hours of running time through the
processing equipment. The number of hours required to clean 100 pounds
of seed in each group can be taken from the cleaning reports. These
figures based on a cleaning season will give a fairly accurate estimate
of capacity. The cleaning reports should include the hours spent cleaning
up equipment when changing varieties, etc. The following formula may
be used in figuring your hours of running time:
Group A
1200 pounds per hour
Group B
52 5 pounds per hour
Group C
3 600 pounds per hour
To arrive at the total number of hours of running time by each group, you
should divide the clean seed poundage per hour by groups into the estimated
quantity of cleaned seed by groups .
Group A@ 1200#/hour
Group B@

525#/hour

1200

I sso, ooo

szs I

925,

ooo

Group C@ 3600#Ihour
3600 I 3, 250,000
Total estimated hours cleaning

= 458 hours

=

1, 762 hours

= 903 hours
= 31 123

Example: -If you anticipate that you would clean 550,000 pounds of clovers
and alfalfas in a year, then you would d i vide the figure by 1200 to arrive
at 458 hours of running time for Group A. After you have arrived at the
number of hours of running time by groups, the hours should be totaled
into a total number of hours of running time.
Now it is necessary to determine the cost incurred throughout
the year to maintain the cleaning facilities and to clean the quantities of
seed that have been estimated. Let's divide the costs into two groups
which are the actual expenses, and the estimated expenses.
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ACTUAL EXPENSES
1.

Depreciation - include the depreciation costs for all seed c l eaning equ ipment,
bulk seed receiving equipment and the portion of the bu ilding u sed exclusive l y
for seed cleaning.
2. Insurance - include the following insurance items :
A. Insurance costs on seed c l eaning equipment , bulk seed recei vi ng equipment,
and portion of the building used for seed c l eaning.
B. Group life and hospitalization insurance for the regular e mployees working
in the seed cleaning department.
G. Pension insurance on those regular e mpl o yees working in t he seed cleaning department. This is the portion of pension expense paid by t he company
on their employees.
D,., Workmen's Compensation - Liability in surance on those regular empl oyees
in the seed cleaning department. This can be estimated at the same time
you estimate the total amount of labor costs for seed cleaning for the
coming year.
3. Interest on Capital - interest should be figured at 5 1/2% of the b oo k value of
seed cleaning equipment, bulk seed recei v ing equipment, and t he portion of
the building chargeable to seed cle aning.
4. Miscellaneous supplies and expenses.
5. Rent
6. Repairs
Use an average for the last three yea rs in o btaining your estimated expenses for items 4, 5, and 6, unless you a r e aware of some u nus u al e x penses
during the year.
7. Taxes and Licenses - include the costs of taxe s and licenses on all s e ed
cleaning equipment, bulk seed receivin g equi pment and t he porti on of the
building chargeable to seed cleaning.
Estimated Expe n ses
1. Heat, Light and Power - is figured on the basis of kilowatt-hours used in
seed cleaning as follows :
A. Determine the number of kilowatts used by the fo llowin g method :
1 H.P. = 746 watts or , . 746Kil owatts (Voltage xAmperes =Wattage)
Then convert to kilowatts.
B. Multiply the kilowatts by tot al n u mber of h ours the machines are
expected to run to get the estimated kilowatt hours.
1
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C.

Multiply the kilowatt rate per hour by the kilowatt hours to get
total estimated annual cost.
D. If you have a separate met er for the seed department , this figure
can be determined from last year ' s electric bills o
2. Salaries - determine the salaries of people working in the seed processing department. This will include the foreman and maybe an assistant
foreman. Decide what percent of their salaries is applic able to seed
processing o Example - if the foreman and assistant foreman work in
another department three months during the year, then charge only 3/4
of their salaries to seed processing.
3. Wages - determine the average number of men required to run the seed
plant , other than the salaried personnel above. Consider the total
wages that would be paid these employees in the seed plant and then
figure the percentage of time these men would be working in the seed
plant. If you figure this percentage to be 65%, then take 65% of these
wages and charge to seed processing and the other 3 5% would be added ·
to other operations.
4. Taxes - Payroll - payroll taxes can be det ermined by taking the payroll taxes applicable to salaries and wages and figure the total rate
applicable o
When the actual cost of the above items are determined as miscellaneous items of rent and repairs , a good estimate , the actual cost
per cwt. to be charged to the clean seed as it is processed, should be
determined , (Figure 1). To arr ive at the cwt. , fir st for each of the above
expenses, use the following form u la : Assume the depreciat ion cost is
$10, 172 for a year on the seed c l eanin g equipment and buildin g , and
assume that your total hours of running time are 3 , 123. Divide 3, 123
into $10 , 172 , and you arrive at the cost per hour of depreciation- $3.35
per hour. To determine the cost per cwt for each group of seed , divide
the pounds of clean seed per hour for each class into the depreciation
costs per hour. , For example, for Group A, 1200#/hr . div ided into the
depreciation cost per hour $3 , 235 and you arrive at $2.69 per hundred
weight for depreciation cost for Grou p A. The same pr ocedure is used for
determining the depreciation cost per hundred pounds for Group B and
Group C.
When all of the expense items per hundred weight have been determined for each Group , a total cost for cleaning 100 pounds of seed for
each Group can be arrived by tota l ing the expenses under each Group. The
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Figure 1 o Annual Fixed Charges - Seed Cleaning Costs Per cwt

Depreciation

Building & Equipment

$10, 172

$1572.00 - Building
8600.00- Mach. & Equip.

Taxes

$

970

COST PER CWT.
Clovers &
Soybeans &
Alfalfa Grass
Small Grains
.269

.615

.089

.026

.059

.009

.022

.049

.007

.032

.074

.o 11

.230

.526

.076

.033

.076

.o 11

.049

.112

• 016

.2 53

.579

0

Land, Machinery & Building &
Payroll
$

3 0 o 0 0 - Land
765 • 00 - Building
17 5 . 00 ~ Machinery
800 0>00 - Payroll

Insurance
$ 1, 225

Machinery Building and Mise.
$ 500.00- Machinery
450.00 - Building
275.00 -Miscellaneous

Interest

Interest

$ 8, 625

Building & Mach. @ 5 1/2%

Repairs

Repairs & Mise. Expense

$ 1, 2 50

$ 7 50 . 00 - Mach. & Building
500.00 - Misce llaneous

Power

Light and Power

$ 1, 850

Estimated

Salaries

Fixed Salaries

$ 9, 500

Fore!Jlan

Wages

Fixed Wages

$ ,6, 700

Laborers

0178
1.092

.059
.362

Example: - Depreciation Cost, Grou p A
3, 123/ 10, 172

= 3. 23 5

12 0 0 I

3 I 23 5

084

=2 6 9
0
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cost of cleaning 100 pounds of seed in Group A is $1,092 o
Considerable thought should be given to the estimated expenses
listed above by the bookkeeper, assistant manager of seed, foreman of the
seed processing plant and anyone else in a supervisory capacity that participates in the handling of seedo Charging estimated expenses into seed
processing on the basis of a fixed cost formula eliminates the need for the
seed foreman to keep time records on employees working the seed processing department and eliminate the applying of wage rates , taxes and
insurance rates to these wages and salaries each time a lot of seed is
cleaned. Using this system , considerable time both in the seed processing department and the office can be saved. It is very important that
everyone involved in the processing of seed from the manager to the foreman get together at the end of the year and estimate the amounf of seed to be
cleaned at the beginning of the year All parties concerned should agree
on any adjustments that should be made in estimated expenses to account
for the variations in quantities of seed cleaned from that estimate.
So far the material presented has covered some of the items which
are involved in determining the costs involved in processing seed .
Briefly, here are three reports that are necessary to establish a h i ~tory
on seed processing which may be a beginning to show where expenses
are incurred .
To begin with , there should be a separate set of books for the
seed department . If you do not have the know how or a qualified bookkeeper, there is probably a Certified Public Accountant near by who may
be very helpful in this matter. It is not necessary for the inventory
clerk to figure each individual expense item on every lot of seed. When
applying processing cost to the inventory, use only the total expense and
the total actual expense . The individual expense breakdown will be used
at the end of each month for determining journal entries necessary in the
records (Figure 2).
A seed cleaning report, Figure 3 , should show the kind of seed ,
producer, weight and cost coming into the plant , group , your lot number ,
etc o In the event you feel that labor cannot be estimated close enough
in the beginning , the labor can be omitted from this report and the manhours and labor costs may be added to the cleaning costs. In beginning
systems a record of machine hours , and pounds of clean seed for each
Group should be kept. This will give you an average number of pounds
per hour of clean seed which you can expect for each Group of seed. In
addition, your labor costs can be put in line for each group.
0
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Figure 2 o

Debit
A/C
XXX

Journal Entry Summary

Credit
A/C
XXX

Processing Costs
Estimated Expenses

Group A

Group B

XXX

XXX

Group C
XXX

Amount
XXX

Per cwt.
Heat 4 Light and
Power

I

Payroll Taxes
Sa l aries
Wages
XXX

XXX

Total Estimated
Expenses

XXX

XXX

Actual Expenses
Per cwt.
Depreciation
Insurance
Interes t on Capital
Rent
Repairs
Taxes
Mi scellaneous
Supplies &
Expens es

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

Total Actual
Expense s
Total Processing
Expense

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX
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Figur~

Seed Cleaning Report

3.

Lot Number

~------~----~-

Date ---------'-.,----------'--

Group -----~--------------

Report No.-----------------

Mill Opera tor -------------

Kind of Seed _________

Inv. No.

Weight

Growers Name

Amount

·,
'

Total

..

Per cwt

Weight

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

Amount

Less Screening of value
K:;lean Seed:
No. Bags

Weight Each

Total Weight Clean Seed
pleaning Expenses: cwt. Cost
~roup A_._Group B

- -Grou p

XXX

C - .-

[l'otals (Enter on Inventory

Recor d

Kind and Size

0

f Bags

No .

Cost Eac;h

Amount
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Where record s y stems a r e set up, in a few y ears it is s urpn s mg as
to how accurate the expen ses in curred in pr ocessin g can b e e sti matedo In
a relative short ' period the records ca n be helpful in determining w h ethe r it
would be cheaper to build a n ew , more e ffic i ent plant or t o a dd to your
present facilities. This becomes more important as t h e c ost of labor in creases .
It may be cheaper in the long run to make the investme nt a n d pa y inte r e st on
the capital and depreciat e it than t o pa y in come taxes. Yo ur c ost analysis
records can go a long wa y wit h your bank e r once you ma ke a decision t o
make some changes .
Just a few words about management . What do you think of your
seed processing foreman? I s he able to identify both t he s e eds a nd pla nt s
of the noxious or troublesome weeds in your area? Doe s h e t h oroughly
understand the pr inc i ples of separat i on that can be made on eac h piece of
processing equipment? If you contract seed , can he ma ke a fie ld ins pecti on
and check for isolation, offer the producer techn ica l assistan ce on t h e c r op
if needed or make a herbic i de recomme n da t i on to a custome r? I s he cons ulted
on policy matters in r egards t o the seed ·depart me nt or ha ve the background
to be an asset to you and the cus t omer ? Does h e receive enc oura ge me nt t o
do a better job of processing or is the quality of his work determi ne d by
whether the mills are running or standing still ? Are t h e seed analysts
reports ever analyzed to det ermine how much a n d why a certa in a mount of
seed has to be re-run? It isn't alwa y s c he aper t o r e -run a lot o f seed
than it is to have a foreman with t he intere st and a b ility to do it ri ght
the first time. In many cases the s e e d proce ssing for e man may be a
good place to begin re ducin g c o s t s.

WHY TREAT SEED AND SEED TREATING MATERIALS?
T. C • Ryker

11

The basic consideration in treating seed to control certain seedborne organisms and to. protect germinating seed from seed rot and seedling
blights is generally understood by seedsmen. However, as the seed
industry becomes more sophisticated, the emphasis changes from the
general consideration of treating to the needs of specific crop seed, or
even seed lots, and to the specific merchandising plans for the seed.
The attempt here is merely to outline the aspects that seedsmen must
consider .
Considerations in Treating Seed
1. Control of seed-borne diseases through disinfection. This
includes the smuts , Helminthosporium blights, Scab, Anthracnose and
certain bacterial blights. Chemical treatments do not control internal
seed-borne, loose smuts, stalk smuts or bean blights. For these, hot
water treatment, cold water soak or isolation of seed productions are
needed.
2. Protection of the germinating seed and tender seedling from
seed rot, pre-emergence damp-off, and post-emergence damp-off. The
need relates to the seed, the environment, to mechanical injury and to
seed quality . Some germinating seed even exude nutrients into the soil
to attract fungi. The common soil fungi involved are principally Rhizoctonia, Pythium, Thelaviopsis, Fusarium and seed molds.
3 . Protection of seed from storage insects.
4. Protection of germinating seed and seedlings from soil insects,
such as the seed corn maggot, wireworm, thief ants and seed beetles.
5. Making the seed more manageable for planting, such as pelleting to permit precision planting.
6. Utilizing the seed as a vehicle for transporting chemicals to
the soil for root uptake such as legume inoculants, plant growth regulants,
minor elements (molybdenum), nematocides, and systemic plant insecticides.
7. Adding appropriate colorants for identification, FDA regulations,
and separation of seed lines.

11 Mr . Ryker is Product Technologist, Industrial and Biochemicals
Department, E. I. duPont de Nemours and Company, Inc., Wilmington,
Delaware.
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Seed Treating Materials
The physical form may be as liquids, slurries or dusts and includes:
L Organic Mercurials that give disinfection and protection. They give
high efficiency at low cost and seed coat absorption. Volatile forms give redistribution of vapors to supplement initial coverage, which is essential for control
of Helminthosporium of oats. They're used for the treatment of small grains,
cotton, flax and safflower where seeds show tolerance to the mercutials.
2. HCB (Hexachlorobenzene and PCNB (Pentachloronitrobenzene) for bunt
of wheat only They are not effective on other smuts and they do not give seed
protection.
3. Seed Protectant: "Dexon", Captan, Chloranil and thiram. They are
highly safe to seeds, complete coverage is essential but give poor disinfection.
They are used for treating of corn , sorghum, vegetables, and legumes.
4. Seed Protectant Supplements for control of post-emergence damp-off.
New developments are coming up
5. Combinations - mercurials and protectants - used for peanuts.
6. Insecticide for Storage Insects. These include DDT, Malathion ,
methoxychlor and pyrethins
7. Soil Insecticides. These include dieldrin, aldrin, heptachlor and
lindane. Use must be with fungicide protectant.
8. Crop Insecticides and Nematocides
These include the sytemics.
0

0

0

0

BIOASSAY METHOD FOR CHECKING THE ADEQUACY OF FUNGICIDAL
SEED TREATMENT , FOOD & DRUG COLORATION LAWS AND
FEDERAL & STATE LAWS
Cha rle s Hutchin son

l/

We are beginning to realize now one of the reasons why certain
growers have from time to time claimed that "seed treatment does not pay ";
in all probability in these instances the seed treatment , whether it was a
fungicide or an insecticide, was not applied at the recommended dosage .
This unhappy circumstance may soon be a thing of the past because the
Association of Seed Control Officials are adopting a method for the detection of inadequate fungicide treatments , and w h en this technique has been
further perfected, any seed lot carrying a seed treatment tag , w.hich after
test shows inadequate treatment, or in some cases no treatment a can be
subject to "stop sale" .
The primary object in the application of fungicide to seed is to
control disease organisms borne on the seed , and to protect the seed and
the seedling in the soil . To achieve t his it has been established that a
certain amount of active ingredient must be a pplied . Thi s amount appears
on the chemical's lab.el registered with the U . S . D .A. W hen seed is treated most states require that it be so tagged , and that th e tag sta t e that the
chemical was applied "at the rate recommended by the manufacturer" o or
similar phrasing All treated seed going into interstate c ommerce must be
identified by tag or other approved marki n g on t h e container .
Anyone who purchases seed which carrie·s informatio n t o th e effect
that it has been treated with a pestic ide has every bit as much right to
expect this statement to be true as he has to expect that the germination ,
weed seed count , etc o, are also true . In the future it is expected that in
instances of gross undertreatm ent and where no treatment was applied at
all, offenders will be subject to the same laws a n d regulation s as apply
to other seed information .
We certainly want to believe t ha t the majority of proc ess ors make
every possible effort to apply the correct dosage , but the e v idence tha t we
have before us , indi cates that the practice of undertreatment is much more

.

0

1/ Mr. Hutchinson i s Marketing Mana g er, Seed Treatment Pro ducts ,
Morton Chemical Company, Chicag o, Illinois.
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widespread than we h ad previously thought
In 1964 in one state , we know of at leas t 20 s amples of seed w h ich we re
drawn from different dealers ' premises , and all of w h ich were found to be grossly
undertreatedo The processor receive d a warn in g a n d was advised that sooner or
later he might be ca lled upon to defend himself.
In one provinc e i n Canada, 36 s am ples of a lleged treated seed we re picked
up at random and only on e sample ,carried wha t wa s deemed to be fu ll d o s ag e
Six
were rated as rejects, and 3 of these showed practi c ally no evidence of seed treatment, although one was highly col ored o
The state of Ohio ha s be en condu cting te s ts, a nd on 20 s a mpl es carrying
seed treatment tags 10 apparently carried adequa t e t_ eatment , 2 in sufficient
treatment, and 8 no treatment a t all They fee l that the s ituation i s s o serious
that they have draw n up a state law , w hich bas pass ed the Hou se a n d proba bly
by now will have passed the Se nate, an d t h is law states i n part , "No per s on
shall sell or offer for sale in this state, seed represent ed by labe ling, advertising,
or distinctive coloring , to have been t r eated, unl e ss the seed actually .shall have
been so treated in such amount as to be effec tive for th e purposes claimed."
Well, it is one thing to pass a law designe d t o correct a wrong, but it is
something else to develop a tech n ique which is feasible and realistic whe n it
comes to enforcing such a law
The techniq ue that has been adopted by the As s o c iation of Official Seed
Analysts is referred to as a microbiological assa y of fungi c ide treated seeds.
This is usually abbreviated and referred to as the "bi oassay method " I am not
going into a discussion on details of t he techn iques invo lved, but will cover the
method in a general way
A given number of seeds - for example , 50 or 100 seeds - are placed on
the surface of a n agar plate containing a su s pe n sion of ste rile agar a nd fungal
spores. The plate is cover ed a n d inc u bated a t room temperature fo r a period of
approximate ly 48 hours o Se e ds t hat are treated wit h a pesticide w i ll be surroun ded by a z one of inhibiti on in which the s pore growth i s inhibited This
zone, or clear ha l o, is called the Zon e of Inhibition o
Qualitative a n d quant itative tests for the pre senc e of fun gicides on
seeds can be determined w ith a de gree of accuracy In both in s tances , an
untreated sample of the same grain s hou l d be laboratory treat e d w ith th e proper
amount of fungicide , then plated a n d used as a referenc e for the c ommerc ially
treated sampl e. Ther e is cons iderabl e variation as between fun gicides
Some
naturally diffuse to bette r advantage in the agar , ther efor e, control more o f t h e
spores and cause a larg er halo . The siz e of t he z one of inhi bition cannot be
used to judge the effecti ve n ess of the t r eatment aga in st a ny certain disease.
0
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For example, seed protectant thirarn will create a good sized halo, but
this chemical will not control cereal smuts, for example.
The test will, however, give a very good indication as to whether
or not fungicide has been applied and as to whether or not it is on all of
the seeds.
At this juncture I would like to point out ~hat when using a product
with vapor action, Panogen for example, that where some seeds may appear
to have much more color on them than others, the bioassay proves that
this is no criterion as to the actual spread of the fungicide.
Our research laboratory has worked closely with the Association
of Official Seed Analysts and the Association of Seed Control Officials
because, although we dislike controls as much as the seed processor
does, we have been convinced that this regulation is necessary.
Labeling Treated Seed
This is an irnportan t item, and we strongly urge all who have any
connection with this phase of the seed industry to study your state seed
laws and the laws of the states in which your seed may eventually be
sold. Under our code numbers C-1 and C-2 we offer fairly detailed information on this subject, and it is available to any who wish it.
Food & Drug Coloration Law
Again we urge all processors to be aware of this law, which carne
into effect January 1, 1965. Under our information code number B wereprint this regulation, and it, too is available to any who request it.
Feeding of Treated Seed
We presume that everyone realizes that any seed treated with a
chemical that carries the word "·poison" and the skull and crossbones
should not be used as food or feed. You should also realize that there
are many products which it is not necessary to identify as being "poisonous", and yet some of these under the Federal Seed Act are listed as
being similarly toxiC to rnercurials. I refer to the insecticides such as
aldrin, dieldrin and heptachlor. The Federal Seed Act also under their
paragraph (d) lists other harmful substances, and this includes such
things as thirarn, captan, etc.
This simply means that any pesticide other than for stored grain
insects, which is applied to seed, must carry labels warning against
its use for food, feed or oil purposes. Our information bulletin M1-36
covers this subject , and this, too, is available on request.
In summary, may I suggest to those of you who are processors
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and to those of you who are in position to disseminate information to processors,
that you reacquaint yourselves with the regulations, and rededicate yourselves
to the proposition that seed should be well treated at the rate recommended,
and that the treatment should be well and legally identified.
Editors Note: The following Federal Seed Act Regulations were furnish ed
thru the courtes y of Morton Chemical Company.

TITLE 21- FOOD AND DRUGS
CHAPTER I FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
SUBCHAPTER A - GENERAL
PART 3 - STATEMENTS OF GENERAL POLICY OR INTERPRETATION
GRAIN SEED TREATED WITH POISONOUS SUBSTANCES
Following publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER of Octobe r 27, 1962 (27 F.R. 10494), of a proposed statement of policy concerning food seeds treated with poisonous substances, many comments and suggestions were received . After review of these comments, it has been concluded that some changes in the
statement of policy as proposed should be made . The refore, pursuant to the authority vested in the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare by the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (sees. 402 (a), 701 (a), 52
Stat. 1046, 1055; 21 U.S. C. 342 (a) ( 371 (a) ) , and delegated to the Commissioner of Food and Drugs by
the Secretary (25 F.R. 8625), Part 3 is amended by adding thereto the fo llowing new section:
#3.13 Grain seed treated w ith poisonous substances ; color identification to prevent adulteration of human
and animal food .
(a)
In recent years there has developed increasing use of poisonous treatments on seed for fungicidal
and other purposes. Such treated seed, if consumed, prese nts a hazard to humans and livestock. It is not
unusual for stocks of such treated food seed to remain on hand after the planting season has passed. Despite
the cautions required by the Federal Seed Act (53 Stat. 1275, as amended 72 Stat. 476, 7 U.S.C. 1551 et
seq.) in the labeling of the treated seed, the Food a nd Drug Administration has encountered many cases
where such surplus stocks of treated wheat, corn, oats, rye, barley, and sorghum seed had been mixed with
untreated seed and sent to market for food or feed use. This has resulted in livestock injury and in legal actions under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act again st la rge quantities of food adulterated through
such admixture of poisonous treated seeds with good food. Where the treated seeds are prominently colored ,
buyers and users or processors of agricultural food seed for food purposes are able to detect the admixture of
the poisonous seed and thus reject the lots; but most suc h buyers, users, and processo rs do not have 'the
facilities or scientific equipment to determine the presence of the poisonous chemical at the time crops are
delivered , in cases where the treated seeds have not been so colored. A suitable color for this use is one that
is in sufficient contrast to the natural color of the food seed as to make admixture of treated, denatured seeds
with good food easily apparent, and is so applied that it is not readily removed .
(b)
On and after December 31 , 1964, the Food and Drug Administration will regard as adulterated
any interstate shipment of the food seeds wheat, corn, oats, rye, barley, and sorghum bea ring a poisonous
treatment in excess of a recognized tolerance or treatment for which no tolerance or exemption from tolerance is recognized in regulations promulgated pursuant to sec ti on 408 of the Federa l Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, unless such seeds have been adequatel y denatured by a suitable color to prevent their subsequent
inadvertent use as food for man or feed for animals.
(c)
Attention is called to the labeling requirements of the Federal Hazardous Substances Labeling Act,
where applicable to denatured seeds in packages suitable for household use .

(Sees. 402(a) , 408,701,52 Stat. 1046 as amended , 1055; 68 Stat. 511 ,2 1 U.S.C. 342(a) , 348, 371; sec
2 (f) ( 1) , 74 Stat. 372; 15 U.S.C. 1261 )
George P. Larrick,
Commissioner of Food and Drugs
Dated: November 4, 1963
(Published in Federal Register of November 8, 1963)
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FEDERAL AND STATE REGULATIONS REGARDING
TAGGING OF TREATED SEED
Federal Law.
For complete information on the federal law, refer to Subchapter K, Federal Seed Act , Part 201 Seed Act Regulations, Subsection 201 .31 a.

Federal

State Law.
All seedsmen, whether they process seed or not, are advised to have an up to date copy of the seed law of
each state in which they intend to do business. It is usually sufficient to address an inquiry to the State
Department of Agriculture, Seed Control Official, and they are usually located in state capitols.

An alternative is to study the detailed information that is published annually in both the Seed Trade Buyers
Guide and the Southern Seedsmen's Association Directory and Buyers Guide.
An Interpretation of the Federal Regulation as Published in the Federal Register of May 15, 1959.
Seed treated with any type of mercurial or with an insecticide such as aldrin , dieldrin, heptachlor, lindane,
or any chemical, the label of which carries the word "poison " , which will leave a residue on the seed that can
be harmful to animals, must be tagged with a skull and crossbones and the words "Poison Treated" or similar . The wording must be in red on a distinctly contrasting background . See paragraph below for type size
requirements.

Seed treated with any chemical commonly referred to as a "seed treatment", whether labeled " poisonous"
or not, must be tagged to show name of substance used, and this statement must appear- direct- eg . Arasan , "This seed treated with thiram" , or eg . Panogen, "Mercury treated", or "This seed treated with methylmercury dicyandiamide". The trade name can be shown but it must not appear in direct connection with the
"treated with" statements above.
All seed treatments should be labeled with the words: "Do not use for food, feed or oil purposes", or similar.
Requirements as to size of type, etc . :
"This seed treated with

· - -" not smaller than 8 point type.
(name of substance-not trade name)

"Skull and Crossbones" at least tw ice the size of the type used on the "substance" statement.
"Poison Treated " -

not less than 8 point.

"Do not use for food, etc ." -

not less than 8 point.

Sample Tags.
Refer to sheet # 14-ST -21 attached . These seven tags have been approved by USDA and by all states except
as iisted below.
State Tagging Requirements.
Many states wish to follow the federal regulation, and some of those which do not have indicated their complete willingness to accept the federally approved tag, even though it may not always conform with their own
state seed law. States that take exception to the attached sample tags are as follows :

Florida- insists that the actui,'ll rate of application of fungicide or insecticide be shown on the tag .
Georgia- state law requires rate of application , but we were advised that it was unlikely that they would
do anything other than accept the federally approved tag.
Louisiana - state law requires rate of application, but we have been advised that the state wish es to accept
the federally approved tag as correct.
Many individual states do not incl ude reference to seed treatment tags in the ir seed law, but w hether they do
or not, seed coming across the state line is, of course, subject to the federal act.
Numerous control off ic ials on the state level are seriously considering declaring seed imp ro perly tagged if it
is claimed that the treatment is applied at the rate recommended by the manufacturer, if subsequent b io assay tests prove that the rate was substantially less.
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201.31a LABELING TREATED SEED
(Reprinted from Federal Regi ster of May 15, 1959 l

Title 7-AGRICULTURE
Chapter
Agricultural Marketing
Service I Standards, Inspections, Marketing Practices ), Deportment of Agriculture.
SUBCHAPTER K-FEDERAL SEED ACT

PART 201 FEDERAL SEED ACT
REGULATIONS
Miscellaneous Amendments
On November 14, 1958, th e re was
published in the Federal Regi ste r 123 F.R.
88671 o notice of rule making and h ear ing with respect to proposed amendme nts
of the reg ulations under the Fede ral Seed
Act. After consideration of all relevant
matters presented at the hearing , or in
writing , pursuant to said not ice, and under authority of sec tion 402 o f the Fe deral Seed Act 17 U .S.C. 15921 the reg ulation s of the Secretary of Agri c ulture in
7 CFR Part 201 , a s amende d , ore he reby
further amended a s fo ll ows:
~

201.3lo

Labeling treated seed.

(a I Contents of label. A ny agricultural seed o r any mixture thereof o r any
vegetable seed o r an y mi xture thereo f,
for seeding purposes, that ha s bee n
treated shall be labeled in type no s mall e r
than 8 po int to indicate that the seed
has been treated and to shaw the nam e
of any substanc e o r a description of any
process I other th a n a pplicati o n o f a sub stance ) u sed in su ch treatm e nt , in ac cordance with thi s sec t ion; for exa mpl e,
Treate d with
( Name of substance o r process)

treated.

or
(No m e of substance o r process)

If the substance used in s uch trea tment in the am ount remaining with the
seed is harmful to humans or other ve rtebrate anima ls, th e seed shall al so bea r
a label containing additional s tateme nt s
as required by para g raph s lei and l dl
of thi s sect ion . Th e label s ha ll contain
the required info rmati o n in a ny farm tha t
is clearly legibl e and complie s with th e
regulation s in thi s port . The informati on
may be o n the tag bearing the anal ysis

information or on a sepa ra te tag , or it
ma y be printed in a con s picuous mann e r
an a s ide or top of th e con tainer.

Eth yl mercury chloride .
Ethyl mercury 2,3odi hyd roxy propyl mercapt ide.
Ethyl m ercur y per th iocya n a t e.

Ethyl mercury phosphate.
(b) Nome of substance. The na m e of
any s u bs tan ce a s req u ired by paragraph
Ia) of thi s sec ti o n shall be the commonl y acce pted coined , c h e mical I generic I, o r abbrev ia t ed c h e mical name.
Comm onl y acce pted co ined nam es are
free for ge n e ral u se by the public , are not
pri va t e trade-m a rks, and are commonl y
recogn iz e d as names of particular s ubstances; such as th iram, capta n , lindane,
and d ich lone. Exa mples of commonly accept ed chemical (gen e ric ) name s are:
blu e's tone , calc ium carbo nate , c up rou s
ox id e, zinc hyd roxide, h exachl o robenz ene,
and e th y l m e rc ury acetate. Th e t e rm s
"mercury" o r "merc uri a l" m ay be u sed
in label ing al l t ypes of m erc ur ia ls. Exampl es of comm onl y accept ed abb reviated chemical na m es a re: BHC I 1,2, 3,4, 5, 6- Hexac hl o rocyc loh exane) and DDT
I dichl o ro diph eny l tr ic hl oroet h ane I .
( c I Mercurio Is and similarly toxic
substances.
I 1 I Seed trea t ed with a
me rcurial o r s im ila rl y t oxic su bs t a nc e, if
any a moun t rema in s with th e seed, sha ll
be labe led to show a representa ti on o f a
s kull and crossbo ne s at leas t twi ce the
s iz e of th e type u sed for infor mation required to be on th e label un de r paragraph
(a ) and shall also in c lu de in red le tte rs
on a backg round of distin c tl y co ntra stin g
col o r a statem ent wo rded sub stan ti al ly as
follow s: " T his seed h as been trea ted with
Poi son," " Treated with Poison," " Po ison
treated," or "Poison." Th e wo rd " Poison"
sh al l appear in type no less th an 8 point.

I 21 Mercurio Is and si mil a rl y
subs t ances in c lude the fo ll owing:

tox ic

Aldrin , technical.

Demeton .
D ield r in .
Endri n .

Heptachlor.
O,Oodiethy l Solethylthiomethyl I
dithiolate.
O,Oodiethy l 5°2° I ethy lthio ethyl

phospho roo

Ethy l propyl mercury bromide.
H ydroxy me rcuric cresol.
H yd r oxy mercurichloropheno l .
H yd r oxy mercu rini trophenol.
Me rcuric chl oride; corrosive sub limate .

Mercurous chloride; calomel.
Mercuric oxide.
M ethyl mercury dicya n diamide.

Methyl mercury hydroxide.
Methyl mer cury nitr il.
2- me th oxy ethy l mercury acetate.
M e1cury- Z in c-chro mate.
Phenyl merc ury aceta t e .
Phenyl mercur y ammoni um ace t a te.
Phenyl mer cury ch loride.
Phen y l mercury et hylenediamine acetate .
Phenyl mercury formamide.
Ph eny l mercur y sa li cy late .
Phenyl mercury u r ea.
Sodium ethyl mercury sal icy late.

Any a mount of s uch sub stances remainin g with th e see d is consi dered harmful
within th e m ea ning of thi s section .

I d I Other harmful substances. If a
subst a nce , other than one which wo uld be
c lass ified as a mercurial or s imil a rl y t ox ic
s u bstance und e r pa ragraph (c ) of thi s
secti o n , is use d in th e trea tment of seed,
and th e amount remaining with th e se ed
is h a rmful t o human s o r other vertebrate
animals, th e seed shall be labe led with on
appropr iate caution state m e nt in type no
sm al le r than 8 point word e d subs t a ntially
as fa ll ows: "Do n ot use for food," " Do
n ot u se fo r fe e d ," " Do not use fo r oi l
purposes," or " Do not use for food , feed ,
o r oi l purposes." Any amount o f any
su bsta nce , not within pa rag raph (c) o f
thi s sect io n, used in th e t reat m e nt of
seed , wh ich rema in s with the seed is cons idered harmful within the meaning of
thi s sec ti on when th e se ed is in conra iners o f more than 4 ounces, exce pt th a t
th e fol lowing s ubstances sha ll no t be
deemed h a rm ful wh en pre sent a t rate
less than the number of parts pe r million in dica t ed:

prosphoroo

Ph eny l amino cadmium dilactate.

Mercuri als loll types):
Ethyl mercu r y aceta t e.
Noethylm erc uri oI, 2, 3, 6o tetra hyd ro

Eth y l m ercury p - t ol uene sulfona nil ide.

3, 6, endoo
methanoo3,4 ,5,6, 7, 7 ohe xachl orophtha limide.
0

0

Allethrin-2 p.p.m .
Mola thion-8 p.p.m.
Methoxyc lor-2 p.p.m.
Piperony l butoxide-8 p.p.m.
Pyrethrins- 1 p.p. m.

MECHANICAL INJURY IN SEEDS
C. ·Hunter Andrews J./
In the discussion of this subject we shall attempt to partially
answer four questions : (1) What is mechanical injury? (2) What causes
it? (3) What are its consequences? (4) What can be done about it?
WHAT IS MECHANICAL INJURY
The term must be well defined because there are many types of
injury which may occur in seeds . Injury may be caused by insects ,
disease, agiq<j, or immaturity; however , by the expression "mechanical
injury" or "damage" we refer to that damage caused by the physical
processes of handling seed. This aspect may well be illustrated by using
man as a comparison. Immaturity can in'jure a man, especially if he is in
the fight game or in politics. Insects , especially red bugs and mosquitoes ,
can play havoc with man s effi.ciEncy, not to mention bees, hornets , and
gnats. Disease is one of his greatest enemies , and usually it is a disease
that knocks him out for good. Aging gets us all sooner or later and may be
accelerated by a multitude of things , one of which is attending too many
seeds men s conventions . Therefore , these comparisons illustrate certain
types of injuries to which m~n and seed are susceptible ; however , if a
man is knocked down by a speeding ' automobile, run over by a steam roller
9r pushed from a 50 foot building , then we can truly say that he has been
mechanically injured , So are seed!
1

1

Therefore , to categorize for our p~rposes, disease , insects , aging ,
maturity status , etc . are not mechanical "per se" although their causes
and effects may be influenced by the degree to which the seed is mechanically damaged . Thus , we can say then , that mechanical injtury is a
damaging "process" which happens to a· seed in a direct positive manner.
In the animal kingdom and among growing plants, many wounds heal. However, with seed , the situation is a little different. Sinp e a seed in its
desirable storage environment is at most , at a greatly .reduced lev el of activity, it rs generally assumed that injuries fail to heal.

l/ Mr. Andrews is Assistant Agronomist and Manage r , Foun dation
Foundation · Seeds·, Seed Technology Laboratory, Mississippi Agricultur al
:B.x pe:rimept Station , State College, Mi ssissippi.
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WHAT CAUSES MECHAN ICAL INJURY
Mechanical injury results primarily fr om abra sion s or i mpacts o f t he
seed with hard s urfaces or with other seed The extent and sev e rity of th i s
injury is related to the mois ture content of the seed, th e v e loc it y of the seed
at the moment of impact, a n d the degree of hardn es s of t h e impa cted surfac e o
Of the two causes of injury , impact s probably caus e the gre a t er amount of
seed damage. For exa mple, severa l y ea r s a go , Asgrow r es earcher s dro pped
Tender Green snap bean seed from differ ing height s ont o a solid metal plate
to measure the effect of impact on seed v iability Th e y fo und t hat germination was decreased fr om 9 5 percent t o 53 pe rcent by only one drop fro m a
6-foot height. They fu rther found that the in juri o us e ffe ct wa s cumulative ;
that is, after the same bean s were dro pped 9 times , not a live s eed r emain ed
in the sample o It i s true that the se particular bea ns are very s usceptible to
damage, and you may counter that you are -not inte rested in damage to snap
beans
But it is also t rue that all of the legume seeds ha v e t he same t y pe
of internal structur e a n d a r e a pt to b e damaged by se ve re impact Take
soybea n s for example~ a single 10 -foot dro p a gain st a metal surfac e can
r educe germination of s uch see d by as much as 10 t o 15 perc e nt and
successive im pact s c ontinue to r educ e germina t i on~ although at a de crea s ing
rate •' Many times a seed i s not damaged enough t o destroy the es sential
structures, but yet e n ough to cau se abnormal or w eak s eedlings which are
practically w orthless
Next t o impact s , excess i ve abrasiv e actions may c a u se seed i n juries ,
but ordinarily they a r e not nearly as severe Yet, the use of a c ontrolled
abrasive action is the best principle of the seed huller and scarifier, each one
or b oth of whic h are q u ite im portant t o the s ee d indu str y t o day.
Of all the ope r ati on s fro m harves t t o ba gg ing , t h e one proc es s which
probably prod u ces the greatest amount of damage i s the thre.s her or s he lle r .
High speed a nd small clearan c es e nable t he combi n e t o thresh a b out as c l ea n
as the stationary thr esher, but the y are als o more a pt to caus e se ed da ma g e
A rapidly rota t ing cylinde r on all types o f thresher s a n d s he lle r s provide ma n y
opportunities for sever e impa c t s.
Some conveyors c ontribute to seed in jurie s
To o many ele vator s are
built to sell at a l ower pric e a nd a re desig n ed t o run t oo fast because it is
cheaper to get increased ca pacity by st e pp ing~up the spe ed rather tha n by
increasing t he size of the buckets. Here again the effect s a r e cumulative.
Research a t the Miss is sippi Seed Technology La boratory and othe r laborator ies
has shown that the more times seed i s passed t hroug h e l e vators , the more
damage will result
0
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Although seed cleaning and sizing equipment contribute to the
accumulated injury effects, we have found that most such equipment
adds little to the overall injurious effect. On the other hand, debearders,
scarifiers, and polishers can be detrimental if not properly used.
One of the chief causes of seed damage within the processing
plant is just plain drops. I would venture to suggest that there are very
few processing plants in which the seed does not drop at least 10 feet.
Maybe the seed does not free fall that far, but most likely there are
places in many plants where the piping is almost vertical for that distance
or more. There certainly are in the Seed Technology Laboratory - - we're
not proud of them - but remember the adage - DO WHAT WE SAY AND NOT
WHAT WE DO.
These, then, are the principal sources of seed injuries due to
mechanical handling .
WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES
How do seeds react to injuries which are inflicted by various
forces? They don't yell like the man who drops a rock on his big toe,
but they are hurt. The mos t severe consequence of mechanical injury
is death, and, as mentioned earlier, some seeds are damaged so
severely that they will not germinate. However, short of being killed ,
many seeds may be so severely damaged that they produce abnormal
seedlings. The seedlings may be abnormal because some essential
structure was partially or completely broken off, or they may be abnormal
because the injury allowed a disease-producing organism to become
established in the interior of the seed. Certainly there is no better way
to establish destructive orgal)isms in your seed than scratching or
breaking the seed coat. They will enter just as sure as flies will find
a hole in a screen door . Even bre aks too small to be seen without a
magnifier will allow disease organisms to enter; therefore, an unbroken
seed coat is the best protection you can give a seed
Likewise, injured seed are more likely to be damaged by
volatile fungicides, insectides and fumigants than non-injured seeds
Authenticated data have proven that in some cases where reduction in
seed germination was experienced after using various seed treatments
or fumigants, excessive mechanical injury was at least in part a cause.
Finally, all else being equal, mechanically damaged seed will
not maintain vigor and viability in storage as long as the same kind of
seed not damaged
The broken seed coats interfere with the respiration
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rate and allow microorganisms to enter. Perhaps other things presently
unknown to researchers also happen; however, the net result is seed which may
not carry over until the next season except under the very best storage
conditions.
WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT INJURY
By now you are probably mumblin g that anyone can be a prophet of doom,
but what can be done to prevent, cure, or at least in part improve the situation.
Well, this is the hard part, because the answers may be easy but the solution
is difficult. For example, the answer as to how to prevent mechanical injury
is not to use any machines. Now, applying this solution to the situation is
absurd. Therefore, we must be realistic in our approach to the problem, and
at the same time realize that some capacity, speed and even conveniences may
have to be sacrificed in order to bag the best possible product. Customers
today are more discriminating than they were 10 years ago, and 10 years hence
they will be demanding even better quality seed than they are today. Someone
has rightly said, "quality will be remembered long after the price is forgotten."
I submit these ideas at this point because some of the suggestions which
follow will probably be called "impractical" by some of you.
First, let us consider the harvesting operation. The peripheral speed
of the threshing cylinder chiefly determines the force of the impact of the seed
with the metal surfaces of the machinery. Since high speed damages the seed
and low speeds may not thresh completely, the operator is in somewhat of a
dilemma when it comes to adjusting cylinder speed. As a rule of thumb,
peripheral speed of the cylinder should not be any faster than is necessary to
thresh the seed. It should be remembered that the speed required for threshing
in mid ..;day will probably be less than that during early morning and late afternoon. Close attention to this point will minimize seed injury considerably.
In shelling corn, the sharp edges of sheller bars or teeth can be filed off and
speed reduced 1/3 to 1/2 from that used in commercial shelling to decrease
pericarp injury.
Various devices can be installed for reducing the impact of seed falling
into deep bins or into equipment ,hoppers. Little can be done to decrease
mechanical injury in the cleaning and sizing equipment, but speed and adjustments of debearders and scarifiers must be carefully controlled if impairment
of seed gue.lity is to be kept at a minimum.
In spite of all precautions, excessive mechanical injury may still occur
when seed moisture is low. The research which revealed that a single 6-foot
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drop reduced the percentage germination of snap beans from 95 to 53
was done with beans of 8% moisture, but beans containing 12% moisture withstood 5 drops of 6 feet each before germination was reduced as much.
Experiments by other workers have found that corn processed with a
moisture content of 14 percent showed only 3 to 4 percent mechanical
injury, while the same treatment of corn containing 8 percent moisture
produced 70 to 80 percent damage. Similar results have been obtained
with soybeans in the same moisture ranges
The least amount of damage
occurred in the 12 to 16 percent range, while seeds containing 8 percent
moisture sustained severe reduction in germination.
The relationship between moisture content of the seed and the
degree of mechanical injury which may occur during harvesting, conveying and cleaning presents a critical situation for the seed producerprocessor. Under SOP's (standard operating procedures), seed crops are
allowed to dry in the field until the seed moisture is low enough for safe
storage, or else the crop is harvested at a higher-than-safe moisture
level and artificially dried prior to cleaning.
A partial reversal of this procedure may be worthy of consideration, particularly when handling seed which damage easily. The
moisture level at which seed can be handled with minimum damage to .
the seed (12-16 percent) is too high for safe storage. This is especially
true if the seed is located in the Southeast and is to be carried beyond
the next planting season without controlled temperature or humidity in
the storage area. For instance, soybeans at 14 percent moisture can be
handled relatively safely, but at this moisture content they would not
remain fit for seed any longer than 3 months at 85° F. The same lot of
beans dried to 9 percent moisture could be expected to be valuable seed
after a full year's storage at the same temperature At winter temperatures
the 14 percent seed would still deteriorate faster than seed with the
lower moisture level. However, if the beans are dried to 9 percent
before conveying and cleaning, there is a great danger of excessive
injury unless they are handled very carefully during the processing
So the solution points toward a reversal of the so-called
"standard" procedure, that is, conveying and cleaning BEFORE drying.
This would mean that the cleaning capacity of the plant would have to
equal the harvesting rate and that disbribution of labor might not be
entirely desirable , since harvesting and cleaning would proceed at the
same time. Under such a system , freshly harvested seed would have
to be cleaned immediately upon arrival at the processing plant and
0
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placed in the dryer in bulk or only partially dried before processing. This
suggestion may seem impractical, but it is also impractical to attempt to
maintain high quality of seed as to varietal purity, freedom from noxious
weeds, etc., if it is so badly damaged that it will not give satisfactory
performance for your customer.
In conclusion, we submit the observation that from the standpoint of
the seed, there are many undesirable characteristics of combines, conveyors,
and other seed handling equipment. However, there is a note of encouragement
in that manufacturers are becoming more cognizant of the need for equipment
which will treat the seed more kindly. While that equipment is being developed
every good seedsman should critically analyze his own plant and eliminate the
rough places. Strive to handle your seed as nearly as you would eggs, within
the area of practicability, remembering always that there is not much demand
for cracked eggs. Remember, too, that seed of medium high moisture is
damaged less during handling than very dry or excessively wet seed, but don't
forget that this same moisture level also causes seed deterioration in other ways.
Before storage, get the seed good and dry, and treat with a recommended
fungicide to help compensate for the scratched seed coats. This treatment won't
heal the breaks, but it will discourage the entrance of disease-producing
organisms • If to this point you have used care during harvesting, drying and
cleaning and can put pure, well-cleaned, correctly treated seed in new bags
and can store them in a cold or dry environment, you will have the satisfaction
of knowing that your product is good. If you are able to convince your
potential customers that high quality seed pays, you might even make a little
profit ..... and rest assured that you will have earned every penny of it.

GINNING QUALITY COTTONSEED
Harold Watson J(
High quality cottonseed is an essential factor in the modern cotton
production programs of today, Advanced cultural practices presently used
in cotton farming accentuates the need for top quality seed which will
germinate rapidly , emerge from the soil and produce uniform stands , thus
lessening the possibilities of replanting,
One of the major factors contributing to the overall quality of
cottonseed is the degree to which the seed has become mechanically damaged
during processing , Mechanical damage which occurs during the harvesting ginning and delinti ng processes , results in cracking breaking or
nicking of the seed coat , which may lessen the seed's ability to germi nate
and produce a normal, healthy seedling , Mechanical damage may also
cause increased deterioration of the cottonseed during periods of storage,
During the past two years , studies have been conducted by the
Stoneville Ginning Laboratory , in cooperation with the Mississippi State
University Seed Technology Laboratory, aimed at evaluating the extent
and causes of mechanical damage to cottonseed during the ginning process,
This research was also designed to study the effect of mechanical damage
upon other quality factors of the cottonseed, While concerned primarily with
the ginning aspects of the mechanical damage , results of these. experiments
also yeilded information on two other sources of seed damage -- field weathering and mechanical harvesters,
Mechanical processing does not account for all cottonseed damage ,
From the time that the cotton boll begins to open , until harvest , weathering conditions in the field may cause a limited amount of seed coat damage,
Prolonged periods of dampness, followed by dry atmospheric conditions, may
cause swelling and shrinking of the seed resulting i n the cracking of the seed
coat, This damage i s characterized by small hairline c racks and splits along
the radicle end of the seed , These cracks 1 as well as other types of damage 1
are readily observable once the seed have been acid delinted , The degree of
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field damage will vary depending upon weather conditions and length of exposure. Analysis from samples of hand-picked cotton collected du ring the 1963
ginning season indicated that field weathering accounted for less than one
percent damage to the seed .
Mechanical harvesters constitute the first source of mechanical damage
to cottonseed. Results of 1963 fie ld studies , involving seven hi gh-capacity gin
plants and 210 bales of cotton , showed that damage resulting from spindle type
harvesters ranged from less than one percent to slightly above 20 percent , and
average 4. 2 percento 'l:J The doffing and e l evating systems on these machines are
the most probable cause for thi s damage.
The degree to which seed are damaged d uring the ginning process depends
upon numerous elements , wuch as number and type driers and seed cotton cleaners ,
pneumatic conveyor design , conveying ve locities, and gin stand type . Damage
occurring in the conveying , drying and seed cotton cleaning systems i s generally
minor as compared to gin stand damage. Recent fie ld surveys involving 7 Miss issippi gins indicated that mechanical damage to cottonseed would be increased
by less than one percent as a result of processing through these systems. Gin
stands in these same plants created increases of 4. 7 percent in damaged seed.
The total mechanical damage occurring from harvesting through ginning
was 9. 7 percent , based on the seasonal average of the 1963 studi es. On a percentage of total basis, mechanical harvesting accounted for 43 percent of the
total damage, gin conveyors 1 driers and c l eaners accounted for 8 percent , and
gin stands the remaining 49 percent.
· Within a given ginni ng operation , two major factors tend to affect the
degree of seed damage occurring during process i ng , these being processing
rate and seed moisture .
Increases in processing rates create accompanying i ncreases i n mechanical
damage , as shown by laboratory tests condu cted duri ng the 1964 ginning season.
These tests were conducted in 3 seri es , using 5 bales each of early , mid and late
season machine-picked cotton . Process i ng equi pment emp loyed i ncluded two
tower driers , 2 cylinder cleaners , bur machi ne , extractor-feeder , and a large diameter saw , high-capacity gi n stand . Date from these stu di es indi cate that
ginning rate drastically affects the degree to which seed are mec hani cally damaged.
Increased seed damage resulting from correspondi ng increases in processing rate
may be attributed entirely to the gin stand (figure 1) .
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Watson , Harold, a nd James D . Helmer, " Co tton Seed Qua li t y as Affected
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Harvesting accounted for an average of 5. 9 percent damage . Gin
conveyors, driers and cleaners caused another 3 . 0 percent damage , bringing
the total damage before ginning to 8. 9 percent. Processing rate had no
a'p parent effect upon the ·a mount of damage _iri~urq:;d in the conveying, dryihg and cleaning systems
Gin stand action accounted for 12.8 percent damage at a processing
rate of 10 pounds of lint per saw per hour . As the processing rate was
increased to 2 8 pounds of lint per saw per hour, gin damaged seed increased
to 23.7 percent . Thus 1 total mechanical damage va-ried;lfrom 18-:;17 to 32 6
percent at processing rates of 10 and 2 8 pounds of lint per saw per hour
respectively o Increased seed roll density at the h[gher ginning rates is
the most - probable cause for increases in gin stand damage . Decreased
I
freedom of seed movement at the higher roll densities results in a more
positive action by the saw teeth upon the seed coats which , in turn , causes
increased nicking and abrasion by the saw teeth .
During the fiber and seed separation process which occurs in the
gin stand, cottonseed remain in the seed roll chamber for approximately
30 seconds. While in the seed roll chamber of the average high-capacity
gin stand, cottonseed are exposed to approximately 40 , 000 saw teeth
traveling at speeds ranging up to •-· 3, 000 feet per minute Each saw tooth
represents a potential source of seed coat damage, even under ideal operating
conditions. With this potential source of damage existing within the gin stand,
plant operators must necessarily exercise care to apply operating procedures
which will result in minimum saw damage to the seed. The use of processing
rates which will provide a uniform, low-density seed roll is tjl.e major means
available to the operator for decreasing processing damage during ginning.
Cottonseed moisture content at the time of ginning also affects
mechanical damage occurring during processing . Results obtained from studies
conducted during 1963 indicate a general trend toward increased seed damage
by the gin stand , with increases in seed moisture content . This trend
indicates that for moisture contents ranging from 6 to 16 percent , mechanical
damage will increase abo\i,t 1 percent for each 2 percent increase in seed
moisture cont ent. At higher moisture contents seed coats tend to become
soft and pliable , thus making them more susceptible to nicking and abrasive
actions of the gin saws .
Cotton gin drying systems can do very little toward lowering the
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moisture content of cottonseed during processing. Due to the residual nature
of moist~re present in cottonseed , its removal requires considerably longer
exposure periods than those feasible in gin drying systems . .l/
What effect does mechanical damage have on the ability of
cottonseed to germinate and produce rrormal seedling? Germination analysis
of acid delinted seed from the 1964 ginning rate studies indicated that germination
percentages would be lowered an average of 3. 5 percent as a result of processing.
Average germination percentages for these seed before gin processing was 9lo 8
percent. After passing through the seed cotton conveying , drying, and cleaning
systems. gerrnination was lowered to 90 o4 percent
Damage occurring in the
gin stand resulted in lowering the germination to 88 . 3 percent. The ratio of
ni,e chanical damage increase resulting from gin processing, to decrease in ger: mination was 6 to 1 , based on an average ginning rate of 19 o5 pounds of lint
per saw per hour This means that for each 6 percent increase in mechanical
damage, the corresponding decrease in germination was 1 percent.
Mechanical damage also tends to increase the amount of abnormal
seedlings as indicated by germination tests . Analysis of samples collected
during the 1964 ginning rate stu,dy indicated an average increase of lo 9 percent
in abnormal seedlings resulting from damage incurred during the ginning process o
Before gin processing began , an average of L 0 percent of the germinated
seedlings were abnormal This percentage increased to 1. 6 after processing
through the seed cotton conveying , drying and cleaning systems. Gin stand
action resulted in increasing the percent of abnormal seedlings to 2. 9 percent.
Thus, from the time the cotton boll begins to open until the final
delinting operation, c ottonseed is subjected to various forms of damage , . both
from natu ral and mechanical causes
Cotton gins account for much of the mechanical d9mage inflicted upon the cottonseed. Gin damage to seed may be reduced
significantly by following these precautio nary measures:
{1) Maintain reasonable ginning rates which will provide a soft ,
low -density s eed roll . This is of special importance when seed moisture contents are in excess of 10 perc ent ,
(2) Keep conveying velocities to a minimum in seed CCDtton and
cottonse(ild pneum~tic conveying systems ,
(3) Use large radius elbows in pneumatic conveying systems
(4) Keep gin machinery in proper repair and aqjustment. This is
o
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especially important in some seed cotton cleaners in order to allow sufficient
clearance for seed to pass between cleaning cylinders and gridrods or screens.
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Figure 1. --The effect of processing rate on mechanical damage of cottonseed, 1964.

THE TETRAZOLIUM TEST
Mabel W o Ras pe t

1/

I would like to a sk you to switch your t h inking fro m la rge lot s o f
seed to a single seed . What a superb job of packaging Nature ha s done in
this single seed , She has packaged a mini ature pla t , provide d it with a n
efficien t supply of e n ergy a n d prote cted it with a se e d coaL Un fortunat ely ,
the seeds do not come labeled a s good or ba d and w ith the exc e ption o f
those seed whic h bec ome discolored a s the y deter i orat e , w e have no way
of knowing t he present con dition of t he s eed The t etrazolium t est provides a good method of de t e rmining the .iab i lity or pot e ntia l germination
of the seed o
The tetrazolium tes t is a b iochemical te st w hich diffe re ntiates
between the living and dead t iss u e o f a seed by the presen ce or absenc e
of a red stain The tes t is adaptable to many v a r iation s in proc edure , and
each worker has his or h er own preferen ces in technique a n d me thods
I
will try to presen t on ly the gen e ral basic principles o f me h od and tech nique and some sugges tions for addit i onal u s es of the t est
Seed germinatio n is a n e n e rg y- requ iring proc e ss a n d is dependent ,
therefore on the respiration of the seed Respi ration in the seed is a
biochemical breaking down of the stored materia l in the e n d o s perm or
cotyledon to provide the e n ergy for th e g rowth o f the seedling Several
enzymes are activ e in thi s process o f respira tiono We are partic u larly
interested in the deh ydrogena se group These e zymes ac ti vat e , acc ept
and transport hydrogen ions o The s alt 2 , 3 , 5 , tri phe nyl t e trazolium chloride
is water soluble forming, a colorless solution. This colo rless s olutio n al so
acts as a hy drogen acc e ptor, If the seeds are plac ed in the s olution of
tetrazolium , the sol ution inte rfe res with the reduc tion proc ess of liv i ng
cells by accepting some of the h y drogen ion s
The additio of the hydrogen
ions t o the t e traz olium s alt molecule produc es a red insoluble compo und~
formazan. The forma zan w ill be r etain ed in the liv i ng issue , w hile thos e
t issu es which are dea d will rema i u s t ain e d o The inte si y of h e s a in ·
and its dis tribution are u s ed to e v luate the po en i l germ in~ tion of the
seed.
This rea cti on w ithin the s eed i s affe cted by tempera ure, p H , the
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concentration of the solution, and atmospheric pressure. Seed will stain well
at room temperature, but staining time can be decreased by placing the seed in
an oven at 40 degrees C. The reduction of the compound procedes best at a pH
of 7; for this reason, it is advisable to use distilled water for preparing the
solution. The concentration of the solution can vary from a very weak 0. 2 5% to
1% depending on the type of seed tested, the time available for testing, and the
purpose for which the test is being performed. Since the reaction is affected by
pressure, placing the seed in a vacuum accelerates the staining time. The Vitoscope increases the temperature and places the seed in a vacuum to speed staining.
A period of preconditionin g of the seed is desirable before placing the
seed in the solution for staining. Seeds can be placed between moist towels
overnight to imbibe water slowly or placed in water a short period before being
placed in the solution. Seeds such as legumes can be placed following preconditioning directly into the solution and will react directly while other seeds
require additional preparation before staining will occur.
The monocotyledonous seed such as corn, the cereals, and the largeseeded grasses which consists of an embryo and endosperm (stored energy) a_re
bisected longitudinally with a razor blade or a special cutting tool thus exposing
the embryo for staining. One half of tre seed is retained for analysis. In very
small seed, the tip of the seed distal to the embryo can be cut off or the pericarp
can be pierced with a needle to permit the solution to reach the embryo. Most
of the dicotyledonous seed will stain directly through the seed coat. Cotton is
one excE;tption - the seed coat and the nucellus (membrane) must be removed before the' seed is placed in the solution. The time required for staining depends
on the type of seed, the purpose of the test, and the conditions to which the
seed are subjected.
'•!t::

Evaluation
The intensity of the stain and its distribution are the criterion used to
evaluate the potential germination of the seed. An understanding of the significance of the different shades of red found in the stained seed and the knowledge
of the different parts of the seed which give rise to the structures of the seedling
are essential for good interpretation. In corn, the well-stained embryo indicates
the vigorous seed. As viability decreases the embryo will stain more lightly, a
weak seed stains a very pale pink. This does not apply in dicots in which both
the cotyledons and the embryo axis are stained. The light uniformly stained
tissue -~-s most viable, and as the intensity of the stain increases, the viability
decreases. Thus, the color ranges from a light clear red to a very dark red,
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almost purple color. As t he seed becomes weak e r the tissue wi ll take on
a milky appearance due to the fact that t he inn e r layers of darkly stain ed
cells are covered by the outer t ransparent cells whic h have died. Th e
location of the dead area s mus t be taken into consideration ; for example,
in a corn embryo the critical areas are the plumule , the central portion
of the scutellum, the upper portion of the radicle , a n d the scutellar node
from which the seminal roots arise. In the dicots , t he con dition of the ·
radicle , the epicotyl , a nd the junction of the embryo axis and the cot ~
yledon are the vital areas to be considered.. Th e staining patterns
found in Technical Bulletin 51 of Miss i ss i ppi State Univ ersity Agricul tural Experiment Station c a n be used a s a guide in the e va luation.
Uses of the Test
The most common use of this test is for the es t imati on of the
viability or potential germination of a lot of seed. With practice and
experience the test can be used to evaluat e that e l usiv e charact e r is tic
of a seed lot - its vigor o Dr. Moore uses t he s ta ining patterns of seed
to evaluate quality classifying the seed capable of g erminat ing into five
levels. Perfectly sound seed are classified as level oneo and the v ery
weak seed ~hich are s t i ll capable of g erminating as num ber five
Intermediate ratings depend on the general level of de t erioration. Lots with
the highest percentage of seed a t the on e or two level or the on e t o t hree
level are considered to have the best potential. The Virg inia Department
of Agriculture is providing the tetrazolium t est of peanut seed as a service
to the farmers. It can be used to determine the extent of mechanical
injury obtained in harves t i ng or processing. In storag e studies , the
deterioration of the seed can be followed by the differe nces in the s ta ining
pattern obtained . This differenc e is due t o the physiologica l changes
which take place in the seed as a resu lt of aging or inj ury.
It is very difficult to give an estima t e of the time and practice
which is necessary for one to become accurate a n d confi dent of th e results
obtained o The evaluation of good or ba d lot s of seed is not difficult
It is those lots which are intermediate which requires s ome practic e
This can be accomplished by testing seed of kn own germination until one
becomes familiar with color differences a n d texture. With a little experience
you will find your results comparing we ll with th e standard g ermination
test.
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BASIC CONSIDERATIONS OF SEED STORAGE
James D. Helmer

.!/

The maintenance of seed viability during storage is a major problem
encountered in many areas of the world. In the United States, the humid
Southern region is frequently a troublesome area for safely storing seed in
open warehouse storage fo r any length or period of time. For seed to
maintain high viability and vigor during storage, a suitable storage
atmosphere must be maintained. The two major components of the storage
atmosphere which influence seed longevity are relative humidity and
temperature. Both of these factors influence the seed moisture equilibrium, with relative humidity the most influential. If this moisture
equilibrium is t~o high, seed deterioration is usually rather rapid.
Two methods may be used to control the moisture equilibrium of
seed during storage. One of these methods is to store the seed in a
controlled environment. Such an environment is attained by controlling
the temperature and relative humidity. For cottonseed, moisture equilibriums at various levels of relative humidity are as follows:
Table 1.

Equilibrium Moisture Contents of Whole Cottonseed, Meats,
Hulls, and Oil-Free Meats at Various Relative Humidities at

25°

c.
Moisture Content {%wet basis}

R.H.
(%)

Whole
Cottonseed

31.0
43.0
62.0
71.2
81.1
93.0

6.03
7.23
9.25
10.. 27
13.21
22. 19

Meats

Hulls

5. 13
5.92
7.73
8.89
11.73
21.40

7.67
9 . 60
11.85
12.62
15.31
22.35

Meats
Oil-Free

8.32
9.33
12. 11
13.72
18.29
32 . 80

Data by Karon (2)

.!/ Dr . Helmer is Assistant Agronomist, Seed Technology Laboratory,
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, State College, Mississippi.
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What is a safe moisture l evel for the storage of cottonseed? This will
vary depending on the temperature and moisture content of the seed during
storage o Storage of cottonseed fo r six y ears at 8 - 10 percent moisture was
found by Christides (1) to be non-detrimental on seed germination at temperature
from 1 to 32° C o Simpson (4) has reported that cottonseed w ith a moisture
content of less than 13 percen t did not deteriorate in germination after 15 years
storage when stored at 33 ° F o, w hen the moisture content was 13 percent,
full viability was retained for 13 1/2 years
These examples clearly indicate one point conc erning seed storage
that is the higher the seed moi sture c ontent , the lower the temperature must be
for safe storage and visa versa
Some general "ru l es of thumb" on seed storage
may well be in order at this po in t
One of these rules states that if you lower
the seed moisture con tent by one perc e nt , you will double the life of the seed,
or if you lower the stora g e temperature 10° F . you will also double the life of
the seed. . Theoretically then , accordin g to this rule , the longevity of seed
stored at 10 percent moisture and 60° F should be four times greater than
comparable seed store d a t 11 percent mo isture at 7 0° F .
The other rule of thumb is that for good safe storage , the numerical
value of the temperature , in degrees fahrenheit plus the percent relative
humidity should be approximately 100
Under conditions at which this value
is obtained , sa y fo r example 60 degrees R oH . and 40° F ., no problem should
be experienced in ma i ntaining seed viability over prolonged periods of storage.
Another method of controlling the moisture equilibrium of seed in storage
is to dry the seed to a safe stora g e moisture level and then package in a
moisture proof container Once the seed are inside the container, the seed
moisture content should n ever chan ge , rega rdless of the environmental
conditions which surrou n d this s torage container . However , the moisture
content at the time of packaging is v ery important . If this moisture content is
too high, seed deterioration w ill proceed mo re rapidly than it would have if the
seed were stored i n some t ype of porous or open container , A good example of
this is indicated in some work by Simpson (3) wherein cottonseed stored at six
to eight percent moisture in seale d jars remain ed high in germination for seven
years whereas cottonseed stored at 11 percent moisture in sealed jars was
worthless after tw o years,
In summary, I would like t o poin t out what items of information are
necessary before one can adequately answer the question - "at what moisture
content should seed be stored "? Firs t , t he kind o f seed mus t be known,
Seeds differ in chemical compo sition and many times the chem ical composition
has a great influence on the longev ity of seed at a given moisture level o For
example, se e d h igh in oil content will not store as well as "non-oily" seed ,
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if both types of seed are maintained at the same moisture level .

Why?
Because oil is not an imbibant of moisture and consequently seed
containing 20 percent oil which test 10 percent moisture are actually 12 . 5
percent in moisture content if the oil percentage is discounted . Secondly
one must know whether the seed are to be stored in a moisture proof or
open, porous type conta i ner . Normally seed c an be safely stored at a
higher initial moisture content in non-moisture proof containers , because
of the free transmission of moisture vapor from the inside of the bag to the
surrounding atmosphere . Therefore , -a certain amount of drying can occur
when seed are stored at a relatively high mo i sture content in non-moisture
bags, if the storage environment is such that the vapor pressure inside the
ba'g is higher than the vapor pressur e in the surrounding atmosphere .
Third, some knowledge concerning the storage conditions is
necessary . ff some type of refrige ration is available , seed can then be
stored at a higher moisture content than if no refrigeration is a vailable .
Finally, the length of storage desired must also be known . If
seed are to be stored for several years , then the moisture content
necessary to maintain high germination over this period of time would be
different than the moisture content necessary for safely storing these seed
for only 6 months.
I
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CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY STORAGE
R. S. Munford _!/
"Controlled Temperature and Humidity Storage" for your SEED is
spelled "Money" most any way you approach it. The quality of the SEED
you sell-- it's viability, means money to you, and I'm sure it means
money to your customers. I can also assure you that this controlled
atmosphere storage is going to cost a lot of money, but I just hope that
this information will help you get the maximum amount of storage for
every dollar you spend.
Viability
The germination of seed after long storage is dependent on two
things: the moisture and temperature at which they were stored from the
time they first matured until they reach Mother Earth again. Experimenters
have given us much useful information on this, and are continuing their
studies and experiments to find out the exact conditions that give the best
results -- the highest rate of germination.
I am sure that the specific conditions vary for each type of seed
but it's generally an accepted practice to try to maintain seed storage
rooms at a temperature of 40°F. and a relative humidity of 50% or less
for best results
Whether the humidity or the temperature is most important we
don't know, but they seem to be closely related, and for this reason we
frequently find that the refrigeration that cools the room is also used to
maintain the proper moisture content of the air There are also solid and
liquid desiccants that will remove moisture from the air.
0

0

Humidity - relative humidity, dew point, pounds of moisture per pound of
dry air or vapor pressure are all names of the water-in-atmosphere relationship. Its importance may be somewhat exaggerated because of the tremendous
amount of attention this simple and common phenomena has received in
recent years and even months. I refer to the world wide symposium in
Washington in January, 1965 where people came from all over the world _
just to hear talks on humidity. If you have had your seed mildew and think

1/ Mr Munford is president, Munford Engineering Company, Inc 0,
Jackson-:- Mississippi .
o
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that this humidity is a gr eat detr iment to the seed indu stry -- d on't feel lonesome,
think of the moistur e problems in textiles o drying ovens o candy manu facturers ,
bakeries u printing , leather manufa cturers o a n d we even ran into a r ea l pr oblem
last year in an egg processing roo m
This moistur e -in-air is most fr equently spoken o f as r e lative hu midity.
This is nothing more than t h e relationship of t he amount of mois t ure actually
in the air to the maximu m amoun t of moisture that c ould be in the air, this being
at the same pr essure and t e mpe rature
Illustration No o 1 will sh ow w ha t I mea n . The v e rti ca l lines indicate the
dry bulb temperatu res -- w h at y ou read on c ommon thermomete rs. The diagonal
lines show wet bu lb tem pe ratur e s and t he curved l ines in di c a te t he relative
humidity . For instance a look at 9 5° dry bulb a n d run u p t hat line until it crosses
the 80° wet bu lb line. The point where t hese lin es cross is jus t a b o ve the 50%
relative humidity linea and if we read h orizonta lly to the right, it indicat es a
moisture content of • 0 19 po unds of mo isture per pound of dry air; reading on up
the wet bulb line to the l eft , the heat content at this specific condition i s about
44 BTUs per pound of air . You see from this chart that if we cool d own to 80°
dry Bulb with the same moistur e , the relativ e humidity jumps up to 85%, and if
we heat u p to 110°, it drops to about 3 5% o Now s uppo se we are ma intain ing
50° F and 50% rela t ive humi dity in our c old storage a nd a ir fr o m t he outsi de
leaks in. Please note that we first have to c ool it over to the sa turation temperatur e or dew point, t o about 7 4 ° in our c a seu then we have t o drain the .
moisture out of it down to a point where it has the same moisture content as
our design temperature --which happens to be 35° in our case =- a remova l
of 44- 11 BTU or 33 BTU/Lb. or . 01 9- . 004 or 0.0 15 Lb. / Lb. - of moisture
removed per pound of dry air . To bring t h i s t o the design c on dit ion will also
requ ire some rehea t fr om mot or s, ligh t s , other air or an externa l s ource.
This is rea lly not a stu dy in t h e readin g of a psych o metr ic chart , but all this
is just to hel p you see h ow i mportant it i s t o vapor seal yo ur seed s tora ge.
This means it takes about a ton of r e fr e ge ra tion for each 5, 000 cubic feet
of leakage per h our. Leakage varies wide lyu but even in we ll s ea le d rooms,
under normal usage, will leak 10 t o 12 times their volume in a 24 hour day.
So you see that a r oo m that l eaked 5 , 000 cubic feet / h our wou l d have a l e akage of 120,000 c ub i c feet / day an d w ould equa l a r oom of 10,000 to 12u 000
cubic foot v ol ume, sa y 20' x 50 ' x 10 ' high. Thi s i s of course dependent
upon the door o penings as we ll as c on s truct i on . Thi s infiltration w ould r equire
the r e mo val of 16 ga llons of wat e r ju st in c ooling t h is a ir fro m the o ut s i de.
If you have car e l ess o pera tor s, or poor c onstruction, it w ill be mu ch more.
In constructing structures for s eed s tora ge, we mus t keep this va por
l eakage in mi nd in e v er y phas e of the job
0
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Floors for storages may or may not be insulated~ this will depend on the
size and temperature (Illustration No. 2). On large rooms there is considerable

FLOORS
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
(PERIMETER INSULATION)

STYROFOAM

ELEVATION

ELEVATION
Illustration No. 2

savings in omitting the floor insulation. When we do this we believe in extending the wall insulation down the grade beam at least 3 feet below the floor level
to prevent heat leakage at the w all floor-jun cture. Regardless of th is , the floor
should be vapor sealed w ith polyethe l ene film, preferably 6 Mil. or another suitable
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vapor proof membrane, with joints well lapped and sealed with mastic
and run up the wall or ,down the grade beam a foot or so.
If we insulate the floor we usually omit the polyethylene film
under the slab and lay our insulation in a bed of hot asphalt. This gives
a very good vapor seal, but we frequently put a layer of film over the top
of the floor insulation before we pour t"he concrete wearing floor.
The amount of insulation used depends on the temperature and the
type of in s ulation. A 50°F. room should require no more than 3 inches of
Styrofoam or Dorvon or possibly 4 inches of cork and possibly only 2 inches
of Thurane. If we drop this temperature to 40°F. we usually use 4 inches
of Styrofoam or 4 inches of Cork Board or 3 inches of Thurane. These
figures are based on theoretical and actual test data pertaining to heat
transfer rates, but remember the insulation must be kept dry to maintain
these rates. If the insulation material does not have a built in character:istic for dryness, you have to provide it . We have always contended
that sawdust would be a possible insulator if we could just keep it dry
and use enough of it.
The board type insulations should be applied in two or more layers
with the j'?.i nts lapped or staggered, so that air or heat will have a longer
travel to get to a joint. This is probably more important with Styrofoam.
Styrofoam will not allow Vapor passage through the body of the insulation,
so we especially have to guard the cracks.
On masonry walls Styrofoam is applied usually in a bed of portland
cement motar. The headboards, Dorvon, etc. require a vapor sealed wall.
We frequently do this by painting with an asphalt priming paint, then applying the insulation with a Latex concrete -- we use styrocrete, and have
found ,,jt excellent. I presume Thurane could be installed in t he same manner,
but cbt k board wou ld require a plastered wall smooth and true, primed with
an asphalt priming paint , and then the cork board applied in hot asphalt.
When insulation is applied to a wood wall, we generally use a
film of polyethylene tacked and sealed with mastic to the wood and the
insulation nailed through it into the wood for support!1· The mastic seals
the nail holes - - or is suppose to. This is even more common for construction of the ceilings. The first layer of insulation is nailed through
the polyethylene or "Moistop" paper film with galvanized or treated big
headed insulation nails ; the second layer is then placed ben eat h the
firs'} using some adhesive and either shoring up until this sets or use
wooden skewers to hold it in place. We usually use "Styrocrete" the
latex adhesive, since it has a lot more holding power than just mortar.
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Don't get me wrong -- just plain mortar will do a fair job as a ceiling adhesive
when only a 1 or 2 inch layer of Styrofoam is used with it and no finish is used -and it's much less expensive than Styrocrete.
The vapor seal we use at the floor-wall juncture and in the corners is
"Moistop" paper made by Sisolcraft. It is plasted to the wall with 507SF Mastic
made by Pittsburg Chemical Corporation. We also put the mastic sealer on the
outside to catch the insulation too. This goes all around the floor and up in
each corner to the wall ceiling juncture.
We have the additional problem of building movement caused by wide
variations of temperature. Here special precautions should be taken. We usually
make an accordian fold (Illustration No. 3) of this same Moistop paper, sealed
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with Mastic and tied in with the wall and extended at least 12 inc hes
into or over the insulation.
Ceiling insulations can be of many kinds. We call it an envelope
when the supports are all in the room, then the ceiling is suspended on
a metal pa n . (Illustration No. 4) or "T" iron (Illustration No. 5).
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The envelope ceiling has the advantage of being easy to lay and the buildup roof on top provides a fair vapor seal. We can apply the first layer in hot
asphalt just as we mentioned for the floor. The second layer would have mortar
as an adhesive. The top presents some problems -- hot asphalt melts Styrofoam,
so if the built-up roof is to be applied directly, we have to use, what is called
a roo! coater or the "Mop & Flop" method. Here the asphalt is applied to the felt
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before the felt is applied to the roof. A layer of builder's roofing insulation board or an inch of concrete could also be used and the build-up
roof, applied in the normal manner. We recommend that such roofs be
covered with a light colored gravel or marble chips or painted white -they should also be sloped and not flat.
From the insulation standpoint, the suspended deck (Illustration
No. 4) is probably no better than another type -- just more expensive.
When a metal deck is used, the application is similar to the envelope
operation. We lay the insulation in the pan and apply successive layers
to .it in an adhesive . These can be covered with mortar and a layer of
polyethylene or "Moistop Paper" placed over it in mastic. Take special
care in cutting around the suspending rods and lap, and seal the joints.
The rods should also be insulated 12 to 18 inches above the insulation
or they will sweat. The ceiling suspended on "T" iron is much the same
as one layer set in the T'.s and another applied beneath. The motar helps
hold down the top layer while the. bottom layer is being applied.
Finishes used are usually 2 coats of Portland Cement plaster with
a thickness of over one-half inch. These can be reinforced with galvanized metal lath where the wall is subject to any shock of consequence.
In fact, we always reinforce both sides of all self supporUng walls from
top to bottom and frequently use lath 6 feet high on walls where trucks
might hit them. We also recommend bumpers, wood, metal or concrete.
We frequently omit the finish from the ceiling leaving the insulation
exposed -- thus reducing the weight of the material that holds it in place.
However, they may be finished with plaster as thin as possible or with
some good paint that will not react with the type insulation being used.
Cold storage doors are another problem in connection with admitting ·
moisture, in fact , nothing is worse than operators who 'won't keep the
doors closed. We believe the rolling door will help eliminate some of this
trc~mble, but only if they are kept closed. If they are properly installed
anq adjusted they will give a tighter seal than swinging doors. Also,
the big doors permit use of lift trucks and they seem more practical and
certainly less trouble to hang. You can also get these electri cally
operated, if you want to spend the money. They may be worth it just
because they will be closed more of the time. The manually rolled door
is also Vf?ry satisfactory even in the fairly large sizes. We have used
6' x 8 ' very successfully.
Another relatively new idea is the use of a high velocity, thin,
air curtain across the face of the door , u~ually from top to bottom . This
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is not the compl ete an swer to the entranc e of heat or mois ture, but is better
than the swinging door which i s always stuck open or knocked off by a truck
Some moisture will enter regardless, so the best thing to do is to
keep the doors shut as much as possible -- and after we have l earned to keep
them shut and have built a well sea l ed room, we have reduce d our r efrigerating
problem about half.
Our refrigeration problem is dependent on the ac tual heat leakage throu gh
the walls , roof and floor , and the heat of the product . The heat leakag e is
dependent on the difference between the outside and inside temperatures and
the resistance to heat flow of the i ns ulation we have se l e cted o Cooling the
seed initially could be quite a r efrigeration load, but most people seem to think
that this can b e done rather slowly, in a week - 10 da ys, two weeks. Frequ ently
loading facilities limit the a mount that can enter in one day o The s pecific heat
of seed is relative ly low a n d with a long time to cool t he m, thi s l oad is usually
light. The light s can be eliminated most of t he time -- but the fan motors run
constantly and the infiltration increases wi t h greater usage. The t rouble is
that in the design of our refrigeration machinery, we must be able to meet t he
maximum condition. The seed enters the storage at the hotest time of the year
and their heat must be removed. The doors are opened a lot more than normal,
more people are in the s t orage and the lights are shining brightly, thus refrig erat ing machinery mu st have enough ca pacity t o s truggle by and hold th e t emperat ures
until it can catch up and start pulling down the humidity to the best s torag e conditions o
Most of the systems we ha v e installed us e forced air circulation through a
cooling coil that is refrig erated wit h one of the common refrigerants We pr imar ily
use the Freon s or Ammonia for this purpose o Most of our seed storages u se Freon 12 , but we have u sed Ammonia in two large peanut a nd pecan storages. We
helped prevent leakage of the Ammonia in the roo ms by putting all valves and
controls outside t he roo m walls. This r efr igerant is expanded through the cooling
coil and pumped up to the press ure at which it will con dense by a compressor ,
reciprocating type 0 e ither open V-Belt driven or hermetica lly sea l ed with it's
motor The refr igerant is condensed by water or a ir . Water is the old s ta ndby ,
but most of the n ew plants u se air only if Fr eon-12 is the refrig e rant, or an evaporative condens er u sing water spra yed on conden sing coi ls while air is b lown over
the m. The air cooled is the most expensive -- and the least trouble. The cold
air is b l own over the room by centrifu ga l or prope ller type fans and the deflecting
valves on tfie air cooling units outlets spread it out over the room or it may be
distributed through ducts o It is important t o get t he air evenly placed and leave
no dead spot s. If a r oom i s over 50 feet wide wit h a 10 or 12 foot ceiling, duct
0
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work should be used

0

The type and arrangement of the ceiling will govern

the means of air distribution to some extent. Also leave a little room -at least a couple of feet between the top of the seed and the ceiling for
air distribution.
Humidity control is build into the coil design:-- for low humidity at
least a Z0° to Z5° temperature difference between rooni temperature and .
refrigerant suction temperature should be maintained -- at least when designed
for maximum load~ If a room is to be held at 40° F the compressor should
have a capacity to refrigerate it when operating at 15° or Z0° F or even lower
' .
and the coil should have no more than this capacity at this temperature difference o Since we e1re below freezing we have to provide some means of
removing the moisture from the coil which is now in the form of ice. This
can be done by blowing hot discharge gas through the coil periodically, or
by electric heat in the coil or even by water. Usually one of the first two
is used and controlled at regular intervals by a time clock.
You can also use an automatic by pass for humidity control as is
done in many air conditioning plants. Here a small part of the air is cooled
and . a lot of the moisture removed -- then it is mixed with the other air and
put back in the room. But the method with _w hich we are most familair is
humidity control by the addition of reheat to a system with-a proper coil
des i gn. This is simply a heating coil -- strip heater or heating unit located
in the air discharge from the unit cooler. It is operated by a simple humidistat and its addition of heat keeps the refrigerating compressor operating
longer -- removing more moisture reducing the humidity o This is a simple,
direct, and easily maintained system and is not too expensive to operate
if the coil and compressor are properly designed.
I, frankly , prefer V-belt driven compressors to hermetic units -mostly from maintenance standpoint. You can usually get a replacement for
the motor and can also change the speed if you are out of balance e The
"burnouts" we have seeri. with hermetics have caused so much trouble we
have just about quit using them. As far as condensers are concerned, be
sure and get them big enough . A unit de singed for the temperatures up
North is just too small down here. We usually figure evaporative condensers
with air entering at 80° wet bulb and air cooled condensers with a 95°
ambient temperature and a 15° or Z0° temperature difference between the
air and condensing temperatures. It is also important to prevent this
temperature from going too low, so we have devices to stop the fans to
prevent this. For best results from your refrigerating machinery, keep
the products off the floor and away from the walls. Use pallets on the
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floor and provide at least a 6 inch air space along all the walls, and the air
circulation -- temperature and humidity will be better.
To assemble these random notes and get the most storage for your money -Remember to:
1. Be careful with the vapor seal.
2. Select a good insulation.
3. Use tight fitting doors.
4 Get sufficient cal?acity in your refrigerating system with air cooler and
compressor properly balanced •
5. Be sure your air circulation is adequate and gets down all walls • .
6. Don't forget to keep the doors closed as much as you can.
0

"HUMIDITY CONTROL IN SEED STORAGE "
Anthony Hass _!/
The, storage of certain seeds, whether for just a few weeks or for
preservation from season to season , has long been of interest to the air
conditioning engineer. Many seed varieties are sensitive to changes in
atmospheric moisture and deteriorate rapidly if exposed to excessive
humidity conditions . They may develop mold or fungus growth , change
color , germinate prematurely, become susceptible to heavy insect infestation, or lose their viability alt ogether. Certain types of seeds will
lose more than 60% of their germination power if exposed to high h u midities
even for just a few weeks . Conversely , some seeds can be preserved from
season to season for periods of five years or more without appreciable
loss of viability if stored at low controlled relative humidity conditions .
Since most deterioration of stored seed occurs at high humidity
levels and since too little humidity is rarely as much of a problem as
too much , I will concern myself in this talk mainly with dehumidification
and proper methods of removing moisture from the air rather than adding
moisture to it . I will discuss the types of storage room construction ,
operating procedures , and equipment which have been found most suitable
to prevent moisture infiltration and protect seed varieties against damage
from excessive humidity .
In speaking of controlled low relative humidity , I will first define
some of the words that the air conditioning engineer uses in describing the
relationship of moisture and air. A brief look at a typical psychrometric
chart will show you what we are talking about. You will note the re l ative
humidity is the amount of moisture the air holds at a given temperature in
comparison to the amount it could actually hold before saturation is reached .
It can be increased or decreased by lowering or raising the temperature,
i . e . by cooling or heating the air . However , this has no effect on the
absolute humidity that is the actual amount of moistur e cont ained in a
pound of air , or the dew point which is the temperature to which this air
would have to be lowered to achieve 100 % relative humidity or saturation .
1
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1/ M r. Hass is Vice-President of Dryomatic Di vi s i on , LogEtronics ,
Inc. , Alexandri a, Vi rginia
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You can thus see that heating a typical storage space will not actually eliminate
any moisture from the air but that it can sometimes be effective in temporarily
lowering the relative humidity when the weather' outside is cool and humid
However 1 since most seed storage installation s are not really designed for heating, it is not too practical to rely on this method for humidity control , and a
positive way to remove moisture from the air must be found
Basically then , when we speak of dehumi dification , we are 1alking about
the removal of moisture from the air i e a reduction in the absolute humidity .
We should also distinguish here between product drying, which concerns
itself mainly with removing moisture from the product itself; and dehumidifying,
which is concerned mainly with the removal of moi sture from the air o Dehumidified air will contribute appreci'?-bly to the dry ing rate since it increases the
vapor pressure differential between the moisture in the product and the moisture
in the air , but the techniques used for dehumidification do not necessarily lend
themselves to product drying . Having 9iscussed the need for achieving low
controlled humidity , and some of the terms in common use within the industry,
let us now look at the mechanical means of achieving and maintaining these
ideal humidity conditions.
Generally speaking , there are two major categories of dehumidifiers -refrigeration - type and chemical or "adsorption-type" o
The former operates by drawing warm moist air over a metal coil through
which is circulated a refrigerant , such as Freon A part of the atmospheric moisture condenses on this cooling coil and is collected in a pan or bucket, or is
drained off to waste o The cooled air coming off the coil , which now has a low
temperature and a high relative humidity , is reheated by the condenser coil of
the refrigeration system , thus raising the temperature and lowering the relative
humidity.
The water removal capacity of this type of system is dependent on the
differe nce in temperature between the ent ering air and the cooling coiL While
these units are thus quite effective at high t emperatures , they lose efficiency
below 70° F or 50% r oh . a nd are thus best adapted for use in home basements
and other closed spaces , but are not generally acceptable for industrial process
drying or low - humidity storage where dew points below 50° F are required, as
is essential in seed preservation
The same is true for refrigeration-type air condit ioners, which can be used
to "dehumi dify , " but operate in a manner similar to refrigerant dehumidifiers ,
except that t hey have larger cooling coil areas and provide air or water cooling
of the condensing coils
Since their dehumidifying capacity is limited by the
same factors as above , they have the same drawback -- inefficiency at lower
1
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temperatures and an inability to maintain very low humidities . In most
storage application, moreover, cooling for comfort is not necessary , and
only a moderate amount of refrigeration is needed for temperature control
at 70-75° F. The major portion of the "air conditioning" job, namely, removing sufficient water vapor from the air to maintain relative humidities
in the 20 to 30% range, can be more economically accomplished by means
of an adsorption-type dehumidifier.
As contrasted with refrigerant-type dehumidifiers, adsorption
units do not use any compressors or cooling coils. They simply draw the
moist room air through a so-called "desiccant" -- a granular drying agent
such as silica gel, activated alumina, or molecular sieve --which has
the ability to extract and retain moisture on its surface by a phenomenon
known as "adsorption". The air is filtered and dried to a very low dew
point in the process, and the desiccant is periodically regenerated by
means of heated outside air whkh vaporizes the moisture and discards it
back outside the space. Continuous operation of these machines is
achieved by either using two desiccant beds which switch back and forth
automatically, or by using rotating beds of desiccant, a section of which
is always dehumidifying the air , while another section is being regenerated. This new type of rotary machine is of particular interest to the
seedsman , since it is lighter and more compact than the dual-tower unit ,
has higher capacity, and delivers dry air at constant , non-cycling outlet
temperatures and humidities.
Desiccant dehumidifiers provide maximum efficiency at low temperatures, and are able to maintain constant relative humidities even below
10% over temperature ranges from minus 40° F to plus 120° F. They are
thus ideal for all those applications where dew points less than 50° are
required, i.e. where the temperature and humidity add up to less than 120 ;
which is true for most seed storage applications .
In considering dehumidification of seed storage a reas , then , we
are discussing the removal of water vapor from the air surrounding the
commodities
But of equal importance , even before dehumidification , is
the exclusion of as much of this water vapor as possible from the space
This means simply that in order to have a dry storage room you must have
a room which is capable of being dried. Moisture migrates in stantly from
areas of high to low humidity . A dehumidifier, which creates an area of
low vapor pressure , will actually draw moisture from areas of high moisture
content -- from insulation, walls, ceilings, floors or even from an
adjacent room -- thus pulling moisture into the dehumidified space without
0
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materially r e duc ing th e h umi dity i n the area o It i s t h e refore vitally important
to s tart t he dehumidific ation ope ration operation w ith dry w alls and an e ffe ctive vapor barrier
Time d o es not permit discussion in detail of t h e v arious possib l e construction methods used for wide l y different storage buildings and rooms in
s cattered parts of the c o untry o Howev er , h e re a re a few points to remember:
1 Seal floors , ceilings and wa lls in sofar as possible, usi ng va porproof paint {such as a l uminum paint), aluminu m foil or foil -backed insulation ,
or polyethyle n e lin e r o Make sure that all joints a nd seams a re tight , and use
tape where n e c essary o
2 o In struct e mployees t o open and c lo se doors as in freque ntly as
possible o Double doors may be desirable in opening s carrying the heaviest
traffic e.
3 o Dehumi d ify only that area w h ere product s are actually stored o If
commodities a r e s tored at one e nd of a large war eh ou se , seal off that e n d , and
dehumidify only th e sma lle r space
4
Do not expect re sults ove rn i ght The init ial "pull-dow n" period ma y
last sev e ra l days or e v en weeks , until th e moi s t ure contained in the c ommod ity
and the room its e lf has r eac h ed equilibr ium w ith the dehumi dified atmos phere o
5. Ta k e e very po ssible precaution not to add moist product s to the
stora ge a rea once pull- d own ha s been achie v e d,
Ma inten ance of adsorption dehum idificati on equ i pme nt is minima l o In
mo s t ins t a llations on ly an occasional replacem e nt of the dust filte r and oi ling
of b lower motors is required C o st of e quipme n t ma y vary w ide ly , depe n din g
upon conditions to be met and ma intain e d , as we ll as t he size o f s torage space ,
how we ll it i s sea l ed, wh e the r th e commodity is in containers , and oth er factors o
On the average , th e co s t of a machine ma y be figured at around $100 to $2 00 per
10 , 000 cubic feet of storage space , a n d the cost of opera tion at 10¢ to 20¢ per
day per 10,0 00 c ubic fee L If coolin g is re quired , this w ould o f course be add itional o
Wh ile I h a v e touched only briefly on some o f t he aspects o f de humidified
sto rage , I hope to leave y ou with an appre c iation of the e conomic adva ntag es of
humidity control in thi s fie l d , and an idea of th e types of mode rn equipment and
storag e methods which are available toda y for t h e long - term preservati on o f seeds
under fa vorable storage c ondition s
0
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AERATION STUDIES OF COMMERCIALLY STORED
PLANTING COTTONSEED
Lloyd L. Smith

11

In recent years there has been considerable concern over the loss
in germination and other deterioration of cottonseed during the storage
period. You, as seeds men , I'm sur e are more aware of this than I am.
A number of factors can contribute to this loss. Two important factors
are the moisture content and temperature of the cottonseed; if either one
is too high, deterioration in cottonseed can result. Warehousemen in
the Delta endeavor to store cottonseed at a moistur e content of 8 to 10
percent and to cool it to 50° to 70° F . To date, reliable research information is not available to confirm these limits or to determine other
combinations of satisfactory seed moistures and temperatures.
For a number of years 1 cottonseed has been aerated to help maintain its temperature and moisture content a t sat isfactory levels . However,
only limited technical or engineering data on requirements for satisfactory
aeration of stored cottonseed are available.
Reliable information on the resis tance of cott onseed to airflow is
necessary in designing an aeration system . Only a limited amount of
such information is available. Some basic work done by Allen Brashears
Agricultural Engineer, Agricultural Research Service, and by Texas A & M
University, supplies the best information available on the subject . Some
data are available on the equilibrium moisture cont ent of cottonseed at
certain conditions of air temperature and re lative humidity. Little information is available on the resistance to airflow of cottonseed having
different amounts of lint.
In its 1961 meeting, the Cotton and Cottonseed Res e arch and
Marketing Advisory Committee to the U. S. Department of Agriculture
expressed concern over germination loss in c ottonseed and gave high
priority to research on equipment and facilities for conditioning stored
cottonseed. In October 19 62 , the Department an d the Miss iss ippi Agricultural Experiment Station began work on the pr oblem at the Delta Branch
1

11 Mr . Smith is Agricultural Eng ineer , Transportation and
Facilities Research Division , Agricultural Re sea rc h Service , United
States Department of Agriculture , Stoneville , Mississ i ppi .
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Station.
Work during the 1962-63 storage season was devoted to study ing aeration systems in commercial storages with capacities of 450 to 2 , 400 t ons.
Included were the so-called flat storage , Butler or Stran - Steel , and t he Muskogee
type . In many of the storages , the common pallet-type aeration duct and smalldiameter air pi pes in the floor we re u s ed for air movement .
Measureme nts we re made of total airflow delivered by various types and
sizes of fans , s tatic pre ssure losses through the cottons eed and cotton seed
temperatures . Air volume deliveries were measured with a pitot tube in the fa n
exhaus t duct. Static press ure losses were measured by probing into th e cottonseed a t know n depth intervals. The static pressure s and v e locity pressures were
read on a n inclined manometer. Some of the many factors that affected the rate
of airflow t hrough the cottonse ed wer e : (1) The depth of the cottonseed; {2) the
compact i on of t he cotton seed; {3) the velocity of th e a ir; and (4) the amount of
lint and for eign materia l present in the seed .
W ide differences in the amount of air move d t hrough cottonseed were
observed . The u se of large fans and large motor s did not n ecessar ily mean that
large am ounts of air were being moved through the cottonseed . Electric mot or
sizes of 10- to 7 5-horsepower are being use d in pres e ntly installed aeration
systems. Some oil mill storag es are u sing as larg e as ZOO-horsepower motors.
It is felt that in many of th e se systems , from 25 to 7 5 p e rcent of the power is
used in moving the air throug h the system. Resea rc her s feel that only 10 percent of the power output shou ld be neede d to move air through t he d ucts, leaving
90 percent to move the air through the c ottonseed.
High fr iction losses in the du ct system re duce the quantity- of air moveEl
through the c ottonseed . Much of this fr i cti on i s created by air moving at a high
velocity through unders ized ducts and s u pply pipes connecting the ducts to the
fan. The number and s i ze of open a reas i n the duct surfa ce for air to pass fro m
. the c ottonseed into the duct affe ct the pr essur e los ses that occur in th e seed
surrounding the duct. For example , the w ood palle ts commonly used in existing
aeration systems have only a small ope n a r ea beneat h the pallet . Figure 1
i llu s trates how the a ir must c onve rge to enter the wood palle ts. As it converges a t this point , the v eloc ity of the air increases in the seed n ear t he openings a nd this, in turn, increases the static pressure. Thus more power is
required to move the n ecessary air through the c otton seed.
With a properly designed a e ration duct of sufficie nt duct surface area ,
v elocities in t he seed surrounding the duct can be held within the ge n e rally
recommended limits of 10 to 20 feet pe r minute . Adequate duct surface areas
c an be obtained by using A-frame , round, half round, or other similar designs,
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FIG. 1. AIR VELOCITIES--AND STATIC PRESSURES LOSSES--ARE RELATIVELY HIGH IN
SEED SURROUNDING WOOD PALLETS WITH ONLY SMALL AIR OPENINGS BENEATH THE
PALLETS.
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F·IG. 2. AIR VELOCITIES--AND STATIC PRESSURES LOSSES--ARE RELATIVELY LC7.i IN
SEED SURROUNDING AN A-FRAME DUCT WITH AIR OPENINGS SPACED UNIFORMLY
OVER DUCT SURFACE.
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with openings uniformly spaced
ov~r the entire surface area
Figure 2
...
.·
shows an A-frame type of duct with openings where air can enter over
the entire surface, instead of through small, restricted openings as in
the pallet shown in figure 1. Ducts can be designed with sufficient
perimeter and length to provide the necessary surface area once the
amount of air each duct is required to carry is known.
During the 1963-64 and 1964-65 storage seasons , some aeration
systems of improved design were installed and studied. One system has
been studied for two seasons and the other only during the past season
In one storage with an improved system; a 40-.horsepower motor
was replaced by a 10-horsepower motor. The smaller motor aerated 48 , 000
cubic feet of cottonseed with an air movement of 3 3 80 cubic feet per
minute. The larger motor aerated 3 2, 000 cubic feet of cottonseed with an
air movement of only 2 , 14 0 cubic feet per minut~ . Less power is required
to move air through efficiently designed ducts.
The moisture content of the cottonseed going into this storage during
the 1963-64 storage period was between 9. 5 and 10.5 percent , with an
occasional sample of 13.0 percent or slightly above. This cottonseed had
a temperature range of 85° to 95° F. in September when harvesting started .
On December 6, the average cottonseed temperature was 55° and the range
was 4 7° to 63 ° F. During this cooling process the fan was operated a
total of 550 hours . Germination of the initial cottonseed samples ranged
between 85 and 90 percent. There· was no appreciable change in germination or other quality factors during the storage period.
Similar results- were obtained in this storage during the past
season o Cottonseed started into the storage a little later, about October
11. The cottonseed temperatures were approximately the same , in the
80° to 90° F. range. Moisture content was a little lower , ranging between
9. 0 and 9. 5 percent. On January 4 , 1965 the average temperature was
46° and the range was 39° to 57° F. Fan operation was longer -- 676 hours
through January 4
Initial sample germinations were between 81 and 87
percent. Germination of samples taken during unloading of the storage in
April were 88.5 percent.
For comparison, observations were made of a storage of similar
size at the same location . This storage had an aeration system of a
different design Two 10-horsepower motors and two fans were used.
The cottonseed temperatures were only slightly~ higher I an average of
86° F., when the seed started into storage around September 15 . On
December l, after about l, 000 hours of operation of the two fans , the
0
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average temperature was 55 F. These two fans delivered only about 50 percent
more air than did the one fan and 10-horsepower motor in the improved system.
These fans · were manually started and stopped a while the fan in the impr ov ed ,
system was automatically controlled with a thermostat and humidistat for · most
of the operation.
At a nother storage facility , observations were made of a 7 5-horse power
motor and fan moving 5 , 500 cubic feet of air per minute through 14 , 500 cubic
feet of cottonseed This is a good airflow rate , about 1/3 cubic foot of air per
minute per cubic foot , but the horsepower is tremendous for moving such a small
amount of air. The velocity of the air thr o ugh the cott onseed near or around
the pallets was calculated t o be at least several times more than the 10 to 20
feet per minute rec ommended The velocity of the air in the 6 - inch tile laid
in the floor w as calculated to be 5, 500 feet per minute o The recommended air
velocity is 1, 500 feet per minute in the supply pipes o However , velocities as
high as 2, 500 feet per minute are permissible w ithout severe friction losses in
relatively short pipe lengths o
During t he past storag e season, an improved aeration system was designed and installed in a portion of one storage accommodating 35 , 000 to 40,000
cubic feet of cottonseed Aeration ducts were designed of the A-frame type to
provide an air velocity of 10 feet per minute or less through the cottonseed near
the duct surface
One end of each duct was place d against the •unloading tunnel
and exhausted into it That part of the unloading tunnel was then sealed off at
both ends , so it became the main supply pipe leading to the fan. An air- moving,
industrial exhauster-type fan and a 7 1/2-horsepower motor were used to aerate
this quantity of cottonseed.
Cottonseed started moving into this storage the first week in October .
It had an initial moisture content of 10 0 to 10.5 percent with a ger mination
around 80 percent. The fan was not started until November 9. The average
cottonseed temperature was the n 81° F. with a range of 7 5° to 90° F.
The fan was operated by a u tomatic con trols consisting of a thermostat and humidistat wired in ser ies in the contr ol circuit. The humidi stat was
set to a llow fan operation when the atm ospheric air was below 7 5 percent
r e lative humidity. The initial thermostat setting was 75° F., the setting was
lowered as the weather permitted, wi th the lowest setting being 45° F o
On January 26 , 550 hour s of fan operation had occurred, and the average
temperature of the cottonseed was 48 ° F . The average cottonseed temperature
on April 2 , when the last readings were made, was slightly above 50° F . Moisture content of sa mples taken during the unloading of the storage in April was 9. 5
to 10.0 percent a and germination w as 80 to 82 o 5 percent.
o
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A typical cottonseed aeration system, with wood pallets on the
floor and small diameter supply pipes laid in the floor, is shown in figure
3. The top sketch shows cottonseed temperatures in October before any
fan operation or cooling had taken place. The lower sketch shows seed
temperature for the following February after aeration was stopped. The
temperature lines indicated that proper cooling had taken place near the
outer walls in the lesser depths of cottonseed, where the larger pallets
were located. Temperatures as high as 74° F. in the deepest cottonseed
along the main tunnel illustrate unequal air distribution and inadequate
cooling resulting from the poor system design.
An improved aeration system, with A-frame ducts and the main
tunnel used as a plenum chamber, is shown in figure 4. The top sketch
shows the temperature of the cottonseed in November. The lower sketch
illustrates the cottonseed temperatures in February after 550 hours of fan
operation. These relatively uniform temperatures indicate a much .more uniform airflow distribution and cooling pattern through the cottonseed mass
than in figure 3. This emphasizes the fact that proper system design is
necessary for uniform airflow distribution and cooling.
Every aeration system installation has its own individual design
problems. Before designing a system and selecting aeration equipment,
the following factors should be considered: (1) The size and type of
structure in which the system is to be installed; ( 2) the depth of the cottonseed through which the air will be moved; (3) the airflow rate per cubic
foot to be provided; and (4) the quantity of cottonseed to be served by
each fan. After these points have been considered, determinations should
be made for: (1) Total air volume to be supplied; (2) the static pressure
against which the fan must operate; (3) the size and type of fan and motor
needed; and (4) the kinds of aeration ducts and supply pipes needed.
Automatic controls -- a thermostat and humidistat -- provide for
maximum use of desirable air when it is available. Satisfactory weather
conditions in the early morning and late evening may be lost with manual
controls, because many times the warehouse manager may not be available
to start and stop the fans.
Unequal seed depths always present a problem in designing the
duct system to obtain relatively uniform airflow distribution through the
seed. A storage with a 45-degree roof slope offers a major problem in
difference of seed depth. As the width of this type of storage increases,
the difference in seed depth increases, and the problem of designing the
duct system becomes more difficult.
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FIG. 3. TY.nCAL CorfORSBED AERATIOR SYSTKM WITH FLOOR PALLETS AND SUPaY
PIPES Ill FLOOR.
(ABOVE) INITIAL CarTOMSEED TEMPERATURES WHIR SEED
STORED Ill OCT.
(BELOW) CorfORSEBD TEMPERATURES Ill FEB. AFTE1l AERATIOII WAS STOPPED; SHADED AREA 50° F. AND ABOVE.
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FIG. 4. IMPROVED
EXHAUSTING INTO
TURES WHEN SEED
AFTER 550 HOURS

COTTONSEED AERATION SYSTEM WITH A-FRAME DUCTS AND AIR
THE MAIN TUNNEL. (ABOVE) INITIAL COTTONSEED TEMPERA•
STORED IN NOV. (BELOW) COTTONSEED TEMPERATURE IN FEB.
OF FAN OPERATION: SHADED AREA 50° F. AND ABOVE.
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Studies a r e presently being made in a 14, 000-ton oil mill storage where
cottonseed depths range from 12 feet up to as much as 80 feet. All of the existing aeration system is above the floor, with the unloading tunnel serving as an
air tunnel and aeration duct. Two 3 6-inch-diameter concrete tiles are used as
the supply pipes, connecting the air tunnel with the two fans and motors outside
the building. The tunnel doors along the sides of the unloading tunnel are left
open to serve as a major part of the aeration duct system. Some pallets are
used, but the greater part of the air moving through the cottonseed enters the
unloading tunnel through these openings .
Air is successfully being moved through the 80 feet of cottonseed , but
the rate and uniformity of airflow is at present not known. Indications are that
air velocities through t he cottonseed surr ounding the tunnel may be as high as
50 feet :per minute This is much higher than the recommended velocity. Cottonseed temperatures were in the 40° to 50° F. range when last read in April o
Samples taken at that time had free fatty acid readings of 0. 5 to slightly over l. 0
percent.
These are some of the observations that have been made of presently
used -aeration systems and a few indications of increased efficiencies when
improved designs are applied. Considerable improvement is still needed in the
design, equipment, and operating schedules of aeration systems for cottonseed.
0

FUNGAL TOXINS IN GRAINS , OILSEEDS AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL
COMMODITIES USED IN FEED AND FOOD - A REVIEW OF LITERATURE
C. W . Hesseltin e
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The bacteria and the molds are well k nown fo r the toxins that they
produce. Of course, it is only a very small percent of the bacteria and
molds that have the capacity to synthesize s u bstances that are poisonous
to man and other animals. The essential requirements for growth of a
given organism and concomitant producti on of toxin are :
(l ) Suitable nutrients , in cluding especially source
of energy , source of carbon, s our ce of nitrogen ,
and presence or absence o f oxygen.
(2) Suitable moisture level o
(3) Suitable temperature rang e .
(4) Mass inoculum of given organ ism
When farm commodities have abnormally high moisture at harvest
or subsequently become unusually moist , they become vulnerable to
microbiological attack. Molds in gen eral are able to grow at a lower
moisture content than are bacteria , a n d we may ascribe the frequency of
reports of mold poisoning in feeds , as compa red to bacterial poisoning ,
to this fact. Dr. Joseph Forgacs, who studied fu n gal toxicity for many
years says "The critical moisture le v el necessary for germination of
many fungal spores is approximately 14.5 percen t . This corresponds to
a relative humidity of 7 4-7 5 percent in the ambient a ir." Control of
moisture offers the best means of contro lling mold growth.
Temperature is not as importa nt as moisture i n th e growth of
mold on farm commodities . A tempera ture o f 2 5 or 3 0° C. is often
optimal but many molds proliferate at higher and l ower temperatures.
Higher temperature in the tropical and semi - tro pical areas doubtless
boosts the effect of moisture in accountin g for abun dant mold growth
Fungal toxicosis is referred to as not uncommon in southern United States.
How does inoculation of the feed o r food materia l take place?
It appears that contact with soil is the usua l means o f int roduction of the
toxin-producing mold. Nevertheless , one mu s t reme mber that fu n gal
o
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spores are hardy and may be air-borne for great distances . It may be assumed
that practically all of the mold growth and production of toxin take plac e during
harvest or subsequently during storage of the commodity {Erg ot is a notable
exception o)
One fact to be observed is that a given mold ma y grow -- and may produce
toxin -- on different agricultural materials
For example , Aspergillus flavus can
grow and produce toxin on peanut meal on corn and on a wheat product The
molds found on stored corn pr etty well duplicate those found on stored wheat o If
a vigorous fermentation were required to produce a demonstrable amount of toxin ,
then poisoning might be expected to develop more often in highly nutritious
oilseed meal than in hay , e ogo Howev er , hay and forage material have furnished
their quota of poisoning episodes o When there is a concatenation of required
favorable factors for growth and activity of a given toxin-pro ducing mold , poisoning can be brought about at different times , at different places , and with different
commodity substrates o
One theory of the action of antibiotics in feed is that they counteract
widely prevailing low-grade inimica l bacterial infections in farm animals We
would not assume that molds are at large produc ing toxin in feeds and foods .
Rather, we would consider the phenomenon as one of sporadic outbreak, at the
same time acknowledg ing that doubtless n ot all of the culprits or all of the feed
and food materials subject to their contamination have thus far been recognized.
The following review of the literature on fungal toxin s in agricultural
commodities is not exhaustive , but is intended rather to supply a perspective of
the field without neglecting major factors o f major contributions Attention is
restricted to toxins ;. the area of fung al infection (e go infection of the lungs with
Aspergillus fumigatus ) is disregarded
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Fungal Poison in Oilseeds
The great burst of scientific interest in and public concern with Aspergillus
flavus and aflatoxin was stimulated i n 1960 by the l oss o f an estimated 100,. 000
turkey pou lts in England in consequence of their being fed toxic peanut meal
Intensive investigation at the Tropical Products Institute in London , Central
Vetinary Lab orat ory at Weybridge , Pe st Infestation Laborat ory at Slough , and the
Microbiological Research Establishmen t at Porton as well as the Unilever Laboratories in both England and the Netherlands revea led the following salient
points :
1 o The t oxin w a s produced by a mold , Aspergillus flavus o
2. The toxin was extremely potent , a letha l dose for a duckling being
20-50 micrograms
0
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The toxin to the extent of 0. 5 p. p.m. was found in a great many
specimens of peanut meal (30%). It is found in the oil of toxic
nuts but this is removed by alkali washing in refining. The toxin
could presumably find its way from toxic nuts into peanut butter.
No toxin was found in selected high grade nuts.
4. The toxin is most easily detected by fluorescence under ultraviolet light after extraction with methanol or chloroform o It can
be chromatographed on paper strips or thin layer preparations of
alumina or silica gel. Negative tests exclude presence of toxin
but positive tests must be confirmed by tests preferably on
ducklings which are quite sensitive to the poison.
5. Two crystalling products have been obtained:
Aflatoxin "B" C17H 1206
mpo 270°
a D - 562°
LD
(ducklings) 20 micrograms
50
Blue fluorescence (UV)
Mixture of 2 or more compounds
Aflatoxin "G" C 17H 1207
mpo 2500
a D - 533°
LD 50 (ducklings ) 60 micrograms
Green fluorescence (UV)
6. The symptoms of Turkey-X disease in turkey poults are:
internal hemorrhage, convulsions, staggering, acute
hepatic necrosis and bile duct proliferation
Not all
species react the same or to the same degree, but the
general pattern of the disease in all the species examined
was that of a toxic hepatosis Young animals, such as
young pigs and young calves , are more susceptible than
the adults of the species
7
Liver tumors or evidence of precancerous lesions have been
reported foll ow i ng feeding of toxic peanut meal or the toxin
to rats.
Fatal poisoning in Indonesia b y improperly prepared tempeh should
be mentioned for the reason that the s oybeans and mold culture ordinarily
employed are not responsible . The toxin called toxoflavin is produced by
Pseudomonas cocovenenas , an aerobic bacterium, in tempeh to which copra
has been added to extend the soybeans during the fermentation normally
carried out by strains of Rhizopus
Poisoning occurs in this product when
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unsanitary condit i ons are involv ed , and u s ually w h ere unskilled operators prepare
the produce . The po isoning does n ot occur when only s o ybean s are involv ed . The
fatal poisoning is called "bongkrek" . The toxin was fir s t is o lated in 1933 and is
highl y toxic , having antibiotic activ ity. Numerous deaths of humans have been
attributed to this poison . In 196 1, Dav es , _§1 & ·, reported t he chemical s y sthesis
of the poison whi ch ha s been named toxoflavin . It is a y ellow cry stalline solid
and has the formul a , c H 7 N 5 o 2 . Interestingly , the same compound has been
7
isolated as an a ntibiotic from a Streptomyc es . A sec o n d poison fo rmed by
Pseudomona s c ocoven e n ans is referred to as bogkrekic acid with a formula of
c 29 H 40 o 7 . It is said to be a highly unsaturated fatt y acid .
In v iew of t h e document ed evidence on poisoning of fa rm animals with
moldy peanut me al , on e raises the question as to w h eth er the s a me thing can
happen with soy bean meal . No report of a po ison ing outbreak with soy bea'n meal
is a t hand . In t he a bsenc e of s uch e v idence , Rich ardson a n d associates (1 962 )
at Colle g e Station , Texas , purposely caused s oybean meal to mold . A large
amount was di v ided into two lots . On e lot w a s stored with 10 perc e nt moisture
at ambient t empe rature for six weeks . The second lot was stored with 19 percent moisture at 31°C (rela t ive hu midity of 7 8 perce nt ) for six week s
Growth
of na t urall y-occ urri ng fung i be ga n in fi v e to six days in t he l ot having 19 percent mois ture
The predomina n t fungi are Pe n ic illia a n d the Aspergillus glaucus
group. The moldy l ot was dried a nd fed as was als o t he unmolded (10 percent
mo istur e ) soy bean meal . Th e poult s fe d th e molded diet showed reduced growth
and there was s ome morta lity. Ex amination of the morib und poults showed toxic
hepatitis a nd n ephriti s .
Work at NU on the pr oduction of tempe h showed tha t the re is some substa nce in soybeans w h ich inhibits the g row th of th e t empeh - producing mold ,
Rhiz o pus o ligosporu s , but it has n ot bee n determined tha t this in hibitory substance ex e rt s appreciabl e in hibitation of mold growth in generaL Obviously ,
muc h more investigation shoul d be ma de o f the po ssibility of mold po is oning
in soy bean s and s oybean meal .
0
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and poults . L.R . Ri chardson , S . Wilkes , J . Godwin , and
K.R . Pierce . J. Nutrition 7 8 : 30 1-306 (106 2).

SEED DETERIORATION
James D. Helmer

1/

Se~ds

are living entities which represent the basic source of existence for all life. Enclosed in these multi-configurated objects - seeds are the essentials necessary for reproduction and consequently for your
existence. However, seeds do not maintain forever the capability of
reproduction (germination) for eventually the inevitable occurs.
Why do seeds die? The exact finite reasons are not known, but
many of the factors which contribute to the deterioration of seed are
recognized. Within the word death itself lie 5 basic causes for seed
deterioration
D - Disease and insect infestation
E - Environmental conditions prior to harvest
A - Abuse (Mechanical damage)
! - Temperature
Ji - Humidity
Everything can be characterized , in some shape or manner, and
seed deterioration is no exception A few of these fascets of deterioration
are:
(l) Seed deterioration cannot be prevented - it
can only be reduced to a minimum o
(2) Seed deterioration is an irreversible process.
(3) Seed deterioration is at its lowest level at the
time of seed maturation.
(4) The rate of seed deterioration varies among
different seed species.
A more detailed analyses of each of the five previously listed
causes of seed deterioration and what. can be done to minimize them
should be of prime importance to seeds men.
D- Disease a n d insect infestation: In some instances, this
cause of deterioration is directly related to other causes of deterioration,
such as temperature and humidity. However, seedsmen do have weapons
against disease and insect infestation ~ se in seed. Just as the Yankees
0

0

l/ Dr. Helmer is Assistant Agronomist, Seed Technology Laboratory,
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, State College, Mississippi.
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have used the two M ' s (Ma ntle a n d Mar is ) to combat other baseball foe s , the
seedsmen have t he two F ' s (fu ngic i des a n d fumigat i on) t o combat deterioration
of seed du e to disease and insect atta ck
~ . - Environmental conditi on s pr ior to harvest : This possesses possibily
the greatest t hr eat t o quality seed pr oduction, for as of this date , n o one has
been able to devise an equati on which can be u sed to c ontrol mother na t ur e . In
the Southeas t ern United Sta tes , the e nviron menta l c onditio ns during t h e ha rvest ing seas on a r e often other t ha n con duciv e for quality s eed pr odu c tion
Especially
is this t rue in the case of plants which ha v e a n indeterminat e fru iting habit , such
as cotton. In this cas e , s ome s eed (b olls ) a r e ex posed t o t h e e l eme nts of na ture
for a c ons i derable peri od of time pri or t o ha rv es t. A g ood ex am ple of wha t can
happen to c otton seed viability is s h ow n in t he follow ing table o
0

0

Table l

o

Germina ti on percentag es of c ot t ons eed ha rves t ed from diffe r e nt positi ons
on the pla n t a fter var i ou s per i ods of e x posure
o

Boll Position

Harvest date
(Weeks after boll
opening)

Bottom

M i ddle

'[Q£_

1

77

81

78

3

.54

56

84

6

22

55

84

As in di cated by the a b ove data , t he lon ger the length of exposur e before
harv esting , the gr e ate r t he de gree of seed deter i oration, e x cept fr om bo ll s on the
top portion of t he p lanL No de cline in via bility of seed from the top cro p existed
with a n in c r e a s e d len gth of exposur e before ha rves t bec a u se of t he foll owin g
reason s : Fir st , t he index of tem p erature plus humidity i s higher n ear the b ottom
por tion of t he pla nt as compar ed t o the t op, and sec on dly, t he e nvironmental
conditi on s exi sting durin g the b oll open ing pe r i od of t he t o p c r o p in cotton a r e
n ot as sever e as d urin g th e b oll ope ning pe r i od of t he bottom c r op
Adve r s e e nvir onmen tal cond iti ons, a fter matura tion and before harvesting ,
can certainly affe ct th e viability o f s ee d fr om p lants with a determina te fruiting
habit Excessive rain fa ll a n d fr e ezing tem pe r a tures a r e probably t he main demons
A - Abus e or mecha nica l dama ge : During harves t in g a n d processin g , seeds
are subjected t o va ryin g de gr ees of impaction and a brasion
De pen din g on the
intens ity of s uc h impaction or abras i on , the moistur e c ont ent of the seed , the
0

o

0

0

thickness of the seed coat, and numerous other factors, a certain
percentage of the seed will receive either an immediate lethal "punch 11
or received a "blow 11 which will sufficiently weaken the seed so it
becomes worthless for planting purposes after a few months storage.
Soybeans are particularly sensitive ~o mechaniqll damage. Their
thin, fragile -seedcoat offer.s little resistance to impaction forces during
harvesting and processing. Seed moisture content is quite influential
in determining this degree of damage. Recent research here at the
Laboratory is presented in the following table which shows the influence
of seed moisture content and height of drop onto a metal surface on the
viability of Lee Soybeans.
Just how severe a blow does a seed sustain after a free-fall of
40 feet: You can readily "feel" the answer by running into a brick wall
traveling at a speed of about 50 feet per second.
Table 2.

Laboratory germination and field emergence percentages of Lee
Soybeans after dropping seed on a metal impact surface at
various seed moisture contents.

Moisture
Content %

8
10
12
14

Height of Dro2 {ft.)
Test

0

5

10

10 (2X)

Lab.
Field
Lab.
Field
Lab .
Field
Lab .
Field

98
94
98
95
98
93
98
96

88
85
91
92
97
94
97
92

79
83
84
83
94
88
97
94

62
66
74"
74
88
90
96
94

10 (4X)
52
59
62
64
81
88
98
92

20
66
69
72
74
87
87
95
97

l_andli.- Temperature and Humidity: Once seed are safely in the
bag, the battle to minimize deterioration is about 1/2 over. Without a
proper storage environment, good seed can become weakened in vigor
and viability and medium quality seed can become worthless in a short
period of time . Of the two factors , temperature a.nd relative humidity,
humidity is perhaps the more important but there is a definite interaction
between the two as far as seed storage is concerned. The higher the per-
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cent relative humidity of the storage environment, the higher the moisture content of the seed (if not in a sealed container) which leads to rapid deterioration
of the seed (Table 3).
In summary, I would like to say that the factors which have been enumerated on here today are not the only causes of seed dete rioration; however, they
probably represent the vast percentage of the reasons for deterioration .~ Any one
cause in particular can put a seeds men's balance close to the red ink stage and
a combination of several can put you on the eligibility list for "foreign aid".

Table 3.

Moisture equilibr ium and germination percentages for various crop seed stored at 20° C. over several
levels of relative humidity.
PERCENT RElATIVE HUMIDITY

CROP
Alfalfa

Korea n
Le spe deza

Red
C l over

Tall Fescue

Pearl Millet

TEST DATA
Moist. Equil. (%)
Germination (%)
Initial
5 mos .
11 mos .
Moist. Equ il.
Germination (%)
Initial
5 mos .
11 mos.
Moist . Equil .
Germination (%)
Initia l
5 mos.
11 mos .
Moist. Equil.
Germination (%)
Initial
5 mos.
11 mos.
Moist . Equil
Germination (%)
Initial
5 mos.
11 mos.

20

42

48

52

60

70

75

6.0

6.9

7.2

7.5

8 .3

9.9

97.5
.96 . 0
93 . 5
6. 6

97 . 5
96.0
95.8
7.8

97.5
97 . 3
95 . 3
8. 2

97.5
.97 . 0
93.5
8. 6

97.5
96 . 3
_-9s •.8
9.7

98.8
94 . 5
97 . 8
6.8

98 . 8
97 . 0
96 <.3
7.8

98 .8
95. 3
95.3
8.0

98 . 8
97.3
93 . 3
8.3

96 . 3
88.5
85.8
7.7

96 . 3
93 8
90.3
9.5

96 .,3
92.0
89.5
10.0

96.0
94.3
.96. 0
7.5

96 . 0
.96 .3
95.8
9.5

92.5
92.0
91.8

92.5
93.8
90 • 0

0

78

88

96

11.3

13. 1

17.2

22.4

97.5
97.5
93 . 0
11.4

97.5
97 . 3
78 .0
12.7

97.5
96.8
9 .3
13 . 9

97.5
27.,8

.97 5
0.8
0.0
24.3

98.8
96 . 3
95 . 0
9.2

98 . 8
92 . 0
87 . 8
10.7

98.8
90 .'3
57.8
12.2

98.8
75.5
8.8
13.7

98.8
9.8
1."5
17 . 8

9.8 . 8
5. 6
4.0
22 . 7

96 . 3
94.0
90.3
10.4

96 . 3
93 . 0
87.8
10.9

96.3
90.8
83.0
12.0

96.3
88.5
62.3
12 . 7

96 . 3
80.5
3.0
13.8

96.3
3.8
0.5
16.5

96.3
2.8
0 .,0

96.0
95.3
94.0
10.1

96.0
96.0
93.4
10.5

96.0
96.5
96.0
11.5

96.0
96.3
97.0
12.5

96 . 0
94.0
90.8
13 .1

96.0
89.3
58.0
14.2

96.0
88.3
10.5
16.5

96.0
37.5
0.0
18.6

92 .,5
92.3
92.5

92.5
92.5
90.3

92.5
91.0
90.5

92.5 92.5
87.5 91.0
85.3 78.5

92.5
80.8
31.3

92.5
26.0
0. 5

·92. 5
13.0
0.0

o.o
18.1

oo

19.4

1-'

co
1-'

1-'

CXl
N

PERCENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY
CROP
Orchard
Grass

Ryegrass

Sudan
Grass

TEST DATA
Moist. Equil
Germination (%)
Initial
5 mos.
11 mos.
Moist o Equil.
Germination (%)
Initial
5 mos.
11 mos.
Moist. Equil.
Germination (%)
Initial
5 mos.
11 mos.

20
6.7

42
8.3

48
8.6

52
8.8

60
9o5

70
10.3

75
10.6

78
12 1

88
13.9

96
16.2

96.3
92.8
89.0
7 ..9

96.3
93.3
89.8
9.7

96.3
93.3
91.5
9.9

96.3
92.8
92o8
10.4

96.3
92.3
91.3
10.7

96.3
93.5
88.0
11.8

96.3
93.3
80.0
12.7

96.3
89.0
53.5
14.0

96 . 3
84.5
1.3
16. 1

96.3
61.0
0.0
19.0

95.8
90.5
94.0
7.9

95 .,8
97.3
98.3
9.9

9 5 ..8
96.8
97.3
10.3

95.8
97.5
98.3
10.8

95.8
96.3
98.3
11.9-

95.8
95,.3
96 . 3
12 6

95.8
94.5
93.0
13.0

95.8
95.8
82.3
14 0

95.8
87.5
21.5
16.0

95.8
48.8
0.0
18. 1

96.0
-84 8
87.3

96.0
87.8
80.3

96.0
88.0
80.3

96.0
90.8
84.5

96.0
87o8
81.5

96.0
87.3
81.3

96.0
85.5
73.5

96.0
82.5
39.8

96.0
70.3
18.0

96.0
29.3
0.0

0

0

0

0
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12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

13

14

REGISTRATION LIST
1965 SEEDSMEN'S SHORT COURSE
ALABAMA

CALIFORNIA

l. Bi 11 Gregg

Alabama Extension Service
Alabama Crop Improvement Assoc.
Duncan Hall
Auburn, Alabama

9. Leon T. Miller
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. 0. Box 638
Imperia 1 California
1

2. J. W. Rudder
Route # 1
Newbern Alabama

10. Martin Weiss
Neuman Seed Company
Box 1373
El Centro California

ARIZONA

COLORADO

3. John L. Clayton
Arizona Cotton Planting Seed Dist.
Route 2 Box 8 15 A
Tempe, Arizona

11. William D. Munroe
Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Box 512
Rocky Ford Colorado

I

I

4. Robert E. Feffer
Delinting & Seed Treating Co.
31 oo s. 7th Street
Phoenix , Arizona

1

1

12. Oliver Steele
Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Box 512
Rocky Ford Colorado
I

5. Paul E. Miller
Acid De linters Inc.
Box 558
Elroy Arizona
I

I

13. Mrs. Oliver Steele
Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Box 512
Rocky Ford Colorado
I

ARKANSAS

DELAWARE

6 . Ken Carter
L.A. Green Seed Co.
4th and Shaw
Little Rock Arkansas

14. Bruce Clark
Clark Seed Company
Kenton Delaware

7. Eugene Connard
Alice - Sydney Dryer & Seed Co.
Jerome Arkansas

15. Mrs. Bruce Clark
Clark Seed Company
Kenton 1 Delaware

8. Alton Fryer
Warren & Cody Grain Co.
Route 2 Box 60 A
Eudora, Arkansas

16. Dr. T. C. Ryker
Industrial-Biochemical Dept.
E. L DuPont de Nemours & Co .
W i lmington, Delaware

I

1

I

I

I

Inc.
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17

20

21

23

22

26

25

24

27

19

18

28

29

31

32

30
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

FLORIDA (CONT'D)

17. J. Dennett Guthrie
United States Dept. of Agric.
Foreign Training Division
Foreign Agricu l tura 1 Service
Washington D. C.

25. Angel H. Quintero
USDA-Soil Conserv. Center
Plant Materials Center
Route 2 Box 57 6
Arcadia Florida

I

. FLORIDA
18 . Oliver Burgess
Fla. Found. Seed Prod., Inc.
P. 0. Box 14006
University Station
Gainesville Florida
1

19. Ray Funderburke
Fla. Found. Seed Prod.
P. 0. Box 14006
University Station
Gainesville Florida

I

I

20. V. C. Godwin
Florida Dept. of Agric .
Mayo Building
Tallahassee Florida
I

21. J. F. Hagan
Florida Dept. of Agric.
Mayo Building
Tallahassee Florida
1

22. William J. Harrell
USDA-Soil Conserv. Ser.
Plant Materials Center
Route 2 1 Box 576
Arcadia F lorida

Inc.

I

I

2 6 • W. J. Sharpe
Florida Dept. of Agric.
Mayo Building
Tallahassee Florida
I

GEORGIA
27. G. L. Abernathy
Fite's Gin Center
Route# 3
Cedartown Georgia
I

28. Mrs. G. L. Abernathy
Fite' s Gin Center
Route # 3
Cedartown Georgia
I

29. Jake Hulsey
Hulsey Seed Laboratory
Box 132
Decatur Georgia
I

30. Harvey C. Lowery
Georgia Crop Improv. Assoc.
310 Hoke Smith Annex
Athens , Georgia
ILLINOIS

I

23. G. C . Harrison
Florida Dept. of Agric.
Mayo Building
Tallahass~e
Florida
I

24 . Jack Oswald
Florida ·Dept. of Ag ri c .
Mayo Building
Tallahassee Florida
I

31. J. Gordon Bidner
Funk Brothers Seed Co.
··Bloomi ngton Illinois
I

3 2 . Charles R. Finley
Funk Brothers Seed Co.
Bloomington Illinois
I
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33

35

34

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47
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ILLINOIS (CONT'D)

INDIANA

33. J. C. Hackleman
Illinois Crop Improv. Assoc.
508 Broadway South
Urbana Illinois

42. Lawrence Bechinski
Chester Hybrids Inc.
P. 0. Box 508
Valparaiso Indiana

34. Mrs. J. C. Hackl,~man
Illinois Crop Improv. Assoc.
508 Broadway South
Urbana, Illinois

43. William Randall Black
Ken Seed Company
1220 Willow Street
Vincennes Indiana

35. Charels Hutchinson
Morton Chemical Company
Chicago , Illinois

44. Steve M. Sullivan
Acme Goodrich Co .
303 N. Main Street
Winchester Indiana

I

I

I

36. George M. Keith
Illinois Crop Improv. Assoc.
508 Broadway South
Urbana Illin_ois
I

I

37. Mrs • George M. Keith
Illinois Crop Improv. Assoc.
508 Broadway South
Urbana Illinois
I

I

1

1

1

IOWA
45. J. R. Bigger
California Chemical Company
Ortho Division
7 524-42 Hichman Road
Des Moines Iowa
I

I

38. Sid Stephens
Morton Chemical Company
Chicago Illinois ·
I

KANSAS
46. Henry Collins
Ottawa Coop. Assoc.
Ottawa Kansas
1

39 . Herb Williams
Morton Chemical Company
Chicago Illinois
I

47. Mrs. Henry Collins
Ottawa Coop. Assoc.
Ottawa Kansas
1

40. Leo G. Windish
The Windish Seed & Feed Mills
30 l Market Street
Galva, Illinois
41. Mrs. Leo G. Windish
The Windish Seed & Feed Mills
3 0 l Market Street
Galva Illinoi s
I

48. Gerald Sharp
Sharp Brothers Seed Co.
Healy Kansas
I

49. Rolland E. Stewart
Sharp Brothers Seed Co.
Healy Kansas
I
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50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

191
KENTUCKY

LOUISIANA (CONT'D)

50 . William L. Greever
Kentucky Se~d Company
P. 0. Box 1261
Louisville, Kentucky

58. Mrs. John Meredith, Jr.
Southern Seedsmen's Assoc .
2036 Line Avenue
Shreveport, Louisiana

51. William A. Warren
Warren Seed Company
First and Popular Street
Murray, Kentucky

59. Sam Savage
Alex Seed Company
Box 96
Belcher, Louisiana

LOUISIANA

60. Carl T. Smith, Jr.
C. T. Smith Company
611 South Peters Street
New Orleans, Louisiana

52 . Jimmy Borne
L. S . U. Rice Exper. Station
P. 0. Box 492
Crowley, Louisiana
53. John V. Donaho
C T Smith Company
611 South Peters Street
New Orleans, Louisiana
0

61. Donnie Stutes
L. S. U. Rice Exper. Sta.
Crowley, Louisiana

0

54. Hubert J Gremillion
Lou isiana Seed Company
P.O.Boxlll2
Alexandria, Louisiana

6 2 . E. H. White
Terral-Norris Seed Company
Lake Providence, Louisiana

0

55 o Mrs. Hubert J. GremUlion
Loui siana Seed Company
P. 0 . Box 1112
Alexandria, Louisiana
56 o R. W. McPherson
McPherson & Associates
P. Oo Box 335
Monroe, Louisiana
57 o John Meredith, Jr.
Southern Seedsmen's Assoc.
2036 Line Avenue
Shreveport, Louisiana

63 . Lane Wilson
Southern Seedsmen's Assoc.
2036 Line Avenue
Shreveport, Louisiana

-

64. Mrs. Lane Wilson
Southern Seedsmen's Assoc.
2 036 Line Avenue
Shreveport , Louisiana
65. Les LeJeune
LeJeune Store Fixtures
West Monroe , Louisiana
MARYLAND
66. LaVerne- D. Heri:nk
United States Dept . of Agric o
Seed Bra-nch, Grain Div.
Beltsville, Maryland
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67

68

. 69

70

71

72

74

73

75

77

78

79

81

82
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MICHIGAN

MINNESOTA (CONT'D)

67. Neal Alles
A. T. Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler
Saginaw, Michigan

7 5. Richard Schwartz
Chunking Corporation
Box 206
5020 Roosevelt
Duluth, Minnesota

68. Carl Doyle
Sortex Co . of North America, Inc.
Lowell, Michigan

MISSISSIPPI

69. Vergil D. Frevert
Chippen Mfg. Co. , Inc.
515 Iowa Street
Alma , Michigan

7 6. Ted Cheshire
La. Seed Co. of Miss.
P. 0. Box 3 1 0 1
West Jackson Station
Jackson, Mississippi

7 0. Mrs. Vergil D. Frevert
Chippen Mfg. Co. , Inc.
515 Iowa Street
Alma ; Michigan

77. Allen D. Findley
Findley Seed Company
Route 1, Box 67 B
Gunnison, Mississippi

71. Ji m Henderson
A. T. Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler
Saginaw Michigan

7 8. Emmett F. Findley
Findley Seed Company
Route 1 Box 67 B
Gunnison Mississippi

7 2. Max Irelan
A. T. Ferrell and Company
1621 Wheeler
Saginaw, Michigan

79. Richard W. Findley
Findley Seed Company
Route 1 Box 67 B
Gunnison , Mississippi

MINNESOTA

80. Dr. C. 0. Grogan
Agric. Research Service
USDA
State College 1 Mississippi

I

73. WilliamS. Acheson
Gustafson & Son Mfg. Co.
6401 Cambridge
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

7 4. George Durkot
Carter-Day Company
655 19th Street , N.E.
Mi nneapolis Minnesota
I

1

1

1

8L

Dr, W. W. Hare
Dept. of Plant Pathology &
Weed Science
State College Mississippi
1

82. Morri s Hill
Quaker Oats Company
Clarksdale, Mississippi

84

85

101

102
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MISS ISSIPPI (CONT'D)

MISSISSIPPI (C ONT ' D)

83. E. C. Jones
Mississippi Forestry Comm.
Mt. Olive Nursery
Mt. Olive, Mississippi

92. Perry Smith
Miss. Federated Coop.

84. L. A. King

93. Wayne Still

P. 0. Box 101
Canton Mississippi
1

Delta & Pine Land Co.
Sc ott , Mississippi

State Seed Laboratory
State College Mississippi

85. L. M. Leleux
Delta & Pine Land Co.
Scott , Mississippi

94. Jamie Taylor
Farmers Seed & Supply Co.
Leland, Mississippi

86. KennethS. McClain
De lta & Pine Land Co.
Scott , Mississi ppi

95. W. H. (Buddy) Tolbert
Hollandale Seed & Delinting Co .
Hollandale , Mississippi

87. R. S. Munford , Jr.
Munford Engr. Co .
Jackson, Mississippi

96. L. D. Ulrich
Mi ss. Federated Coop.
P. 0. Box 449
Jackson, Mississippi

88. Harry Pittman
Hollandale Seed & Delinting Co.
Box 397
Hollandale , Mississ i ppi

89. Jack D. Shu lts
Deer Creek Elevator
Box 416
Rolling Fork, Mississippi
9 0. Da rrell R. Smith
Sunshi ne Mi lls
Tupelo , Mississippi
9 1. Lloyd L. Smith
Agric. Research Service
Transport, & Facilities Div. ·
USDA
Stoneville, Mississippi

1

98. William H . Wallace
Wallace Processing Equip. Ser.
Box 447
Cleveland, Mississippi

99. Harqld Wa ts on
Agri c. Research Service
Cotton Ginning Resea rch Lab.
USDA
Stoneville , Mississippi
100 . · N. L. West
"Mi ss iss ippi Farmer"
Jackson, Mississippi
101. Wilbur Williams
Quaker Oats Company
Greenville , Mi ssissippi
102. PerryV. Willingham
Quake r Oats Company
Greenville, Mississippi
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103

104

105

107

108

109

Ill

112

113

114

115

117

118

119

110

120
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MISSISSIPPI (CONT' D)

NORTH CAROLINA

103.

Jack Wilson
Hollandale Seed & Delinting Co.
Hollandale, Mississippi

104.

Robert Woods
P. 0. Box 101
Canton, Mississippi

112 o J, D. Baker
Battleboro Gin & Grain Co.
P. 0. Box 230
Battleboro, North Carolina
113o

Marvin Godfrey
N.C. Crop Inprov. Assoc.
State College Station
Ralei gh North Carolina

MISSOURI

1

1 0 5 . W o H. Billings
United States Dept. of Agric
Soil Conservation Service
Elsberry, Missouri
106.

Charles J. Black
Missouri Farmers Assoc.
Seed Division
Marshall, Missouri

107.

M. B. Kuykendall
U S. Soil Conservation
Plant Materials Center
413 N. Forth
Elsberry, Missouri

114.

Fred Harris
McNair Seed Company
Box 706
Laurinburg, North Carolina

115 .

Robert H. Loe
McNair Seed Company
Box 706
Laurinburg , North Carolina

116.

Bruce Shands
N.C. Dept. of Agric.
Raleigh , North Carolina

0

0

108.

, 109.

Earl B. Rigg
Missouri Farmers Assoc.
Seed Division
Marshall, Mi ssouri
Fred Schuk
Forsbergs Inc o
Kirksville, Missouri
1

OHIO
117 . William E . Gill
Ext . Service , USDA
Ohio State University
2120 Fyffe Road
Columbus 10, Ohio
118.

Glenn Ha rs h
Scott Farm Seed Co.
Mecha ni csburg, Ohi o

119.

Myrt? E, Lienhard
Northtup, King & Co .
525 Ontario Stree t
Lima, O hi o

MONTANA
110.

Leo J. Thomas
Soil Conservation Service
Box 277
Bridger , Montana

11 L

Clifford L. Willi ams
Soil Conservati on Service
Box 277
Bridger, Montana : ·

OKLAHOMA
120.

Bill Jones
Oklahoma Found. Seed Stocks
Stillwater, Oklaho ma
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122

124

131

134

13 5

136
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OKLAHOMA (CONT'D)

TENNESSEE (CONT ' D)

121.

129.

JoeL . Dudney
Tenn . C rop Improv. Assoc.
810 Broadway
Nashville, Tennessee

130 .

H. P. Kirkman
Corneli Seed
4302 Frederi cks Avenue
Memphis , Tennessee

Mrs. Bill Jones
Oklahoma Found . Seed Stocks
Stillwater Oklahoma

PENNSYLVANIA
122.

Leslie M. Cregger
Fair brook
Penna. -Furnace , Pa .

12 3.

Mrs. Leslie M·. Cregger
Fair brook
Penna . -Furnace, Pa.

124 .

Vincent J. Palau
Mercator Corporation
607 Washington
P. 0 . Box 142
Reading , Pa.

TEXAS
131.

James Wilson Allen
Texas Agric . Exp. Station
Foundation Seed Section
College Station , Texas

132.

J. W. Collier
Foundation Seed
Texas A & M
College Station , Texas

13 3.

Virgil Harris
Elec. Sorting Machine Di v .
Mandrel Industri es , Inc.
Box 36306
Houston, Texas

SOUTH CAROLINA
125.

C. M. Chapman
Chapman's Seed Plant
Route 2
Pelzer, South Carolina

126.

Mrs. C. M. Chapman
Chapman's Seed Plant
Route 2
Pelzer, South Carolina

127. W . V. Chapman
Chapman Seed Farms
Belton, South Carolina

134. Albert W . Ha rts tack , Jr .
USDA-ARS , Mkt. Qual. Div.
Agric . Enginee ring Dept .
College Station, Texas
135.

Mrs . Albert W. Hartstack, Jr .
USDA - ARS , Mkt. Qual. Res . Div .
Agric . Engineering Dept .
College Sta ti o n , Te xas

136.

Delbert R. Lang fo rd
Baker Cas t or Oil Co .
P.O . Box 3 28
Plainview, Te xas

TENNESSEE
128.

R. E. Cobble
Tenn . Crop Inprov. Assoc.
810 Broadway
Nashville , Tennessee

138

140

139

141

144

142

145

201
TEXAS (CONT ' D)

INDIA

R. J. Mieras
Electric Sorting Mach. Div
Mandrel Industrial, Inc.
Box 36306
Houston , Texas
138. George R. Miller
Acid Delinter, Inc.
Box 1911
Pecos , Texas

14 4 •

137.

139.

140.

141.

Houston Sweatt
Cap-Tex Dist. Co .
Box 395
Lubbock , Texas
Joseph T. Washam
Washam Seed Company
P. 0. Box 1880
Kenedy, Texas
Jack Werner
The High Plains Res. Found.
P. 0 . Box 1268
Plainview , Texas

VIRGINIA
142.

Richard A. Daughtrey, III
Va. Dept. of Agric.
Di v. of Tec h. Services
1109 State Office Building
Richmond , Virginia

143.

Mrs. Richard A. Daughtrey, III
Va. Dept. of Agric.
Div. of Tech. Services
1109 Sta te Office Building
Richmond , Vi rginia

D. S • Ra na
National Seeds Corporation
New Delhi, India
(% Warren W . Sahs
University of Nebraska
College of Agriculture &
Home Economics)
Lincoln , Nebraska

145. A. H. Al-Younis
US AID-Washington
Iraq
VENEZUELA
146.

Cesar Marquez
Seccion de Semillas
Ministerio de Agricultura
Venezue la

LIST OF PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
IN THE SEED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Air and Screen Cleaners
Clipper, Model Super X-29D

Clipper , Model M-2B
Crippen , Model H-534-A

Crippen , Model 334-A
Vac-A-Way, Farm Model

A. To Ferrell and Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan
II

II

Crippen Manufacturing Company
Alma , Michigan
II

II

J. Wo Hance Manufacturing Co.
Westerville

I

Ohio

Aspirator
Pneumatic Sepa rator

Electric Sorting Machine Co.
5234 Glenmont Drive
Houston, Texas

Buckhorn Separator
Sutton

I

Steele and Steele

Sutton Steele and Steele
1031 South Haskell
Dallas 23 Texas
1

I

Inc.

I

Color Separators
Mandrel , Model 8350

Electric Sorting Machine Company
5234 Glenmont Dri ve
Houston Texas
I

Sortex , Model G414

Sortex Company of No America
Lowell, Michi gan

Corn Graders
More c orn Grade r , Model 2SA

Uni versa l, Incorporated
245 South Washington
Hudson Iowa
I

1

Inc.
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EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Corn Graders (Cont'd)
Rock-It Corn Grader, Model S-4

Superior Division , Daffin Corp.
121 Washington Avenue, South
Hopkins, Minnesota

Conveyors
Burrows Belt Conveyor
Model R- 13-3/4HE

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evans ton , Illinois

Clipper Vibrating Conveyor

A. T. Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

Universal Be lt Conveyor
Model H-2

Universal, Incorporated
245 South Washington
Hudson, Iowa

Uveyor U-belt Conveyor
Model , 1/2 inch unit
Model, 1 1/2 inch unit

Uveyor
Box 3272
Jacksonville, Florida

*

Debearder
Clipper

A. T. Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw , Michigan

Dehumidifie r s
Dryomatic, Model 105

Dryoma tic Corporation
Box 591
Alexandria , Virginia

Una-dyn , Model A30LT

Universal Dynamics Corporation
4200 Wheeler Avenue
Alexandria , Virginia

Electrostatic Separator
Carpco, Model HL118

Carpco Research & Eng. Co.
P . O . Box 3272
Jacksonville 6 , Florida

EQUIPMENT
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MANUFAC TURER

Elevators

*

Burrows Bucket Type, Model 50

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, Illinois

Clipper "Series 1 00"

A. T. Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

Gordonbilt Airlift, 1-H. P.

Gordon Machinery Corporation
P. 0. Box 1452
Maryville, California

John F. Grisez

John F. Grisez Company
Crows Landing, California

Lift-Master Airlift, 2 H. P.

Holzinger Brothers
10140 South Shoemaker Avenue
Sante Fe Springs, California

Seedburo Bucket Type, Model 200

Seedburo Equipment Company
618 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago 6 Illinois

*

I

Universal Bucket Type, Model B2

Universal Bucket Type , Model C2

Universal, I ncorporated
245 South Washi ngton
Hudson, Iowa

"

"

Gravity Tables
Forsberg, Model 40-V

Forsberg , Incorporated
Thief River Falls , Minnesota

Oliver

Oliver Manufacturi ng Company
Rocky Ford Colorado

I

Model 50-A

I

Sutton Steele & Steele
Model AX-250
I

Sutton, Steele & Steele
1031 South Haskell
Dallas 23 Texas
1

I

Inc.
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MANUFACTURER

EQUIPMENT
Huller and Scarifiers
Clipper

A. To Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan

Eddy-Giant

I

I

Clipper

II

II

Model HSC-2

I

Crippen Manufacturing Company
Alma Michigan

Crippen, Model S

1

Length Graders
Carter Disc Separator

I

Model 1522

Carter-Day Company
6 55-19th Avenue N E.
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

0

1

Carter Disc Separator , Model 1827

II

II

Carter Disc Separator, Model 1547

II

II

II

Hart Uni-Flow Cylinder Separator
Model 3
Superior Length Grader (Cylinder)
Model C - 56

II

Superior Di vision
Daffin Corporation
121 Washington Avenue , South
Hopkins , Minnesota
I

Magnetic Separators
John F

0

Grisez

John F. Grisez Company
Crows Landing , California

Mixers
MacLellan Batch Mixer
Model l

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evans ton, Illinois

Roll Mills (Dodder)
Clipper, 10 rolls

Wars co ~ 8 rolls

A. T. Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

w:

A. Rice Company
Jerseyville Illinois
I

*

207
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Scales
Apex Bagging Machine

1

Model D-100

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston Illinois

*

1

Fairbanks -Morse
1 000# Platform Scales
Fairbanks -Morse
2500# Warehouse Scales
Waymatic

II

II

II

II

Waymatic Welding and
Fabricating Company
Fulton Kentucky
I

Scalper
Clipper

I

Model 1297-1

A. T. Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan
1

Seed Treaters
Gustafson Mist-0-Matic
Model MlOO

Gustafson Manufacturing Co. Inc.
6 501 Cambridge Street
Minneapolis 26 Minnesota
1

Gustafson Mist-0-Matic
Model M400
Panogen Automatic

1

Model US 60-C

II

II

Morton Chemical Company
110 North Wacker Drive
Chicago 6 Illinois
1

Panogen Automatic

1

Model MC

II

II

Spiral Separator
Krussow Double Spiral

Cleland Manufacturing Company
2800 Washington Avenue North
Minneapolis 10 Minnesota
1

1

Width and Thickness Grader
Carter Precision Grader

Carter-Day Company
6 55-19th Avenue N. E.
Minneapolis 10 Minnesota
I

I

*

Supplier

LIST OF LABORATORY MODEL
SEED PROCESSING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Air and Screen Cleaner
Clipper

Office Model

I

A. T. Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan
I

Aspirator
Superior Fractionating
I

Superior Division Daffin Corp.
121 Washington Avenue South
Hopkins Minnesota
I

I

I

Dielectric Heater
Thermex High Frequence Unit
Model CP 10 A254

Votator Division Chemetron Corp.
Box 43
Louisville , Kentucky
I

Dockage Tester
Carter

Model XT l

I

Carter-Day Company
655- 19th Avenue , N.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Electrostatic Separators
Carpco

I

Model HP-16

Coronatron

Carpco Research & Eng. Co.
P . 0 . Box 3272
Jacksonville 6 , Florida
Ding 1 s Magne ti c Se parator Co .
47 40 West Electric Avenue
Milwaukee 46 Wisconsin
I

Gravity Tables
Forsberg

Forsberg Incorporated
Thief River Falls Minnesota
1

I

Oliver Stoner

Oliver Manufacturing Company
Rocky Falls , Colorado

210
MANUFACTURER

EQUIPMENT
Gravity Tables (Cont'd)
Sutton , Steele & Steele
Model V-135A

Sutton 1 Steele & Steele
1031 South Haskell
Dallas 2 3

I

Inc.

I

Texas

Kvarnmaskiner Laboratory Cleaning Plant

Aktiebolaget Kvarnmaskiner

Type KM

Box 7015
Malmo Sweden
I

This plant consists of the following equipment :
Scourer (Huller)
Air Separator (Aspirator)
Shaking Sieve Sifter (2 Screen Cleaner)
Table Separator (Gravity Separator)
Trieur (Cylinder Separator)
Length Graders
Carter

I

Test Cylinder

Carter

1

Test Disc

Kvarnmaskiner

1

"Pedigree" Cylinder

Superior Test Cylinder
I

Carter -Day Company
655-19th Avenue, N . E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
II

II

Aktiebolaget Kvarnmaskiner
P. 0. Box 7 0 15
Malmo, Sweden
Superior Divis i on Daffin Corp .
121 Washington Avenue South
Hopkins , Minnesota
I

1

Magnetic Separator
Gompper-Maschinen Gesellshaft
"Lilliput"

Buderich bei Dusseldorf
Grunstr 32 , Postfach Germany
U.S. Distributor :
Ulbeco Incorporated
484 State Highway 17
Paramus New Jersey
I

I

1
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EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Moisture Testers
Burrows Moisture Recorder

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston I Illinois

Motomco Moisture Meter
Model 919

Motomco Incorporated
89 Terminal Avenue
Clark New Jersey
I

I

*

Steinlite Moisture Tester
Model, RCT 1 S, G

Seedburo Equipment Company
618 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago 6 , Illinois

Tag-Heppenstall

Weston Electric Instrument Corp.
614 Frelinghuysen Avenue
Newark 5 New York
I

Universal

I

Model EH

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evans ton 1 Illinois

*

Roll Mill (Dodder)
W. A. Rice

W. Ao Rice Seed Company
Jerseyville Illinoi s
1

Scarifier
Forsberg , Sample - Seed Model

Forsberg , Incorporated
Thief River Fa lls, Minnesota

Screens
Complete set of Clipper 9" x 9"
Hand Screens

A. To Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan
I

Seed Treater
Calkins

Calkins Manufacturi ng Company
Spokane Washi ngton
I

Spiral Separator
Krussow Spiral

Cle land Manufacturing Company
2800 Was hington Avenue North
Minneapolis 10, Minnesota
1

212
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Thresher
Vogel Head Thresher

Bill's Machine Shop
Pullman washington
I

Width and Thickness Grader
Ca rter Test Precis i on Grader

Carter-Day Company
655-l9th Avenue, N.E.
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

*

Supplier

Additional equipment includes~ bag holders sewing machines
seed probes 1 germinators , ovens, purity boards, seed dividers I seed
counters , balances microscopes , seed sample cabinets the Vitascope
and other laboratory equipmento
1

I

1

I

Some of this equi pment was contributed by:
Burrows Equipment Company
E. L. Erickson Products
Gustafson Manufacturing Company
Paul Hattaway Company
Redhead Bagholder Corporation
Seedburo Equipment Company

I

